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! ! How to easily get more out of RapidWeaver

! ! ! ! Presented by Cédric Giger



For a better experience of my E-Book: A few instructions and tips on how to use it (READ ME!)

I'm aware that for some of you this may  be the first E-Book you buy or bought so here I would like to give you a few instructions on how to get the 
best out of it.

Printing the book
If you want you can print this book on paper. However I would not recommend you to do so. First because of the number of pages (choose a two 
pages per page layout if you do print it) and second because of the updates you're getting. If you want to print it make sure you only  print the new 
chapters when getting an update, don't reprint the entire book every time.
I would recommend you to print out the contents table of the E-Book on paper and keep it on your desk. It makes it much easier and faster for you to 
know what is included in the E-Book and find something you’re looking for. Even faster if you just read the main titles first when looking for something. 
Download a two pages per page version of the contents-index for print by clicking here.

Reading the book on your computer
To me the best application to read an E-Book on your (Mac) computer is Preview. Not Acrobat Reader. I find Preview much cleaner and graphically 
better. If your computer opens it in Acrobat select it, hit ctrl+click choose Get Info, or hit Cmd+i, Open with: Preview. If you want all your PDF to open 
in Preview also hit Change All... 

The titles and the page numbers of the index you find at the beginning of this E-Book are clickable. Once you click on a title you’re automatically 
taken to the page of interest. If you’re reading the book in Preview or any other application you can also search the content hitting Command (Cmd or 
Apple on older machines) and F. For example Cmd+F Tables.

• E-Book internal links are always green, external links opening in a browser are always blue
• In HTML codes posted in this E-Book the parts you have to edit (or can edit if you want) are written in red. You shouldn't have to mind about the 

other parts.
• Copy & paste from this book doesn’t maintain the formatting. Hence near some HTML codes you will find an orange Download source code link. Hit 

them to download a .txt file containing the code where the formatting is maintained. Open the files with TextWrangler (freeware): Select the file, ctrl
+click on it, choose open with, TextWrangler. This should make it easier for you to edit the codes.

The reason I tell you to use TextWrangler is that other text editors (Word, TextEdit, ...) may  add their own formatting to the codes messing them up 
and causing them not to work properly anymore. So please download and use TextWrangler.

• At the bottom of each page you find a green “Go back to the Index” link. If you click on it you will be sent right back to the content table at the top of 
this E-Book for you to find what you're looking for.
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• The book is divided in ten sections which should make it easier for you to find what you're looking for. I would recommend you to have a look at the 
section pages since they tell you what other chapters from other sections you may be interested in too. Basically it helps you to get more ideas.

Reading the book on an iOS device (iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch)
To read a book on an iPhone, iPod Touch or iPad make sure you have the iBooks app installed on your device. Simply  drag&drop the book into Books 
on iTunes. When syncing your device in iTunes make sure you choose to sync Books. On your device open iBooks, go to PDFs and choose the book 
you would like to read. All internal and external links also work in the iBooks app (Table of contents too).

How do updates work? How do I know if there's a newer version?
At the top of each page of my  website you will find the current version of the E-Book. If you see that there is a newer version of the book than the one 
you currently  have go to the contact page and fill in the Automatic Update or Fresh Download Link Request form. You will then get an e-mail with a 
link for you to download the latest version of the book. Should you experience any  trouble please use the form you find at the bottom of that page and 
I will get back to you as soon as possible. Whenever a new version is published you will find an announcement on the RapidWeaverFAQ.org 
Facebook page. All the news are found at the bottom of this page.

What if i run into a problem?
Please make sure you follow the instructions. If something doesn’t work it usually  is because people didn’t follow the instructions. If you followed the 
instructions but still something is not working feel free to contact me. If you find any  link in this E-Book which is not working as it is supposed to please 
let me know. Since the web is constantly  evolving it may  from time to time happen that something is outdated in this E-Book (like when Google 
changes the way they manage sitemaps, ...) if you stumble into such problems please notify me for me to update that part of the book. Thanks!

Because I often refer to them in this E-Book you should have a look at the following chapters: What is the root of a server/website? How do I upload a 
file which is not added directly to RapidWeaver? What will its URL be?

The codes you find in this E-Book were written to work once published to the web. If you want to use them on local (on your computer) please read 
Absolute paths and relative paths (or links) especially the part with an orange border around it.
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If there's anything you would like to see discussed in the book which isn't  discussed yet, if there's anything you think it's not 
discussed clearly enough, if there's anything not working as described or any link going nowhere please don't hesitate to let 
me know.
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 Foreword
My name is Cédric. I was born on September 15th 1986 in the beautiful (at least for tourists) city  of Lugano, Switzerland. Since the end of 2006 I’m 
living in the beautiful city of Basel (Switzerland).

Since 1995 (I think) I’m working and having fun on Apple computers. The first Apple was a Mac Classic. Remember when computers had only  black & 
white screens? Makes me feel old... :-) 

This Book was written for people who are at the beginning of their webmaster career and people who like easy  formulated step by  step instructions 
without unnecessary  technical jargon. It will guide you all the way  through building your website. On the way  we will also have a look at how to 
achieve certain effects to enrich your website.

I think the book will save you a lot of time since you don’t have to spend your time searching for a solution on Google and figure out how it works 
anymore. It’s all there. And if it isn’t you could suggest me to include a chapter about it in a future update.

Thanks for buying my E-Book and kind regards,
Cédric - rapidweaverfaq.org
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Note for MobileMe users

MobileMe will be discontinued on June 30th, 2012. See here for more details. If you're currently hosting your website on 
MobileMe you will have to move it to a hosting other than MobileMe by this date. Have a look at Chapter 5 of this page for 
suggestions on which hosting to use instead.

All the tutorials included in this E-Book also work if you’re using MobileMe. However there are some things you have to pay attention to:

1. If the tutorial requires you to upload a folder or a file to the root of your server if you are a MobileMe user you have to drop that file or folder into the 
Sites folder you find in the Web folder on your iDisk. Hence under iDisk/Web/Sites/. If you have a picture picture.jpg and you put it into a folder called 
media and you drop that folder into the iDisk/Web/Sites/ folder the URL of that file be

http://web.me.com/username/media/picture.jpg
or if using a personal domain
http://yourdomain.com/media/picture.jpg

Entering the URL into your browser displays the picture. If it doesn’t display  the picture.jpg but displays a Not Found message instead something went 
wrong and you probably uploaded it to the wrong location.

2. Some of the codes in this E-Book use relative paths to files. Paths written relative to the domain. This allows people to use the code independently 
from what their domain is. Using these paths it doesn’t matter whether your domain is http://yourdomain.com or http://example.com. Hence it makes it 
easier for people to use the code because they have less things they need to edit. It’s just like URLs without the domain part (http://yourdomain.com) 
which look like this:
/media/picture.jpg instead of http://yourdomain.com/media/picture.jpg or http://web.me.com/username/media/picture.jpg
for these relative paths to work if you’re using MobileMe’s standard address
http://web.me.com/username/
you have to add the /username/ part to the relative paths. Hence /media/picture.jpg becomes /username/media/picture.jpg

This is only  for people using the standard http://web.me.com/username/ address. People using MobileMe with a personal domain like http://
yourdomain.com don’t have to mind about this. To save time and hassle and make your life easier I would really  recommend you to have a Personal 
Domain setup as CNAME if you’re a MobileMe user so you don’t have to mind about the relative paths and just can use the code as it is provided.
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Section 1: Introductory chapters

Chapters in this section:

• Basic web knowledge base
• Basic HTML Codes knowledge base
• What is a div and what can it be used for?
• Combining codes
• General tips on building a website
• Hosting and FTP applications
• Introduction to RapidWeaver
• Publishing
• Known issues and general troubleshoot
• Backup and retrieve
• Transfer a website to another computer
• Working on two computers
• Multiple websites

Chapters in other sections which may be of interest:

• Google and other search engines
• Tracking visitors activity
• Multilingual websites
• ... have a look at all the sections of the book.
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 Basic web knowledge base *

What do I need to build and have a website?

To build a website you need four things:
1. You need an application to build the website and manage its content (example: iWeb, RapidWeaver, WordPress, any full text editor like 
TextWrangler for Mac or Notepad for Windows...).
2. You need a hosting account
3. You need a domain name
4. You need an FTP application

Here you will find what these and other words mean...

What is a URL?

URL stands for Uniform Resource Locator, in other words it’s the web address under which you can access files on the web and usually  looks like 
this: www.yourdomain.com/sitename/pagename.html

What is a domain?

A domain is actually  a name like www.yourdomain.com. Can you buy  a domain? It’s more like you rent a domain and renting the domain gives you 
the rights for the name and for using it during the time you rent it. You usually pay a yearly fee for it.

What is a registrar?

A registrar is a company which is selling (more giving for rent) domains.

What is a server?

In poor words. It’s a computer on which you can store some informations. What makes it different from your computer at home is that it is online 24h/
day 365days/year and people can get access to the files stored on the server by connecting to it with a browser or an FTP application.
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What is a hosting?

A hosting company is a company owning servers and giving away some space on the server so that people can store their files on them and access 
them whenever they  want. Do you buy  some space on the server? It’s more like renting some space. You pay  a monthly  fee for using the space. Like 
you rent a house or a flat. Note: Most hosting companies also offer you to buy a domain through their services.

What is an FTP application?

FTP stands for File Transfer Protocol. It’s an application built to connect to a server which allows you to upload files to the server, download files from 
the server, delete files on the server all from your computer at home.

What is a Browser?

A browser is an application which retrieves files stored on a server and displays it’s content to you on your computer. Example: InternetExplorer, 
Firefox or Safari.

Example of FTP, Server, Hosting, Domain, Registrar, Browser

I built a website on my computer. With an FTP application (Cyberduck) I uploaded the files of my website to a Server I rented some space on from a 
Hosting (HostExcellence) who own the Server. Then I bought a domain name www.rapidweaverfaq.org from a registrar and had it pointing to the 
location where I uploaded the files to. Now when you open your Browser and enter the web address (domain) rapidweaverfaq.org you can see my 
website.

What is the root of a server/website? How do I upload a file which is not added directly to RapidWeaver? 
What will its URL be? (images, .mp3 files, flash files, .html files, .zip files or any other file...) (READ ME!)

What is the root of a server/website?

The root of a website, as it is used on this website, is the main location or directory  of your website. Each hosting handles this a bit differently. So 
there's no way for me to write general instructions on how to find it. Best is you try it out.
To try it take a picture and name it picture.jpg then upload it to your server. By entering
http://yourdomain.com/picture.jpg
into your browser the picture should appear. If it doesn't you didn't upload it to the root. If it does appear, you found the root.
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If you already uploaded a website then the root is where the main index.html or index.php file is.

For MobileMe users the root is http://web.me.com/username/ which equals http://yourdomain.com if you’re using a personal domain setup as CNAME 
which equals the iDisk/Web/Sites/ folder on your iDisk. Finder menu and select Go/iDisk/My iDisk/ or hit Shift+Command(Apple)+i, then go to "Web" 
and open the "Sites" folder. If you put an image picture.jpg into the iDisk/Web/Sites/ folder it will display in your browser by  entering http://
web.me.com/username/picture.jpg or http://yourdomain.com/picture.jpg 

How do I upload a file?

To upload a file to your server you need an FTP application like Cyberduck to connect to your server. Please have a look at this chapter to know how 
to use an FTP application.

Important  note: When you upload a file replace spaces with underscores _ (eg. “happy new year.jpg” gets “happy_new_year.jpg") this makes it much 
easier to find out the file's URL. Spaces in filenames cause quite some troubles on the web. Also avoid special characters like ä, ö, è, ... and any 
punctuation in the filenames. Replace special characters with normal characters (like à with a).

What will the URL of the file be?

As we've previously  seen if you have an image named picture.jpg and you uploaded it to the root of your server the image will display  if you enter 
http://www.yourdomain.com/picture.jpg in your browser. If it doesn't display you didn't upload it to the root.

From time to time you have to upload a file or a folder to your server (perhaps a slideshow you made, flash content files, pictures, music, ...). For 
these files I think it’s best to make a folder called media, put all the files which don’t go directly  into the application you're using to build the site into 
this folder and upload the media folder to the root of your website. The web address (or URL) of this folder will be

http://yourdomain.com/media/

and if you put a file into it, let’s call it filename.extension, its URL will be

http://yourdomain.com/media/filename.extension

Having a media folder helps you to keep things organized and makes it easy to determine the URL of a file you want to upload.
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Absolute paths and relative paths (or links)

Instead of using the full URL to a file as seen in the previous subchapter http://yourdomain.com/media/filename.extension you could also use an 
absolute path or a relative path.

Absolute paths (or links)

All the codes you find in my  E-Book were written or adapted to work once you uploaded the files to the server. Instead of using the entire URL http://
yourdomain.com/FolderName/picture.jpg in the codes you will often find that the addresses to files are specified like this:

/FolderName/picture.jpg

hence without http://yourdomain.com in front of it. When it starts with a slash "/” like in the example above this is called an absolute path. This 
indicates the position of a file on a server starting from the domain http://yourdomain.com, which, as we've seen earlier, points to the root of your 
server. So basically  you just type in what comes after your domain http://yourdomain.com without typing in http://yourdomain.com just starting with / 
so for a picture you uploaded to the root instead of writing http://yourdomain.com/picture.jpg you just write /picture.jpg

Things are slightly  different for MobileMe users using the standard http://web.me.com/username/ address since http://yourdomain.com equals http://
web.me.com they  have to remember to add /username/ to the absolute path hence instead of /FolderName/picture.jpg or /picture.jpg they  would have 
to write /username/FolderName/picture.jpg or /username/picture.jpg (this does not apply  to you if you’re using a personal domain setup with CNAME 
on MobileMe!)

The good thing about using /FolderName/picture.jpg instead of http://yourdomain.com/FolderName/picture.jpg is that the first one is universally 
applicable. No matter what your domain is the picture.jpg file will be searched in the folder FolderName which is uploaded to the root of your server. 
This allows you to use the code I provide you without you needing to edit the code first or with less need to edit it.

If you want to use absolute paths in local (publishing to a folder) drop the files and folders you would otherwise have to upload to the root of your 
server into Macintosh HD for them to work. Macintosh HD is the root on your computer which equals the root on your server. You may  also want to 
publish your site to Macintosh HD but actually it makes no difference where you publish the site to. It's just to have everything in the same location.
MobileMe users using the standard http://web.me.com/username/ address would have to add a folder named after their username to Macintosh HD 
to simulate the /username/picture.jpg absolute path.

As a last note on absolute paths it may  be helpful to keep in mind that they  are built "forward" or in a "top  down" process. They  start from the most top 
(the root http://yourdomain.com) and you just type in what comes after the root after the initial slash (/).
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Relative paths (or links)

I never use relative paths however you may  find them elsewhere on the web so here I will try  to explain the difference between absolute paths and 
relative paths and how to use relative paths in case you would ever want to do that (I wouldn't since to me it's more complicated). If absolute paths 
are built forward in a top down process relative paths are built backwards in a bottom up process.

If you have a page under http://yourdomain.com/sitename/pagename.html while building a relative paths the question to answer is where do I go from 
here? If the file you're wanting to refer to is in the sitename folder too let's take again picture.jpg then all you have to do is type in picture.jpg like <img 
src="picture.jpg"> easy. If the file isn't in the sitename folder but in the root then you have to go a step backward first (or a step bottom up) which is 
done by adding ../ which equals a step backward <img src="../picture.jpg">.

What if I have a page published under http://yourdomain.com/site/page.html and a picture published in a folder called “media” which is uploaded to 
the root? Then you would have to go back to the root level and add to search in the "media” folder like this:
<img src=”../media/picture.jpg”>

To have relative paths working in local (publishing to a folder and viewing the site from your computer without uploading to a server) you have to add 
the files you would otherwise upload to the root of your server to the location where you publish to from RapidWeaver (hence where the main 
index.html file and your sitename folder are). 

Again I wouldn't recommend you to use relative paths. To me absolute paths are easier. If you have a code using relative paths you may want to 
convert the relative paths into absolute paths.
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 Basic HTML Codes knowledge base (READ ME!)
Even using RapidWeaver you will find yourself working with HTML codes. Especially  following some of the tutorials in this E-Book which are a little 
more advanced but don't be scared! Here I will discuss some basics about HTML and tell you where to find certain informations when needed.

Before we start I think it is important for you to know that when you open a certain tag you also have to close it. A tag is a metadata (data about data) 
used to describe an element. For example a <div> is closed with </div>, <strong> with </strong>, <iframe> with </iframe>, ... this is true for most 
codes but not for some other few codes like <img> and <br> (you will read what these codes are used for further on).

Let's have a look at some HTML elements and how to use them. If something's not explained now it will certainly be explained further on.

Main elements and CSS styling basics

<div>My content</div> is a container
<p>My content</p> is used to define a paragraph
<span>My content</span> is mostly used to define a particular style for a few words within a sentence

each of these elements can have an id and a class (can have doesn't mean they have to) for example:

<div id="container" class="myclass1">My content</div>

The difference between an id and a class is that an id is specific for a single element whereas a class may  apply  to multiple elements at the same 
time on the same page.

To define the appearance of an element you can either put a style within the element like

<div style="font-family: Arial; font-size:12px; color:#000000;">My content</div>

or use an id and style like this:
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<style type="text/css">
#container {
font-family: Arial;
font-size: 12px;
color: #000000;
}
</style>

<div id="container">My content</div>

The class works exactly the same but instead of # before the label/name you type a . (dot) like this:

<style type="text/css">
.container {
font-family: Arial;
font-size: 12px;
color: #000000;
}
</style>

<div class="container">My content</div>

More about stylings

We've seen how styling works. We've seen that we can either use id, class or put the style right into the element. Of course we can also put some of 
the specifications in the class, some in the id and in the style. Now let's see what we can control and how.

Color-codes and designations

There are various ways to define colors on the web. The most used one is a # followed by  a 6 character alpha-numeric code. #000000 stays for 
black, #ffffff for white, ... Codes for other colors can be found here http://www.w3schools.com/html/html_colors.asp or http://www.computerhope.com/
htmcolor.htm

Or in iWeb itself open the "Colors” window and select "Color Palettes" (third one from left). In the “Palette” drop-down menu select “Web Safe Colors”. 
Scroll & find the desired color. Near the color you will find a 6 character alpha-numeric code for that color (example: white equals FFFFFF). That’s the 
code you need. Remember to put # in front of it (if you want white you would have to put #FFFFFF in the code).
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Otherwise colors are sometimes also defined by just typing in their names like "black", "white", ..., "transparent" may also work sometimes.

Another way is using RGB Decimal designations like (204, 204, 204) for light-gray. In that case refer to http://html-color-codes.com/rgb.html

Width and height

width:300px; of course defines the width
height:180px; of course defines the height

These can also be applied to a <div>

Stylings for fonts and text formatting

font-family: Arial, Sans; defines the font, have a look at http://www.fonttester.com/font_test.html for the possibilities. Instead of Sans you may  also use 
Sans-Serif depending on whether you prefer with or without serif.
font-size: 13px; defines the size of the text. The higher the number the bigger the size of the displaying text. You can also replace px with pt.
line-height: 30px; can be used if you want to increase the spacing between the lines.
font-weight: bold; or none
font-style: italic; or none
text-decoration: underline; of course causes the text to be underlined. You can also choose overline or line-through or combine overline and underline 
as text-decoration:overline underline;
color: #000000; is used to define the color of the text by changing the color designation as explained in the previous subchapter
text-align: justify; defines the alignment of the text in the element. In the justify  case the text takes the width of the element if possible, left aligned to 
the left, right aligned to the right, center centered.

These can either be applied to a <div>, <p> or <span> as previously seen. However text-align will not work in <span>.

For bold or italic within a text you may also use <strong>Your text</strong> (bold) or <em>Your text</em> no need to put up a <span> each time. To 
center something on a page you may also use <center></center> instead of using a div with text-align set to center.

Stylings for backgrounds

background-color:#ffffff; To change the background color, change the color designation as of Color-codes and designations
background-image:url(&#039;URL to your image&#039;); If you want to use an image as a background paste the URL replacing the URL to your 
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image in the code. To know how to upload an image and find out its URL read How to upload files.
background-repeat:repeat; when using an image as the background you also have to specify  whether you want to the image to repeat in this case 
horizontally  and vertically  or repeat-x if you want it to repeat only  horizontally, repeat-y  if you want it to repeat only vertically  or no-repeat if you don't 
want it to repeat at all.

If you want to have a background being transparent use
background-color: transparent;
however note that this may not always work. Just try to see whether it works or not.

Note that this styling can also be applied to a particular <div>, <p> or <span> as previously seen.

Stylings for borders

Stylings for borders can be applied to images, image-links, <div>, iFrames, ...
All you have to do is add the following code to the styling:

border:0px solid #ffcc00;

Where the 0px defines the width of the border, solid defines the style of the border, have a look at this page: http://www.w3schools.com/css/tryit.asp?
filename=trycss_border-style for more and last but not least #ffcc00 defines the color. Example for images:

<img src= "URLofTheImage" style="width: 200px; height:80px; border:0px solid #ffcc00;">

Stylings for links

<style type="text/css">
a:link {color:#0000FF;text-decoration:underline;}
a:visited {color:#0000FF;text-decoration:underline;}
a:hover {color:#0000FF;text-decoration:none;}
a:active {color:#000000;font-weight:bold;text-decoration:none;}
</style>

First is for unvisited links, second visited links, third when pointing the mouse over it, fourth for the current page.

What if I want to define a particular setting which applies only to some links?
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In that case you can use a class as we've seen before...

<style type="text/css">
a.mylink:link {color:#0000FF;text-decoration:underline;}
a.mylink:visited {color:#0000FF;text-decoration:underline;}
a.mylink:hover {color:#0000FF;text-decoration:none;}
a.mylink:active {color:#000000;font-weight:bold;text-decoration:none;}
</style>

<a href="http://yourdomain.com" target="_top" class="mylink">Link text</a>

More about codes

Links

Link code:

<a href="URL of the page to open" title="Title of the link" target="_top">Link text</a>

In some codes you have to use apostrophes/single quotes ' instead of quotes " when adding a link code. Hence use:

<a href='URL of the page to open' title="Title of the link" target='_top'>Link text</a>

URL of the page to open is the web address where you want the link to point to
Title of the link is what displays when pointing the mouse over the link
target="_top" means that the page will be opened in the same window, replace _top with _blank for the link to open in a new window
Link text stays for the text displaying as a link.

Images and image-links

Code to add an image:

<img src="URLofTheImage" alt="What the image is about" style="width:200px; height:500px;">
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where URLofTheImage has to be replaced with the URL of the image.
Replace What the image is about with a few words to say what the image depicts. This is especially  helpful because search engines can't look at the 
image to see what's on it so you have to tell them.
I added the style into the image code because that's the way I like it to be but of course if you have various images you want to have the same size 
you can also use a class as we've seen in Chapter 1.

If you want to have an image linking to a page just combine the code for links with the code for images and replace Link text with the code for images. 
So you get:

<a href="URL of the page to open" title="Title of the link" target="_top"><img src="URLofTheImage" alt="What the image is about" style="width:200px; height:500px; 
border:0px;"></a>

I added border: 0px; to prevent the image-link from being surrounded by an ugly blue border in some browsers like Firefox or Internet Explorer.

iFrames

An iFrame is used to embed a page into another page. Not good for search engines since they  don't see the content of the iFrame as part of the page 
you add the iFrame to.

<iframe src="http://iwebfaq.org/site/iWeb_iframe_2.html" style="width: 350px; height: 200px;" scrolling="auto"></iframe>

You can add a border if you want to. Setting scrolling to auto results in scrollbars being shown where needed, setting it to no results in no scrollbars, 
yes results in scrollbars always being shown.

Line breaks <br>

<br> forces a line-break in your document. In other words the text you type after typing <br> will start on a new line.
Typing "Now I do understand some HTML coding<br>because I read this chapter" will display as

"Now I do understand some HTML coding
because I read this chapter"

thanks to the <br> tag even if it's written on the same line. You can repeat the tag to create empty  lines (<br><br>). You can also use them between 
two images to display them one above the other, between videos and wherever you want.
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Special-characters and punctuation in codes

When typing in some text content in a code letters like ä, é , ü , è, and other special characters like punctuation !, ?, :, ', and so on usually  need to be 
typed in as their html codes to display correctly.

This is especially  true for single quotes/apostrophes ' and quotes " since just typing them in could cause some intermingling issues with the code itself 
and cause it to not work properly.

A list of these codes is found at http://www.w3schools.com/tags/ref_entities.asp

Also some codes do not allow  you to use tab/return key  since it breaks the code and it won't work anymore. In general you have to use the <br> tag 
to have text or other content starting on a new line when using codes.

Multiple spaces

For multiple empty spaces add series of

&#160;&nbsp;

which equals two spaces.

Positioning, restraining, adding captions to images or else and more...

Basically  an object appears where you add its code. Uisng HTML Snippets the code appears where you place the HTML Snippet. Using Alternative 
the position is usually taken from where you put the TextBox with the code to be replaced by MassReplaceIt.

Working with HTML it's sometimes good to know how to define the position of a div which is done with the following code:

<div style="position:relative; top:280px; left:20px; z-index:1;">
Your content
</div>

This way  the content of the div  will display  at 280px from the top  of the div  containing it and at 20px from the left of div  containing it. When people 
scroll the page the div scrolls too.
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Instead of position:relative one could also write position:absolute in that case the div  will display at 280px from the top of the window and at 20px from 
the left of the window. It doesn't move when resizing the window which causes overlapping.

The z-index parameter is used to define what displays in front of what. Increase the number to bring it forward, decrease it move it back.

To create some free space around an object you may use the margin parameter like in this example:

<div style="margin: 0px 0px 0px 0px;">
Your content
</div>

First parameter is for the room between "the top" of the object and whatever is above it, second "on the right", third "at the bottom" and the latter "on 
the left". This may also be applied to images to create a border around it.

To restrain content you may enclose it in a div with a defined width.

Adding captions to images or else

<div style="width:300px; height:400px; text-align:center;">
<img src="http://URLtoTheImage" style="width:270px; height:200px;"><br>
<span style="font-family: Arial; font-size: 10px; font-weight: none; color:#000000;">
This is my caption
</span></div>

As you see there's a div  to create the needed room for the image and the caption. The image and the caption are centered in the div  by  the text-
align:center there's the image code to add the image and define its size and there's a span to define styling for the caption's text. If you don't want the 
caption to be centered you can add a text-align here right or left. The 
is used for the caption to display under the image.

Also have a look at:
- Columns
- Wrap text around objects
- Floating menu (or float anything else)
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What you have to pay attention to when working with codes

It is important to note that quotes don't equal quotes. If you were to use curly  quotes (sometimes also referred to as 
smart quotes or intelligent quotes) in a code instead of quotes the code won't work anymore. Some text editors use curly 
quotes by default hence you have to pay attention to what quotes are being used.

In some codes you have to replace quotes " and/or single quotes/apostrophes ' with the appropriate HTML code in your 
content to be used in a code to not break the code since the code itself is using them and they  have a different meaning 

in the code.

Often if a code doesn't work it's because you erroneously  deleted a quote " or a < or a > or something which breaks it or because a div  which was 
opened wasn't closed </div> or similar. To find what is wrong it is sometimes easier and faster to rebuild from scratch.

Also read the "Special characters and punctuation in codes" chapter.

(curly quote, wrong)

(normal quote, right)
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 Combining codes (READ ME!)
At times you may  want to combine different tutorials and different codes you find in this E-Book to build one thing. This can usually  be done with no 
problem at all. To make the process of combining different codes easier and cleaner I would recommend you to always do it step by  step from the 
inside out. Start with the core and build up on it. Usually the core is the text. Here I will build up a slide for the Different tabs with slide effect.

1) In a first step I write the text as I always do

Steven Paul Jobs 
(February 24th, 1955 – October 5th, 2011)
Steve Jobs was co-founder and CEO of Apple Inc. Jobs was born in San Francisco and adopted at birth by Paul Jobs and Clara Jobs. Following high school 
graduation in 1972, Jobs enrolled at Reed College in Portland, Oregon. He dropped out after only one semester.

2) In a second step I apply the styling and the breaks where needed

<span style="font-family: Arial; font-size: 18px; font-weight: bold;">Steven Paul Jobs</span><br>
<span style="font-family: Arial; font-size: 16px; font-weight: bold;">(February 24th, 1955 – October 5th, 2011)</span><br><br>
<span style="font-family: Arial; font-size: 14px;">Steve Jobs was co-founder and CEO of Apple Inc. Jobs was born in San Francisco and adopted at birth by Paul 
Jobs and Clara Jobs. Following high school graduation in 1972, Jobs enrolled at Reed College in Portland, Oregon. He dropped out after only one semester.</span>

Here you could also add Columns. Add hyperlinks where needed etc.

This is a general way  to write content. Note that some codes (namely: Display  random photos, text or links & Auto-Fading text) don't work if there is 
any tab/return key  in the code. So for these codes you would have to undo the return/tab key after you added the <br> tags. This is not necessary  for 
other codes. Further in some codes, when you have to add the content between quotes instead of divs, you can't use quotes " to add styling and you 
have to replace them with apostrophes/single quotes ' in other codes you can't use single quotes and have to use quotes for it. If in the code you have 
to add the content between quotes and want to use quotes in the text make sure you use the HTML code for quotes instead.

3) Now  I want to add an image, could also be a movie or a music player or whatever. I want to add a caption to it and I want to have text wrapping 
around it.

<img src="http://iwebfaq.org/media/steve.jpg" style="width:100px; height: 150px;">

adding caption to the image
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<div style="width:280px; height:180px; text-align:center;">
<img src="http://iwebfaq.org/media/steve.png" style="width:250px; height: 170px;"> <br>
<span style="font-family: Arial; font-size: 10px; font-weight: none; color:#000000;">
Steve Jobs
</span></div>

adding the code to cause the wrapping

<div style="float:left; margin-right:20px; margin-bottom:10px; margin-left:0px; margin-top:20px; width:280px; height:180px;">
<div style="width:280px; height:180px; text-align:center;">
<img src="http://iwebfaq.org/media/steve.png" style="width:250px; height: 170px;"><br>
<span style="font-family: Arial; font-size: 10px; font-weight: none; color:#000000;">
Steve Jobs
</span></div>
</div>

You could merge the wrapping code with the caption code by merging the two div styles into one.

4) Putting the entire code for the image together with the previously written content...

<div style="float:left; margin-right:20px; margin-bottom:10px; margin-left:0px; margin-top:20px; width:280px; height:180px;">
<div style="width:280px; height:180px; text-align:center;">
<img src="http://iwebfaq.org/media/steve.png" style="width:250px; height: 170px;"><br>
<span style="font-family: Arial; font-size: 10px; font-weight: none; color:#000000;">
Steve Jobs
</span></div>
</div>
<span style="font-family: Arial; font-size: 18px; font-weight: bold;">Steven Paul Jobs</span><br>
<span style="font-family: Arial; font-size: 16px; font-weight: bold;">(February 24th, 1955 – October 5th, 2011)</span><br><br>
<span style="font-family: Arial; font-size: 14px;">Steve Jobs was co-founder and CEO of Apple Inc. Jobs was born in San Francisco and adopted at birth by Paul 
Jobs and Clara Jobs. Following high school graduation in 1972, Jobs enrolled at Reed College in Portland, Oregon. He dropped out after only one semester.</span>

5) Since the text will certainly need more space than the size of the tab I also add the code for a TextBox with scrollbars without using an iFrame

<div style="width:650px; height: 400px; overflow:auto; font-family: Arial; font-size: 12px; color:#000000; background:transparent;" align="justify">
<div style="width:620px; margin-left:7px;" >
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<div style="float:left; margin-right:20px; margin-bottom:10px; margin-left:0px; margin-top:20px; width:280px; height:180px;">
<div style="width:280px; height:180px; text-align:center;">
<img src="http://iwebfaq.org/media/steve.png" style="width:250px; height: 170px;"><br>
<span style="font-family: Arial; font-size: 10px; font-weight: none; color:#000000;">
Steve Jobs
</span></div>
</div>
<span style="font-family: Arial; font-size: 16px; font-weight: bold;">Steven Paul Jobs</span><br>
<span style="font-family: Arial; font-size: 14px; font-weight: bold;">(February 24th, 1955 – October 5th, 2011)</span><br><br>
<span style="font-family: Arial; font-size: 12px;">Steve Jobs was co-founder and CEO of Apple Inc. Jobs was born in San Francisco and adopted at birth by Paul 
Jobs and Clara Jobs. Following high school graduation in 1972, Jobs enrolled at Reed College in Portland, Oregon. He dropped out after only one semester.</span>
</div>
</div>

6) Now  that I have the code for my  content I can take the entire code and put it in the appropriate div  in the Mixed contents slideshow code. Here I 
could merge the content div with the TextBox with scrollbars without using iFrames code by adding overflow:auto to the style of the content div.

You can combine almost any  code with almost any other code and multiple codes. It's up  to you to see what is discussed in the book or elsewhere 
and do the combinations. One last thing: I would recommend you to edit codes in a TextWrangler document.
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 General tips on building a website

Before you start

If you think about the website before you start building it this will save you a lot of time and trouble later on. 
What should the website be about? How should you organize it? What other services would you like to integrate (Guestbook, Facebook, AddToAny, 
Comments, ...)? Make some sketches on a piece of paper for what concerns the look you want to give your website, the navigation, where you want 
to place comments or Facebook on the page, ... to build your own theme (kind of). Always leave some empty  space, you never know what else you'd 
like to integrate later on.

If you really  want to build a website, a serious website, do pay for a real hosting. You will find some suggestions here. Free hosting services are 
limited, unreliable, have poor support and you may not be able to install all blogs or forums or whatever you may want to install. A good hosting really 
doesn't have to be expansive nowadays. The hosting I'm using perhaps offers plans starting from 3.95$/month (and the domain yourdomain.com is 
already  included) which I think is quite affordable. A good hosting will really  save you a lot of time and trouble. I recently  also see people who use 
Dropbox to host their websites. That's among the worst ideas I've seen so far so don't do it or don't bother me with the problems you're running into 
when trying to do that.

Always keep in mind that a website takes a lot of work and a lot of time. I think people often underestimate the amount of work behind it.

Notes about the navigation

The navigation is the heart of every website and should be made as easy and clean as possible. If the content of your website is great but the 
navigation is a mess then the whole website gets to be a mess.

Group the content of your website into main categories/topics and only  have the main categories showing up in the menu. That looks much cleaner 
and clearer. Much better organized. Well structured. Hence much more intuitive to navigate and people will certainly like it.

How to make your website be successful. Get visitors.

Always keep in mind: Nothing comes from nothing. It’s always a lot of work. If you don’t do anything for its success it will most likely not be successful.
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First thing to do is, of course, have it appearing on the major search engines. First of all Google. Google has more than 70% market share. In addition 
to that if your website appears on Google it is more than likely that it will appear on the other major search engines as well.

Communities are another important source of visitors. No matter what you build your website about you will find a lot of Forums where people discuss 
about the topic of your website. Be part of these communities and build your website to become a reference for all the people in the community. 
Hopefully  they will later promote it themselves. The best advertising is still the mouth to mouth propaganda. When this happens you know you’re 
doing a great job. Beware: do not blindly  post the link everywhere, that’s spamming which is the wrong way, not appreciated and has the opposite 
effect of the desired one. It always has to have something to do with the topic that is being discussed.

Social-networking. In the past few years social-networking got to be more and more important. Whether it is Twitter, MySpace or Facebook they are 
all places where a lot of people get together and interact with each other. Source of an incredible amount of possible-visitors. Make it easy  for your 
visitors to share your website on these networks and be part of them yourself.

The most important part of a website is its content and especially  its text-content. If your website doesn't get the visitors you would like it to get it 
probably  is because your website doesn't contain what people are looking for or it doesn't contain the keywords people are searching for in its text-
content. Hence try  to find out what people are searching for, keep working on the text and keep improving the text on your website and use 
synonyms. Another possibility would be that there are already a lot of websites like yours, try to be different.

Making money with a website. Advertising. And: Do not overload!

If you think you can have a website to earn a lot of money without doing anything then I'm sorry to tell you that you're most probably  wrong and that it 
most probably won't work. Usually there’s not much to earn from advertising.

If you want to get rich do something else. Pick up a guitar, go to town and start singing. Either they’ll pay  you because you’re so good at playing the 
guitar and singing or they will pay you to stop singing and playing. Even if a website is successful that still doesn’t mean that it’s generating money.

Building and updating a serious website is a very  time consuming thing and with a website you will most likely  earn little to nothing. Things of course 
are different when you have a product of your own to sell (like a software, handcrafted stuff and other products...) or you have a product (like a Hotel 
or a Restaurant) you advertise. Here I'm talking about people not having anything to sell. If you do have something to sell you may  want to look at the 
Business solutions chapter.

Anyway  if you want to put some ads on your website make sure they  are on-topic. Otherwise there is no chance you will ever earn anything from 
them since people will probably  not click on them. If you have a website about technology and computers and advertising of a store selling gardening 
tools it's probably not going to work as good as if you would have an advertising of a store selling technology and computers components.
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Also don’t overload your website with ads and rotating banners or whatever. It makes it difficult to read the content and people don’t like them (I bet 
you don’t like those kind of websites either so why should other people like them?). Further if you do overload your website with advertising people 
are not so likely to come back or provide the link to your website to friends and so on.

Again always make sure the ads fit your content in topic and design. They should look like actually being part of the content. 

The "Don't overload" sentence also goes for any other type of graphics as well but especially  for blinking and moving stuff. Don’t add too many  of 
them since they  make it hard to find what you’re looking for and concentrate on the text-content. Of course if your website is about photos and you're 
a photographer it’s a different story. But even then don't overload the site with your pictures and make sure it's clean.

On the web there are a lot of stores which sell almost anything you can imagine. Some of them have affiliate programs allowing you to earn a certain 
percentage of each sale you generate. Example: Amazon.com. All you have to do in an affiliate program is put a link on your website to send traffic to 
the store's website. Per se pretty  easy  but putting a link on your website doesn't guarantee someone will  click on the link, it doesn't guarantee 
someone will buy something hence doesn't guarantee you to earn something.

There are also websites where you find a variety  of different affiliate programs. One of these websites is Commission Junction where you find an 
affiliate program for selling socks, printers, beauty  products, gardening stuff just everything. Sign up to CJ, signup for an affiliate program. Put up a 
link. That's it.

Google Ads is just another way  people think is making them rich. They  generate almost no income. Trust me. They  look bad on the site. People don't 
like them. People don't click on them. They are sometimes off-topic. Have you ever clicked on a Google Ad? How often? Very seldom if at all I guess.

PayPal's Donation buttons. Ask yourself: “Would you donate? Will you donate to rapidweaverfaq.org?" Unfortunately  for me you most-likely  will not... 
Why  not? Because the content is accessible for free, you have access to it even if you don’t donate, so why  should you donate?! Would I deserve it? 
Of course I would, I’m sure you agree on that seen the amount of work and time I spent on it... But... You will probably not donate anyway... So 
unfortunately with Donation buttons you earn little to nothing since we’re all human beings here...

Things to keep in mind

Nothing comes from nothing. Building a website is a lot of work.

Always ask yourself: “If I  were a visitor... What would I want to find on the website? What would I do and what not? Would I like the navigation? 
Would I like the design? Would I... ?”. If you ever find yourself answering a question with “No” or with “I wouldn’t” then you know something’s going 
wrong. It's not what you want or what you would like to tell the people but it's what people want and what people would like to know. Which doesn't 
always equal each other.
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If you like your website your visitors will most-probably like it too. If you don’t, your visitors most likely won’t either.

If you want to be found on the web the chapter about Google and other search engines is a must read for you. Otherwise no one is probably  ever 
going to find you.
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 Hosting and FTP applications

Which is the best hosting and what server should I use?

Basically all hostings are RapidWeaver compatible.

If you can choose what server to use to host your site choose a Linux server.

There are a lot of free hostings to be found on the web. I tried about fifteen of them but I really  wasn’t satisfied by any  of them. I found them to be 
pretty  unstable, sometimes even signing up for an account was a hassle and the support was poor or nonexistent. I think it’s much better to pay for a 
hosting. After all it’s not expansive at all and you get a much better service especially what concerns the support.

The only problem is that there’s a jungle of hostings out there. As always in a jungle there are good hostings and there are bad hostings. The good 
hostings care about their customers, the bad ones don’t. It’s pretty  difficult to know which hosting is good and which one is bad. Unless you know 
someone who has a website and ask him whether he’s happy with the service his hosting company provides or not.

If you’re looking for a good hosting I would really  recommend you to use HostExcellence for a number of reasons. First because I’m using it for my 
own websites. I think that’s already  a pretty good reason. Second I know that it’s working great and that their customer support is excellent. 
Fortunately  I don’t need to contact their support very  often since it works great. However when I have to contact them they  are really  more than 
helpful. I think customer support is one of the most important things to look at when choosing a hosting. They  are definitely  on the good side of the 
jungle. Also I think it’s really intuitive and easy to use.
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HostExcellence mainly offers two hosting packages:

Basic Plan

Recommended for: 
People who plan to build only one website.

Specifications:
- Toll free support
- Unlimited space
- Unlimited monthly datatransfer
- 50 MySQL (1GB total)
(used for WordPress, Forums, ...)
- 1 free domain
- 1 dedicated IP address, 
and more...

For 3,95$/month (click to sign up)

Unlimited Business Plan

Recommended for: 
People who plan to build multiple websites.

Specifications:
- Toll free support
- Unlimited space
- Unlimited monthly datatransfer-
- Unlimited MySQL (10GB total) 
(used for WordPress, Forums, ...) 
- 3 free domains
- 15 dedicated IP addresses
and more...

Note: more IP addresses make your websites being much more 
stable and reliable.

For 7,95$/month (click to sign up)

HostExcellence uses the Linux platform by default.

I’m currently  using the Unlimited Business Plan since I have a lot of websites which I store on one hosting account. To me it’s really  worth it. I barely 
ever run into problems and if I did their support was most helpful. Since I know how  HostExcellence works I could also give you better support if you 
run into problems following my FAQs.

Here you will find some basic instructions and FAQs I wrote on using HostExcellence...

Other hostings: BlueHost.com, HostGator.com and GoDaddy.com (while GoDaddy  is great for Personal Domain registrations it doesn’t seem to be 
as good for hosting too. A lot of users complain about their poor customer support).
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How an FTP application works (basic)

An FTP (File Transfer Protocol) is used to put files from your computer to a server on the web (upload) or get files from your server to your computer 
(download).

First thing to do is, of course, choose and download an FTP application.

I will use Cyberduck for the example here. Cyberduck is Freeware (or Donationware), it is really good and easy to use. It’s the one I like the most...

First thing I have to do when I launch the application for the first time is configure it to allow it to access the server and retrieve/send data.

I click on Open Connection

and get a dialog box like this one:
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In the FAQ’s and/or Support section at my hosting I am told what I have to insert in those fields
What the server is, what the username is to access and of course my password.
I check the Add to Keychain box (so I don’t have to insert the data each time) and click Connect.

It now is ready to connect to my server and retrieves the data from it. It displays the files that are on my server in the main window

To make things easier Bookmark the location you upload your files to in Cyberduck.

Click on  then Click on “+” at the bottom of the Bookmarks to add a Bookmark.

Next time you use Cyberduck simply go to
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click on the downward flash at the right and a drop down menu will appear from which you choose the bookmarked location on your server to connect 
to it.

To upload a file go to the File menu and choose Upload, choose the files to be uploaded or drag&drop them from the finder into the main field.

When the upload starts a window will popup displaying upload progress

and that’s it...

To delete files select them in the main window, hit ctrl+click and choose Delete.

Even if you use RapidWeaver’s integrated FTP client you will need an FTP application to upload files that aren’t in RapidWeaver (Flash content, 
Images, Music, ...).
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 Introduction to RapidWeaver (READ ME!) *

What is RapidWeaver?

RapidWeaver is an application created by  Realmac Software which is used to build websites. I will not go into details on how to use RapidWeaver 
since to me the best way to learn how it works is “Learning by  doing”. I just would like to point out which are the most important parts and give you a 
few tips.

Important settings in RapidWeaver

The important settings in RapidWeaver are found in the top-right corner of the application.

Setup

Under Setup you apply the general settings for your site. What you type here applies to all the pages of your website.

General is used to define the Title which will display  on all your pages, the Slogan which will be display  on all your pages 
and the Footer which will display on all your pages. You can also add a logo for the website.

Under Advanced you can add a code to track your visitor’s activity.
Under Template you can set the extension of the pages to html and define the quality of the images.

Page Info

Under Page Info you apply the settings for the selected page. What you type here applies only to the selected page and not to the entire site.

Under General you can define the Title of the page and its URL. Also you can override the website title, slogan and footer you’ve set under Setup for 
the specific page. 
Under Sidebar you can add something to the sidebar of the selected page.
Under Header=>Header you can add some code to the <head> part of the specific page.
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Under Styles you can edit the theme’s settings for the page. Different themes have different settings.

Media Editor

For everything concerning your photos and images. Resize, rotate, ...

Useful in RapidWeaver

The Edit/Preview switch is very useful to see how it actually looks once published to the web before you actually publish it to the web.

How to format text in RapidWeaver

Also have a look at the Basic HTML-Codes knowledge base chapter of this book where it talks about styling for text.

Changing the font in RapidWeaver

RapidWeaver lets you change the font to be used on your website at the bottom of the application window 

but it doesn't let you change the size.

Change the font and the size of text?

There are two ways you could that...

First you could paste the text in a text editor like TextEdit, apply the styling you want and paste it back into RapidWeaver.
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Otherwise you could also use code to format the text like this

<span style="font-family: Verdana; font-size: 13px;">

Paste the above code before the section of text you want to change the styling for. Replace Verdana with the font you want to use and 13px with the 
size of the text you want to use. After the section of text close the span with

</span>

How can I change the color of part of the text?

One way to do that is selecting the text and going to the RapidWeaver color-ball at the bottom of the window and select the color you’d like.

Another way to do that is using code

<span style="color:red">different text color</span>

To change the color just write the name of the color you want or use the color’s codes.
You can find color codes on w3schools. Scroll down to “Web Safe Colors?” You will find the codes (6 digit codes) 0000FF is blue. When you put it in 
the code you need to put a # (alt+3) in front of it. So instead of writing “blue” put “#0000FF”.

How can I change the background color of part of the text?

Changing the background color is useful for example when you want to add a quote someone said or wrote into your website and comment on it. 
Changing the background color you show to your visitors that this part was taken from somewhere else.

<span style="background-color:red">different background color</span>

To change the color just write the name of the color you want or use the color’s codes.
You can find color codes on w3schools. Scroll down to “Web Safe Colors?” You will find the codes (6 digit codes) 0000FF is blue. When you put it in 
the code you need to put a # (alt+3) in front of it. So instead of writing “blue” put “#0000FF”.
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How can I change the font, the size, the color and the background color of part of the text?

Of course you can also combine all the above into one

<span style="font-family: Verdana; font-size: 13px; color:green; background-color:yellow">different font, size, text color and background color</span>

To change the color just write the name of the color you want or use the color’s codes.
You can find color codes on w3schools. Scroll down to “Web Safe Colors?” You will find the codes (6 digit codes) 0000FF is blue. When you put it in 
the code you need to put a # (alt+3) in front of it. So instead of writing “blue” put “#0000FF”.

Headings

For headings/titles I would really  recommend you to select your heading, go to Format, HTML and choose whether it is a Heading 1 (main title), 
Heading 2 (subtitle), Heading 3 (sub-subtitle), ...

This is important for SEO (Search Engines Optimization) and to give your website's pages a common homogeneous look.

How to add HTML Codes in RapidWeaver

One of the most important things to know is how to add HTML Codes to your website. Even using RapidWeaver you will find yourself adding HTML 
Codes here and there to achieve certain effects and features.

Adding codes to RapidWeaver is really easy. All you have to do is paste the code into your page or post. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver 
select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code". Publish the page and you’re done.

Note that if in the code there is some text to be displayed RapidWeaver will not maintain the formatting you applied to the other text on the page for 
the text in the code. So for the text in the code to display like the other text on the page you have to format it in the code itself by  wrapping your code 
into span styles like this:

<span style="font-family: Verdana; font-size: 13px;">Paste your HTML code here</span>

How to eliminate the sidebar in RapidWeaver

Page Info, Styles, Sidebar, Hide or uncheck "Show in menu" for all pages in Page Info, General.
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How to add some code to the sidebar in RapidWeaver

Go to Page Info, Sidebar, at the bottom-right choose HTML. Enter the code you want to add to the sidebar in the appropriate field. 

If you want to add the code to all your pages after you added the code to one page go to General and hit Apply to all pages, from the 
menu uncheck everything except HTML Sidebar, hit Apply. This is especially helpful if you want to use an Accordion menu in the sidebar 
instead of the normal menu or any other menu (Tear down, ...). It's also helpful to add a logo in the sidebar (just add the HTML code for 
images), social networking like AddToAny, Facebook Like Box, Google Search Box, ...

When you need to update the code you added to the sidebar simply apply the changes to one page, again go to General, Apply to all 
pages, select HTML Sidebar, Apply for the code to be updated on all pages. You don’t have to apply the changes page by page which 
saves you a lot of time!

Note: The first time I wanted to do that it didn’t work. The changes wouldn’t automatically apply to all the pages. I first had to visit Page Info, Sidebar, 
HTML on all pages for them to get updated. It was like activating the HTML Sidebar on the pages first. But now they update all without problems.

How to apply the same footer to all your pages in RapidWeaver

The Footer can be entered under Setup, General, Footer. You can also add HTML codes into this area to have Columns, Facebook Like Box, style 
the text, ...
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What does the URL of a RapidWeaver page look like and why? How 
can I change the title displaying in the browser?

By default the URL of a RapidWeaver page looks like this:

http://yourdomain.com/pagePageNumber/pagePageNumber.html
http://yourdomain.com/page55/page55.html

which is really  ugly  and every page has its own folder which causes your server to be a 
mess. I prefer having:

http://yourdomain.com/folder/page_name.html
http://rapidweaverfaq.org/site/popup.html

which means that the folder is the same for all pages and the page’s name is related to its 
content. It simply  looks much cleaner. What the URL of a page looks like can be set Page 
Info, General as shown in the image on the left side of this page.

What displays as the title in 
the browser window  is 
defined under Browser Title.

More general tips on using RapidWeaver

I would recommend you to have an extra site for testing purposes on your server. This way 
you can try  out the stuff without affecting your website’s visitors experience and just move it 
to your main website when everything works as it is supposed to. The easiest way  is to have 
test as Folder under Page Info and uncheck the Show in menu box.
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 Publishing

Publishing to a server

Go to File => Publishing Settings => FTP

Type-in the connection parameters as provided by your hosting.

Server: (usually: ftp.yourdomain.com)
User Name: (usually you choose it when you signup for the hosting)
Password: (usually you choose it when you signup for the hosting)
Path: (some hostings have a folder named “public” in this case 
upload you need to enter public, I have folders named with the 
name of all my  domains to which I need to upload the relative files 
so in my case I need to type in mydomain.com hence 
rapidweaverfaq.org)

Check the “Save password in Keychain” box so that you don’t have 
to enter it every time you publish.

Once you entered the information all you need to do is go to File 
and choose “Publish Site...”. After the first time you upload it will 
upload only  the files that you changed since the last time you 
published. It will not publish the whole site all over again every  time 
you hit publish. This saves you a lot of time.
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Publishing to MobileMe

MobileMe will be discontinued on June 30th, 2012. See here for more details. If you're currently hosting your website on 
MobileMe you will have to move it to a hosting other than MobileMe by this date. Have a look at Chapter 5 of this page for 
suggestions on which hosting to use instead.

Go to File => Publishing Settings => MobileMe

Enter your Username
and your Password

Publishing on local

You can publish your website on local (on your computer) and visit your website without uploading it to the web by going to File => Export Site...
Then you could visit it by opening one of the html files.
You could also upload your website by exporting it on local and then use an FTP application as described in the appropriate chapter of this book 
instead of using RapidWeaver’s integrated FTP.

Note that publishing to local is not a way to make a backup of your website. RapidWeaver can’t import those published HTML files. To make a backup 
have a look at Backup and retrieve a website.
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 Known issues and general troubleshoot

The changes I made don’t display on the web when published

If a change doesn't display  to you in the browser after you published and uploaded the site it mostly  is because the old version of the page is cached 
(memorized) by  your browser. Thus simply  emptying the cache of the browser (Open Safari, choose Safari from the menu and go to Empty  Cache) 
and reloading the page should display the changes.

If the changes still don’t display in the browser you may go to File, choose "Re-Publish All Files", then empty the cache again, reload.

I added some HTML Code to my page but it doesn’t work when published

First make sure you added the code to the page, selected it, went to Format, HTML and did choose Code.

Also note that some codes don’t work in RapidWeaver’s Preview mode but only once published.

If the code needs some additional files to be uploaded to your server make sure you uploaded them to the right location.

Make sure the code is correct. If you’ve taken the code from this site it most probably is right or you may have deleted an important quote or 
apostrophe or bracket or anything else by accident so you may want to try to re-start with it.

If there still is no improvement be aware that some themes may  screw up your code. As Ashley  pointed out on my  forum the Blocks theme replaced 
spaces in the code with &nbsp while publishing (not in RapidWeaver itself) hence breaking the code. And probably  also made other changes to it. You 
may want to try  to add the code post-publishing (after you published) with one of the methods described on this page. The page was written for iWeb 
but works for RapidWeaver as well.

If you run into a problem which is not yet listed here and found a working solution to it please let me know to make this list 
more complete and help others. You may also have a look at the page on the website which may be more complete.
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 Backup and retrieve a website
First let me say that it is strongly recommended to make a backup on a regular bases to avoid losing hours and hours of work!

How can I backup my website?

First you need to find the file where RapidWeaver stores its informations on your computer. To find it search with Spotlight for “rwsw” (since the 
extension of the file is .rwsw). To know where it is located click the result while hitting Command(Apple). That’s the file you need to make a Backup 
for.

If you use any  3rd party  theme or if you use any  customized theme also make a backup of the theme you're using. A quick way  to locate the theme 
files is to open the theme drawer and control click on the theme in question, selecting "Reveal in Finder".

To make a backup of your website put the above mentioned file on:

- An external HD
- Burn it on a CD/DVD
- Put it on a USB Stick

However it’s best to have it backing up automatically with a scheduled backup

Leopard (with or without Snow) does it all by itself if TimeMachine is enabled. TimeMachine is  a real life saver. If you don’t have it 
enabled yet buy yourself an external harddrive (they are really cheap nowadays) and turn TimeMachine on. Also have a look at Dropbox.

How can I retrieve a website from a backup?

Once you made a backup and want to restore your website (get the pages from the backup file back to RapidWeaver) either drag&drop 
the file from your backup location (External HD, USB Stick, ...) back to your computer. Or if you used TimeMachine navigate to the 
location of the rwsw file, hit TimeMachine in the Dock and navigate back in your history until the version of the file you want to restore. 
Select it and hit Restore.
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Once you have the file on your computer you just have to open the file by double clicking on it. Note that the location where the file is 
placed doesn’t matter. Same for the name you give it (as long as you don’t change the extension).

My website is still published on the web but I have no RWSW file and no backup of it. How can I get it back 
into RapidWeaver?

RapidWeaver can't "import" HTML files (published files).

If you don’t have the above mentioned rwsw file anymore and did not make a Backup of it but the website is still online (on your server) then that’s 
what you should do:

1. You have to rebuild the website from scratch in RapidWeaver re-creating each page
2. Use the published version on the server to copy&paste the content from it so you don’t have to retype it in all over again. This makes the process of 
rebuilding the site from scratch really fast.
3. You shouldn’t do that by selecting all and then paste it into RapidWeaver, it’s gonna be a mess. The best way to do it is paragraph by paragraph.
4. Images go by Drag&Drop. However the images on the published version aren’t full-resolution images. So if you still have the original image (full 
resolution) you better use this one. Especially  if someday you want to increase the size of the image you will see that the one you took by  Drag&Drop 
from the published site is poor quality.
5. Take advantage of the situation to reorganize your website and re-elaborate/modify it.

I'm sorry  there is no better answer... At least you don't have to type the whole text of your webpage all over again... And it's quite quick to do 
copy&paste (Believe me! I once did it for 300 pages!).
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 Transfer a website to another computer
The only  way  to move RapidWeaver pages from one computer to another is to move the .rwsw file where RapidWeaver stores its files. To find it 
search with Spotlight for “rwsw”. To know where it is located click the result while hitting Command(Apple).

To get the site showing up in RapidWeaver you just have to open the file by  double clicking on it. Note that the location where the file is placed to 
doesn’t matter.

To transfer your .rwsw file from one Mac to the other you can put it on a USB-Stick, on a CD/DVD or if you can do that by  establishing a network and 
have the two computers communicating to each other. Not a good idea if you have a large file is to send it by e-mail.

If you use any 3rd party  theme or if you use any  customized theme also transfer the files of the theme you're using. A quick way  to locate the theme 
files is to open the theme drawer and control click on the theme in question, selecting "Reveal in Finder".

You better make a backup of the file mentioned above from time to time, how do I make a backup?

Note 1: Note that you have to change permissions of the file to be able to edit, save changes and publish a website from another user account and 
from another computer as well.
Select the file press Command(Apple)+i under Ownership & Permissions go to =>Details =>Everyone (or Others) and select Read & Write
You have to do that in the original user account and computer in which the file was created.
If your computer goes nuts and you didn’t change permissions you could find an error while publishing and saving.
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 Working on two computers
To edit one website from two different computers you have to transfer the file where RapidWeaver stores its files. To find it search with Spotlight for 
“rwsw” (since the extension of the file is .rwsw). To know where it is located click the result while hitting Command(Apple).

To get the site showing up in RapidWeaver you just have to open the file by  double clicking on it. Note that the location where the file is placed to 
doesn’t matter.

To transfer your .rwsw file from one Mac to the other you can put it on a USB-Stick, on a CD/DVD or if you can do that by  establishing a network and 
have the two computers communicating to each other. Not a good idea if you have a large file is to send it by e-mail.

If you edited your website on computer A and want to edit it on computer B transfer the file from A to B as mentioned before. If you now want to edit 
your site on computer A, after you edited it on computer B, you will have to retransfer the file from B to A.
Caution: Make sure not to overwrite the newer with the older file!

As Richard noted on my  Forum in addition to syncing the .rwsw site file, if you have placed any  custom images into the header of your theme then 
you will also have to sync the theme file. If you do not do so then the header image will revert back to the stock header image as soon as you preview 
the site from the second computer. A quick way  to locate the theme file for syncing is to open the theme drawer and control click on the theme in 
question, selecting "Reveal in Finder". Then you can send the file to the 2nd computer or use a syncing utility. Of course the same applies if you're 
using any 3rd party themes: they have to be on both computers. (Thanks Richard!)

Note 1: Note that you have to change permissions of the file to be able to edit, save changes and publish a website from another user account and 
from another computer as well.
Select the file press Command(Apple)+i under Ownership & Permissions go to =>Details =>Everyone (or Others) and select Read & Write
You have to do that in the original user account and computer in which the file was created.
If your computer goes nuts and you didn’t change permissions you could find an error while publishing and saving.

You better make a backup of the file mentioned above from time to time, how do I make a backup?

Using a USB Stick

If you put the .rwsw  file on a USB-Stick (USB flash drive) all you have to do is plug the usb stick in one of the computers and double click the file on 
the USB flash drive (without moving it to the computer!). It will open in RapidWeaver and save changes to the USB stick, plug it into the second 
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computer and same thing. You could publish a site from both the computers without missing data and without fearing of overwriting the older with the 
newer file.

Same for the theme files.

Using DropBox

If you like techy stuff you can also use DropBox to edit your site from multiple computers.

DropBox adds a folder on your computer and everything you put into this folder is instantly  uploaded to DropBox's servers as a backup. This can also 
be used to synchronize some data between multiple computers. As soon as you update a file in the folder the copy  on the server is updated too. If 
you have two computers (or more) and use DropBox on both computers as soon as DropBox sees that there's a newer file on the server because you 
edited it from the other computer it downloads the newer file to your current computer for you to always have the newest version of it (cloud).

1. Go to www.dropbox.com and make an account (2GB of storage are free)
2. Go to the bottom of the page and hit Install to download the DropBox application
3. Open the application and enter your login data. Under Choose setup  type I did choose Advanced for me to choose where the DropBox folder is 
placed (I did choose to have it on my Desktop)
"I want this computer to sync all of the folders in my Dropbox"

As an aside note it is especially  worth mentioning that by  ctrl+clicking on a folder inside the DropBox folder you can choose to Dropbox=>Share This 
Folder... with friends and family  or colleagues. And you can also access any  file through www.dropbox.com and download it in case you need to do 
so.

4. That's it. Put anything you want to sync between your computers into the Dropbox folder. In case of RapidWeaver put the site's .rwsw file inside the 
Dropbox folder for it to sync between your computers. Same for the theme files.
5. If you install Dropbox on another computer and have it logging in with your account Dropbox will automatically  first sync the Dropbox folder on the 
current computer for you to have the latest documents on the current computer and for it to like the folder on the other computer.

Caution 1: Your computer has to have an internet connection for DropBox to update the files
Caution 2: If multiple people manage the same site from different computers at the same time this can cause problems (like your changes being 
applied while the other people's changes not or vice versa or corrupting the .rwsw file).
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 Multiple websites
Of course you can manage multiple websites with RapidWeaver.

Managing and editing multiple websites

RapidWeaver offers various ways to manage different websites: projects and folders.

You may  be interested in different topics like football and music. Having a single website about both doesn't make much sense to me. So I would 
recommend you to have two standalone websites (one about football and one about music) and have each website published to a different domain. 
The domain should be on topic since it's also used as a keyword in search results. Having a football website published under a music domain may 
also be confusing to your visitors (Read: Publishing to different servers and/or different domains)

Of course you could also have a single website whose content is divided in different categories. Like when you have a website about a country  you 
may have politics, culture, geography, demography, history,  ...  (Read: Publishing to the same server and domain)

Publishing to the same server and domain

If you have a single website whose content is divided in different categories like when you have a website about a country  you may have politics, 
culture, geography, demography, history,  ... I would recommend you to publish different categories to different folders like

http://yourdomain.com/politics/
http://yourdomain.com/culture/

to achieve that under Page Info type in the category  where it says Folder. This is having all the pages of the website in the same project so they all 
show up at the same time in RapidWeaver.

Alternatively you could also have a separate project (File, New Project) for each category so only  the category's pages will display in RapidWeaver 
and not all the pages of all categories at the same time. If you have a website with a lot of pages this may  be a good solution. You would then publish 
the various projects to the same server and location. Also remember to specify  the Folder under Page Info for each category. However this would 
cause you having the main index.html (Home) file multiple times so you would have to make sure it's the same in all the projects.
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Publishing to different servers and/or different domains

To publish to different servers or domains each website should have its own project file (.rwsw). To create a new project file go to File, New Project.

Useful projects tricks

In RapidWeaver you can have multiple projects (.rwsw) open at the same time which can be really useful.

As an example if you want to have exactly  the same page on multiple projects just build the page on one of your projects, duplicate it (ctrl+click, 
duplicate), take the copy and drag&drop it into your other project.

Of course this can also be used to move some pages from one project to another project. Just drag&drop the page.

Two out of one (split) and one out of two (merge) projects

If you want to split a project into two go to File, New Project. Move the pages you want to show up in the second project to the new project 
(drag&drop) so in the first project you will only have the pages you want to show up in the first project.

To merge two projects into one just open them both in RapidWeaver and drag&drop all the pages from one project into the other project. This way  all 
the pages will show up in only one project.
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Section 2: Appearance

Chapters in this section:

• Empty blank page
• Themes
• Columns
• Tables

Chapters in other sections which may be of interest:

• Wrap text around objects
• ...as well as all the navigation, photos and other chapters
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 Empty blank page
A lot of people seem to want a blank page. I was one of them. Pretty hard to find in RapidWeaver!

Using a theme

The first way  I found was using a theme. "I didn't want a theme!". The theme is called No Theme and is made by  multithemes.com and it's free. Just 
download the theme, double-click it to install it, close RapidWeaver, reopen it and you will see No Themes appearing in your themes.

By going to Page Info, Page you will see that this theme is highly customizable and very basic from its design.

However it's still a theme and still displays the header, the sidebar, the footer and so on which of course can be hidden with some CSS code

#pageHeader, #footer {
   display: none;
}

(Page Info, Header, CSS)

but I didn't like the idea of using a theme to have no theme. Sounds like taking the car to not take the car to go to work.

Building a page with codes

By going to Add you will find something called HTML Code which can be used to post any  HTML code in it. However going to Preview  you will find 
that by  default this also applies the theme to it. It took me a long time to find out that by  going to Page Info, Page you can uncheck the "Apply  theme" 
box.

This gave me all I asked for: a totally blank page! Yeah!

Of course this means that you have to use HTML codes to build the structure of the page and to add the content. For that I would recommend you to 
have at this page of mine: Coding your own page.
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 Themes
For additional themes please have a look at this page.
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 Columns *
You will find an example of this here.

Among the most useful uses of divs is the capability to build columns using divs.

<div id="outer-div" style="position: relative; height:280px; margin-left:10px; margin-right:0px;" align="justify">
<div id="column-1" style="position: absolute; width:47%; margin-left:0px; margin-right:0px;">
Content of the first column
</div>
<div id="column-2" style="position: absolute; width:47%; left:50%; margin-left:0px;margin-right:0px;">
Content of the second column
</div>
</div>

As you see in the code there’s an outer div  used to define the height of the columns (280px) and the position from the left (margin-left:10px, you could 
also add margin-top and margin-bottom parameters if you want).

There’s a first inner div  for the first column (column-1) where you can define the width of the column and enter the content you want to display in the 
first column and a second inner div  (column-2) where you can define the width of the second column and enter the content you want to display  in the 
second column. The width of a columns is set as a percentage. Note that I didn’t use 50% as the width for the columns because if I did there would be 
no empty  space between the two columns and it wouldn’t look nice. The 50% of the second inner div  is used to define the position from the left so it 
will start in the middle of the page. Playing around with this and with the margin parameters you can define the position of the columns and their 
content. 

Of course you can also have three, four or more columns. Just add more codes like the one for the second inner div. For three columns I would set 
the width of the columns to 30%, set the second column to start at 33% and the third at 66%.

Simply add all the content you want to have as you always do in RapidWeaver (text, images, ...). Once you added the content at the beginning add

<div id="outer-div" style="position: relative; height:280px; margin-left:10px; margin-right:0px;" align="justify">
<div id="column-1" style="position: absolute; width:47%; margin-left:0px; margin-right:0px;">
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where the content of the second column starts add

</div>
<div id="column-2" style="position: absolute; width:47%; left:50%; margin-left:0px;margin-right:0px;">

and at the end of it add

</div>
</div>

Remember to select these lines of code, go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code"
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 Tables
Here's an example of a table:

Here I will discuss how to add tables using HTML which is pretty  easy. Another way  to add tables to your website would be using Google Docs to 
embed an excel spreadsheet on your page as you read here.

Standard tables

Take this code and change it as described further on... Download source code (What’s this?) (table.txt)

Once you're done with editing the code paste the code in RapidWeaver, select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code". Publish the page and 
you’re done.

Have a look at the Basic HTML Codes knowledge base chapter about styling for fonts, color designations, ... since you will need them in this chapter.
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From top to bottom you first enter the width of the table, the font, font-size, 
the color of the text. Of course you can also set a particular styling for a 
particular cell by using a <span> as explained in stylings for fonts. The 
background color is used to define the color of the background of the table. 
Under border-spacing the first value defines the space between cells 
horizontally  and the second value vertically. Under border you define the 
border around the entire table.

Under th you define the parameters for the title-cells. The width equals the 
width of the table divided by  the number of columns. Height defines the 
height of the cells. Color defines the color of the text in these cells. Of 
course you could also add other parameters to define the font or font size. 
You can also set a background color for the title-cells if you want them to 
have a different color than the other ones. Border defines the border 
displaying around the title cells.

Under td you define the parameters for the normal cells. Same as for th. 
Under text-align you could have the text aligned to left, right or justify 
instead of center.

The rest is pretty self explanatory I think. The first row

<tr><th>Table title</th><th>column title</th><th>column title</th></tr>
 
is for the title of the table and the columns. If you need more columns add 
more <th>column title</th>

The second and third rows 

<tr><th>row title</th><td>cell1.2</td><td>cell2.2</td></tr>

first you have the title of the row and then the cells. If you need more rows add more lines like the one above. If you added more columns in the first 
line remember to add the appropriate cells <td>cell2.2</td> in the other rows.

<style type="text/css">
table {width:450px;
font-family: Helvetica;
font-size: 14px;
color:#fff;
background-color:#ccc;
border-spacing: 5px 5px;
border:3px solid #ccc;
}
th {width:150px;
height:35px;
color:#000;
background-color: #fff;
border:1px solid #fff;
}
td {color:#000;
font-style:italic;
text-align:center;
background-color: #fff;
border:1px solid #fff;
}
</style>
<table>
<tr><th>Table title</th><th>column title</th><th>column title</th></tr>
<tr><th>row title</th><td>cell1.1</td><td>cell2.1</td></tr>
<tr><th>row title</th><td>cell1.2</td><td>cell2.2</td></tr>
<tr><th>row title</th><td>cell1.3</td><td>cell2.3</td></tr>
</table>
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Sortable tables

What is a sortable table? A sortable table is a table where you can click on a title or attribute to sort the elements in the table after that attribute. An 
example of a sortable table is found in Chapter 2 of the Tables FAQ on my  website where you can click on Name, Price or Rating to change the order 
in which the elements display.

This uses a script written by  Stuart Langridge you find here: http://www.kryogenix.org/code/browser/sorttable/ you may  want to read that page for 
further customizations. I will only discuss the basics here.

1. Click here to download a file called sorttable.js and upload it to the root of your server (If you don't know what the root is or how this is done read it 
here)
2. The code of the table is pretty  much the same as the Standard tables one. I just changed the <th> tags of the first column to <td>, added <script 
src="/sorttable.js"></script> to call the script, added the class to the table to make it sortable by  replacing <table> with <table class="sortable"> and 
added some more rows. So in the end the code I get for the sample table is the second one you find in the Download source code (What’s this?) 
(table.txt) file.
3. Have a look at the instructions in Standard tables to know how to customize the appearance of the table
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Section 3: Navigation

Chapters in this section:

• Drop down menus
• Tear down menus
• Sliding image menu
• Accordion menu
• Image map
• Rollover buttons or images
• Floating menu (or float anything else)
• Redirect
• Anchors

Chapters in other sections which may be of interest:

• Simple scroll image gallery can be used as menu too
• Display random photos, text and links (or anything else) can be 
used with the navigation purpose too
• Toggle, Hide and Display can be used to build a navigation
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 Drop down menu
You will find an example of this here.

How to add drop down menus to RapidWeaver

1. Go to www.cssmenumaker.com and choose a menu style 
2. Go to Customize and build your own menu

Click on Add Button to add a title/category  to the main menu (a URL is not required for these, unless you want to add it or you don’t want to have a 
submenu for that category)

To add the choices to display  under the category  (displaying when people point their mouse over the title, hence the sub menus) hit the green “+” 
near the category. Then hit Add Button. Type in the title of the choice, the URL and whether you want the linked page to open in the same window or 
in a new window. Of course you can add multiple choices for the sub menu. 

Once you added the choices for the submenu hit Back To Main Menu to add more titles to the main menu and so on.

3. When you’re done click on Preview to see if everything looks like you wanted. If it does click on Download, Download Now and you will get a folder 
named “menu_XXX_XXXXX” where X are numbers.
4. Inside that folder you will find a folder named “menu”. Take the “menu” folder and upload the folder to the root of your server (What is the root of a 
server/website?).

Entering http://yourdomain.com/menu/menu_style.css
should display  this file in your browser. If it doesn’t and you see a Not Found message instead you didn’t upload the right folder or didn’t upload the 
“menu” folder to the right location.

5. On your computer go to the “menu_XXX_XXXXX” folder you downloaded from the site and open the Installation_instruction.html file in Safari by 
double clicking on it. Copy the code you find where in the document it says 
“2) Copy and paste the code below to the desired spot in your site” 
we will use the code in step 6 of the tutorial. The code looks something like this:
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<style media="all" type="text/css">@import "/menu/menu_style.css";</style>
<div>
<ul class="menu">
<li class="top"><a href="#" class="top_link"><span>Sample Menu</span></a></li>
<li class="top"><a href="#" class="top_link"><span>Sample Menu This is some longer text</span></a>
<ul class="sub">
<li><a href="#">Sample Menu This is some longer text</a></li>
<li><a href="#">Sample Menu</a></li>
            <li><a href="#">Sample Menu</a></li>
            <li><a href="#">Sample Menu</a></li>
            <li><a href="#">Sample Menu</a></li>
</ul>
</li>
<li class="top"><a href="#" class="top_link"><span>Sample Menu</span></a>
<ul class="sub">
<li><a href="#">Sample Menu This is some longer text</a></li>
            <li><a href="#">Sample Menu</a></li>
            <li><a href="#">Sample Menu</a></li>
            <li><a href="#">Sample Menu</a></li>
</ul>
</li>
<li class="top"><a href="#" class="top_link"><span>Sample Menu</span></a></li>
<li class="top"><a href="#" class="top_link"><span>Sample Menu</span></a></li>
</ul>
</div>

(this is an example, do not copy  and paste this code, copy  the code of the menu you built and note that you need to select the whole menu code as 
posted here)

6. Paste it where you want the drop down menu to appear in your RapidWeaver pages. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to 
"Format", "HTML" choose "Code".

If you would ever need to edit the menu you can also just edit the code without going through rebuilding the menu on the site.

To add an item to the main menu add

<li class="top"><a href="#" class="top_link"><span>Sample Menu</span></a></li>

to add an item in a submenu add
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<li><a href="#">Sample Menu This is some longer text</a></li>

in the <ul class="sub"></ul>

to add an item in the main menu with a submenu use

<li class="top"><a href="#" class="top_link"><span>Sample Menu</span></a>
! ! <ul class="sub">
            <li><a href="#">Sample Menu</a></li>! ! !
            <li><a href="#">Sample Menu</a></li>
! ! </ul>
! </li>

Instead of # add the URL you want the link to point to. Instead of Sample Menu type what you want to display as the link. If you want it to open in a 
new window add target="_blank"

<a href="#"> gets <a href="#" target="_blank">

If you don't want it to be a link it is recommended to use nohref instead of href="#"

<a href="#"> gets <a nohref>

Troubleshoot

If the menu displays as text-links instead of displaying as a menu bar or if you experience any other problem...

1. Make sure you uploaded the right folder (hence the “menu” folder you find inside the “menu_XXX_XXXXX” folder and not the entire 
“menu_XXX_XXXXX” folder) to the right location (the root) and that entering 
http://yourdomain.com/menu/menu_style.css
displays this file in your browser. If it doesn’t and you see a Not Found message instead you didn’t upload the right folder or didn’t upload the “menu” 
folder to the right location.
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2. If you did everything as described in the tutorial and 1 didn’t help post a question on my  Forum and add a link to a page where you tried to embed 
the menu for me to see where you went wrong. There's no way  for me to tell you what you've done wrong if you do not post a link to the page where 
you tried to embed the menu!

How to have multiple menus on a site

Rename the menu folder you find inside the menu_XXX_XXXXX folder to menu1 or menu2 and so on and make sure you adapt this line of the code:

<style media="all" type="text/css">@import "/menu/menu_style.css";</style>
to reflect the changes you made. In the example I changed menu to menu1

<style media="all" type="text/css">@import "/menu1/menu_style.css";</style>

How to customize the appearance of the drop down menu (Basics) *

Here you will find some basic instructions on how to customize the look of the menu. These instructions are written for the "standard" menu you see 
on the sample page. The main location where you can customize the appearance of the menu is the menu_style.css file you find inside the menu 
folder. Open it in TextWrangler. I will discuss the file from top to bottom pointing out the important parts. I will only post excerpts of the code here.

Under .menu you can define the font used in the menu and the size. Have a look 
at Styling for fonts for more parameters and to know how you can change them.

Under .menu ul you can define the background of the menu (#333333, Color 
codes.) and the height of the menu (35px). If you change the height here also 
change it under .menu li a 

.menu{
! font: "Lucida Sans Unicode", "Bitstream Vera Sans",
! font-size:12px;
! }

.menu ul{
! background:#333333;
! height:35px;
! }
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Under .menu li a you can define the background of a menu item (#333333) and 
whether you want to have a separator between the items. If you don't want to 
have a separator change ("images/seperator.gif") to ("") hence remove the 
reference to the file and if you want to have a separator but with a different look 
edit the separator.gif file you find in the images folder in the menu folder. 
Change the color of the item text when the page loads (#cccccc). Change the 
line height if changed it before (35px). Styling for fonts and Color codes.

Under .menu li a:hover, .menu ul li:hover a you can define the background color 
the item changes to when pointing the mouse over it (#2580a2) and whether you 
want the triangle decoration to appear under the item. If you don't want to have 
the triangle change ("images/hover.gif") to ("") hence remove the reference to 
the file and if you want to have the decoration but with a different look edit the 
hover.gif file you find in the images folder in the menu folder. #FFFFFF defines 
the color the item-text changes to when pointing the mouse over it. Replace 
none with underline if you want the text to get underlined when the item is 
selected.

Under .menu li ul you can define the background of the submenu items 
(#333333) and the width of the submenu (225px). If you change the width here 
also change it under .menu li li

Under .menu li ul a you can define the height of the items in the submenu 
(35px), the font size of the items in the submenu (14px), the style (normal, set it 
to italic, bold or bold-italic). You can also have the items in the submenu to 
display  in another font by  adding a parameter like font-family: Times; or color. 
Have a look at Styling for fonts for more parameters and to know how you can 
change them.

.menu li a{
! ! background:#333333 url("images/seperator.gif") bottom 
right no-repeat;
! ! color:#cccccc;
! ! font-weight:normal;
! ! line-height:35px;
! ! }

.menu li a:hover, .menu ul li:hover a{
! ! ! background: #2580a2 url("images/hover.gif") 
bottom center no-repeat;
! ! ! color:#FFFFFF;
! ! ! text-decoration:none;
! ! ! }

.menu li ul{
! ! background:#333333;
! ! width:225px;
! ! }

.menu li ul a{
! ! height:35px;
! ! font-size:14px;
! ! font-style:normal;
! ! }
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Under .menu li ul a:hover, .menu li ul li:hover a you can define the background 
color the item changes to when pointing the mouse over it (#2580a2) and 
whether you want the triangle decoration to appear on the left side of the 
selected item. If you don't want to have the triangle change ('images/
hover_sub.gif') to ('') hence remove the reference to the file and if you want to 
have the decoration but with a different look edit the hover_sub.gif file you find in 
the images folder in the menu folder. #ffffff defines the color the item-text 
changes to when pointing the mouse over it. Replace none with underline if you 
want the text to get underlined when the item is selected.

.menu li ul a:hover, .menu li ul li:hover a{
! ! ! background:#2580a2 url('images/hover_sub.gif') 
center left no-repeat;
! ! ! color:#ffffff;
! ! ! text-decoration:none;
! ! ! }
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 Tear down menu
You will find an example of this here.

How to add tear down menus to RapidWeaver

1. First we need the HTML code for the tear down menu. Download source code (What’s this?) (tear_down.txt) so you can modify  it as explained 
further on. Here I will only post the part of the code which needs to be edited. For the menu to work you need the entire code.

<style type="text/css">
<!--

.combobox {
background-color: #000000;
color: #CCCCCC;
font-size: 8pt;
font-family: verdana;
font-weight: normal;
font-style: none;
}

-->
</style>
<form action="dummy" method="post"><select name="choice" size="1" class="combobox" onChange="jump(this.form)">
<option value="">Title of the menu</option>
<option value="http://yoururl.com*_top">name of the page</option>
<option value="http://yoururl.com*_top">name of the page</option>
<option value="http://yoururl.com*_top">name of the page</option>
<option value="http://yoururl.com*_top">name of the page</option>
</select></form>

Replace the Title of the menu with the title you want to display  when the tear down menu loads. This will not be a link. You may want to use 
“Select...” (without quotes) for the title.
Replace http://yoururl.com with the URL (address) of the page you want to open when people select that choice
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Replace _top with _blank if you want to have the page opening in a new window instead of opening in the same window as you placed the menu
Replace name of the page with the title which should appear in the menu
To add more choices simply add more lines like this:

<option value="http://yoururl.com*_top">name of the page</option>

Of course you can also change the background color and all that stuff by modifying the style part of the code where it says .combox
For instructions on what can be put where visit the Basic HTML-Codes knowledge base

If there are special characters in the titles you want to use you will have to replace them with the HTML code
Example: “é” would be replaced with &eacute
Where to find these codes is described in the Special-characters section of the Basic HTML-Codes knowledge base

2. Once you edited the code copy the entire code including the header line of necessary and paste it where you want the menu to appear.
3. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".
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 Sliding image menu *
You will find an example of this here.

The menu’s official site is phatfusion.net (do not download the source files from that site because they are buggy!).

1. Click here to download the source files for the imageMenu. You will get a folder called imageMenu
2. Choose the photos you want to display  in your menu. Resize them to 320px (width) and 200px (height). If you want to have the title  of the image 
displaying in the menu, for example if you wanted to have the text “Welcome” displaying in the menu, you would have to write it on the image itself.

3. Rename your images as follows...
Rename the first image you want to display in the menu to landscapes.jpg
Rename the second image you want to display in the menu to people.jpg
Rename the third image you want to display in the menu to nature.jpg
Rename the fourth image you want to display in the menu to urban.jpg
Rename the fifth image you want to display in the menu to abstract.jpg

4. After you renamed your images drop them into the img folder you find in the imageMenu folder you downloaded to replace the sample-images with 
your own images
5. Take the whole imageMenu folder and upload it to the root of your server/website (What is the root of a server/website?). Entering http://
yourdomain.com/imageMenu/ in your browser should display the menu page.
6. In RapidWeaver go to File, Add Page... and choose HTML Code. Under Page Info, Page uncheck the Apply Theme box. Under General uncheck 
the Show in menu box and define the page's URL What does the URL of a RapidWeaver page look like and why?
7. Download source code (What’s this?) (sliding_image_menu.txt)
8. Copy  the first code you find in the source code file (menu code) into the newly  created page. Note that here in the E-Book I posted only  the part of 
the code you have to apply changes to, not the entire code, you need to download and copy the entire source code for it to work.
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In the code where it says

<style type="text/css">
body {
! background-color: #ffffff;
}
</style>

change the color designation to fit your pages. If you don't change the color designation or set a color other than the color of your pages a border of 
about 10px width will display around the menu.

Where it says

<div id="imageMenuBasic" class="imageMenu">
            <ul>
               <li class="landscapes"><a href="http://ebookstoretoday.com/" target="_top">Landscapes</a></li>
               <li class="people"><a href="http://ebookstoretoday.com/" target="_top">People</a></li>
               <li class="nature"><a href="http://ebookstoretoday.com/" target="_top">Nature</a></li>
               <li class="urban"><a href="http://ebookstoretoday.com/" target="_top">Urban</a></li>
               <li class="abstract"><a href="http://ebookstoretoday.com/" target="_top">Abstract</a></li>
            </ul>
            </div>

Instead of http://ebookstoretoday.com/ type in the URL of the page you would like the photo to link to

Replace target=”_top” with target=”_blank” if you want the page to open in a new window instead of opening in the same window

Replace Landscapes (with capital L) with the title you want to display  when the menu isn’t displayed (do not touch landscapes starting with a small 
letter, you change only the one starting with L capital letter!). Same for the other links.

As an example if you wanted to link the first image to your welcome page instead of...

<li class="landscapes"><a href="http://ebookstoretoday.com/" target="_top">Landscapes</a></li>

you would enter
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<li class="landscapes"><a href="http://yourdomain.com/sitename/Welcome.html" target="_top">Welcome</a></li>

9. Once you modified the code to the pages where you want the menu to display add the second code you find in the source code file:

<center><iframe src="URL to the menu page"
style="width:515px; height:215px;
border-width:0px;
border-color:#990033; 
border-style:solid;"
scrolling="no" >
</iframe></center>

replacing URL to the menu page with the URL of the page you created at step  6. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to 
"Format", "HTML" choose "Code". 

If you don't want the menu to be centered on the page remove <center> and </center> from this code.

To apply  future edits to the menu all you have to do is replace the images in the menu's img folder on your server and edit the code in the menu page 
you created at step 6.

Please note that the menu will show up only once published to the web.

What follows are a few chapters which teach you how to customize the menu...

How can I increase the height the images display in the menu?

Go to the imageMenu folder and open the css folder. In the imageMenu.css file where it says 

.imageMenu {
! position: relative;
! width: 500px;
! height: 200px;
! overflow: hidden;
}

and
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.imageMenu ul {
! list-style: none;
! margin: 0px;
! display: block;
! height: 200px;
! width: 1000px;
! padding: 0;
! }

and

.imageMenu ul li a {
! text-indent: -1000px;
! background:#FFFFFF none repeat scroll 0%;
! border-right: 2px solid #fff;
! cursor:pointer;
! display:block;
! overflow:hidden;
! width:98px;
! height: 200px;
}

enter the new height where it says height: 200px of course you also have to change the height in the iFrame you use to embed the menu page into 
your other pages.

How can I increase the width the images display in the menu and the width of the menu?

Go to the imageMenu folder and open the css folder. In the imageMenu.css file where it says 

.imageMenu {
! position: relative;
! width: 500px;
! height: 200px;
! overflow: hidden;
}
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width: 500px is the width of the menu when the page loads of course you also have to change the width in the iFrame you use to embed the menu 
page into your other pages. Where it says

.imageMenu ul li a {
! text-indent: -1000px;
! background:#FFFFFF none repeat scroll 0%;
! border-right: 2px solid #fff;
! cursor:pointer;
! display:block;
! overflow:hidden;
! width:98px;
! height: 200px;
}

in the imageMenu.css width: 98px is the width of each image when the page loads. This equals the width of the menu divided by  the number of 
images displaying in the menu minus 2px.

Important: If not all images display  when the page loads after you increased the number of panels and/or the width of the menu increase the number 
of pixels under imageMenu folder, css folder, in the imageMenu.css file where it says 1000px

.imageMenu ul {
! list-style: none;
! margin: 0px;
! display: block;
! height: 200px;
! width: 1000px;
! padding: 0;
! }

here marked in magenta (try entering 1200px, 1500px, ...). Empty the browser's cache and reload the page.

How can I increase the width the images display in the menu when the mouse is pointed over the image (full width/open 
width)?

Go to the imageMenu folder and open the css folder. In the imageMenu.css file where it says 

.imageMenu ul li.abstract a {
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! background: purple url(../img/abstract.jpg) repeat scroll 0%;
! width: 310px;
}

and in the menu's code in the menu page

   <script type="text/javascript">
   
      window.addEvent('domready', function(){
         var basicMenu = new ImageMenu($$('#imageMenuBasic a'),{
            openWidth:310, 
            border:0
         });
      });
   
   </script>

change the width:310 parameter to the new picture width.

How can I increase the number of images/panels in the menu?

In the code in the menu page add a new line like this:

               <li class="newimage"><a href="http://ebookstoretoday.com/rapidweaverfaq-org-e-book/" target="_top">New image</a></li>

before

               <li class="abstract"><a href="http://ebookstoretoday.com/rapidweaverfaq-org-e-book/" target="_top">Abstract</a></li>

then adapt the width the images display in when the page loads and the width of the menu (see: How can I increase the width the images display  in 
the menu and the width of the menu?)

Go to the imageMenu folder and open the css folder. In the imageMenu.css file before

.imageMenu ul li.abstract a {
! background: purple url(../img/abstract.jpg) repeat scroll 0%;
! width: 310px;
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}

add

.imageMenu ul li.newimage a {
! background: purple url(../img/newimage.jpg) repeat scroll 0%;
}

and add the newimage.jpg in the img folder in the imageMenu folder.

Of course instead of newimage you could also type in anything else.
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 Accordion menu *
An example of this can be seen here.

The original code is found here. I slightly changed it to hopefully make it easier for you to use.

1. Download the needed source files by clicking here. You will get a folder called “accordionmenu”
2. In the folder you find a file called “menu-code.txt” and a file called “menu-code-sample.txt” (containing the source code). Drag&Drop them to your 
Desktop.
3. Upload the “accordionmenu” folder to the root of your website (What is the root of a server/website?)

Now we will modify the code to fit your case

4. Open the “menu-code.txt” in TextWrangler (download it for free here) (ctrl-click on the pages and choose Open with=>TextWrangler) to edit it. Edit 
the following as per instructions you find here

revealtype: "mouseover" set to “click” if you want people to click to expand the menu
mouseoverdelay: 200
animatespeed: "normal"
width: 170px;

.applemenu div.silverheader a{
font: normal 12px Tahoma, defines the font of the title/headings of the menu. Set normal to bold, italic or bold-italic. 12 to the text-size you want, 
Tahoma to the font you want. A list of fonts is found here.

.applemenu div.submenu{
background: #cccccc; defines the background color of the submenu, the content of the menu. For a list of colors read here. If you want to have an 
image as the background replace the entire line of code for the background with:
background-image: url(URLofTheImage);
height: 460px; defines the height of the submenu-content. If you have it expanding with mouseover it’s better to set a fixed height for all submenus 
simply  because it looks better if they open all in the same area and it’s easier to use. If you don’t want a fixed height you can simply  eliminate the 
whole line with the height and the menu will adapt its size to the size needed to display the whole sub-menu.
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font: normal 12px Tahoma, once again you can define the font as previously discussed but this time it’s not for the headings/titles anymore but for the 
content, submenus.
color: black; defines the color of the text. Either write the name of the color or the code #000000. For a list of colors read here.

Where you find <div class="silverheader"><a>Title</a></div> type a title for the menu. If you want the title to be a link to a page use
<div class="silverheader"><a href=”URL of the page” target=”_top”>Title</a></div>
Replace URL of the page with the URL you want the link to point to, replace target _top with target _blank if you want the link to open in a new 
window.

Where you find

<div class="submenu">
! Content
! </div>

Write the content displaying in the submenus where it says Content. Read the Basic HTML-Codes knowledge base to know how to write the content 
or have a look at the “menu-code-sample.txt” file included in the accordionmenu folder you downloaded (open it with TextWrangler) for your 
inspiration.

You can further customize the look of the menu by  replacing the images you find in the accordionmenu folder (silvergradient.gif and 
silvergradientover.gif) with your own images. To make it easier give your images the same name as the ones you’re replacing.

Once you edited the code to fit your needs copy  and paste it into your post, your page, or into the sidebar. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver 
select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".
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 Image map
You will find an example of this here.

What is an image map? An imagemap is an interactive image either displaying tooltips, linking to different pages from different areas or both.

What can it be used for? Let’s say  you’re a traveler. You may  want to have a map on your website. By  moving the mouse over a map the country’s 
name would show up and by clicking the country’s area people would get to the part of the website about that country. Or maybe you have a website 
for your business and a group photo on it. Wouldn’t it be great if moving the mouse over someone’s head his/her name would show up? And by 
clicking on it people would get to the biography and their function in the business? That’s where image maps come in handy...

This tutorial uses a third party  application called MapSpinner (free to try, 14.95$ to buy) mainly  used to find out the coordinates of the area of interest. 
If you have any other idea on how to find them let me know.

1. Go to the optima system site to download MapSpinner and open the application
2. Open the image you want to turn into an image map in Map Spinner. Open it the size you want to use it on the web if you resize it after publishing 
all the coordinates get messed up. File, New..., Select the image, enter the title for the image map and click Next.
3. With a circle, rectangle or polygon, select the area you would like to be a link
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Once you selected an area under Area Info enter the URL of the page you want that area to point to, 
the Tooltip (what you want to appear as the description in the popup) and select Target WIndow or 
Frame _top for same window, _blank for it to open in a new window.

4. Go to File, Export As HTML...
5. Open the generated file in TextWrangler and get the code which looks like this...

<img src="Dock.jpg" width="547" height="319" usemap="#Dock" border="0">
<map name="Dock">
<area shape="rect" coords="8,268,41,313" title="Dictionary" nohref>
<area shape="rect" coords="44,268,77,313" href="http://rapidweaverfaq.org/site/best_music_player.html" 
title="iTunes" target="_top">
<area shape="rect" coords="80,267,113,312" title="Pages" nohref>
<area shape="rect" coords="116,268,149,313" title="iPhoto" nohref>
<area shape="rect" coords="152,268,185,313" title="Word" nohref>
<area shape="rect" coords="187,268,220,313" title="TextEdit" nohref>
<area shape="rect" coords="223,268,256,313" title="TimeMachine" nohref>
<area shape="rect" coords="259,268,292,313" title="Cyberduck" target="_top" nohref>
<area shape="rect" coords="510,269,544,314" title="Grab" nohref>
<area shape="rect" coords="474,268,508,313" title="Photoshop" nohref>
<area shape="rect" coords="438,268,472,313" title="RapidWeaver" nohref>
<area shape="rect" coords="401,267,437,312" title="Preferences" nohref>
<area shape="rect" coords="365,268,398,313" title="AppZapper" nohref>
<area shape="rect" coords="333,268,363,313" title="MassReplaceIt" nohref>
<area shape="rect" coords="292,268,332,313" title="iWeb" nohref>
</map>
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6. A few things to change...
Under img src add the extension to the picture's name if it's not there and add a / in front of it if you later upload the image to the root of your server. 
Or replace the name with the URL to the image on your server once you uploaded it.
You can change the title which will display as a tooltip
You can change the URL the area links to
You can add a URL (by adding href) where you didn't set one or remove one an add nohref instead
You can change the target of a link (_top, _blank)

With these settings the tooltip will appear in the default style which doesn't look that good. Instead you may  want to use another style for tooltips like 
the one I used in the example which is Tips (mootools).

1. Click here to download a folder named tooltips1
2. Upload the folder to the root of your server
3. Copy and paste the following code where you added the code for the image map
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<LINK media=screen href="/tooltips1/style(1).css" type=text/css rel=stylesheet>
<SCRIPT src="/tooltips1/mootools.svn.js" type=text/javascript></SCRIPT>

<SCRIPT src="/tooltips1/demos.js" type=text/javascript></SCRIPT>
<SCRIPT type=text/javascript>
        window.addEvent('domready', function(){
            /* Tips 1 */
            var Tips1 = new Tips($$('.Tips1'));
            
            /* Tips 2 */
            var Tips2 = new Tips($$('.Tips2'), {
                initialize:function(){
                    this.fx = new Fx.Style(this.toolTip, 'opacity', {duration: 500, wait: false}).set(0);
                },
                onShow: function(toolTip) {
                    this.fx.start(1);
                },
                onHide: function(toolTip) {
                    this.fx.start(0);
                }
            });
            
            /* Tips 3 */
            var Tips3 = new Tips($$('.Tips3'), {
                showDelay: 400,
                hideDelay: 400,
                fixed: true
            });
            
            /* Tips 4 */
            var Tips4 = new Tips($$('.Tips4'), {
                className: 'custom'
            });
        }); 
    </SCRIPT>

4. In the links of the image-map add the appropriate class for the tooltip you want to use “Tips1” to “Tips4”...
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In the example on the page I added

class="Tips1" 

to the area

<area shape="rect" coords="116,268,149,313" title="iPhoto" nohref> 

which resulted in

<area shape="rect" coords="116,268,149,313" title="iPhoto" nohref class="Tips1"> 

4. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code". That's it.
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 Rollover buttons or images
What is an image rollover? When you put the mouse pointer over the image (hover) the image changes. It’s pretty  easy to have this kind of 
mouseover effect. All you need to do is copy and paste the following code into a post or page:

<a href='Destination URL' target="_top"
onmouseover="document.sub_but.src='http://yourdomain.com/onroll.jpg'"
onmouseout="document.sub_but.src='http://yourdomain.com/normal.jpg'">
<img src="http://yourdomain.com/normal.jpg" width="281px" height="55px" style="border:0px solid #cc3300" alt="Move your mouse over me" name="sub_but"></a>

And change the parameters in red.
Destination URL is the URL you want the image to link to
target=”_top” opens the link in the same window. If you want it to open in a new window replace _top with _blank
http://yourdomain.com/onroll.jpg is the url of the image that displays when someone points the mouse over it
http://yourdomain.com/normal.jpg is the url of the image displaying when the mouse isn’t over it (note that you need to insert it twice in the code)
Change width and height to fit your case
To customize the border have a look at How to customize the appearance of iFrames

To know how to upload an image and find out its URL read How do I upload a file?

Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code"

How to have just a rollover image (without link)

If you don’t want it to be a link and just want to have a rollover image use this code instead:

<a nohref onmouseover="document.sub_but.src='http://yourdomain.com/onroll.jpg'"
onmouseout="document.sub_but.src='http://yourdomain.com/normal.jpg'">
<img src="http://yourdomain.com/normal.jpg" width="281px" height="55px" style="border:0px solid #cc3300" alt="Move your mouse over me" name="sub_but"></a>
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How to have multiple rollover buttons on the same page

To have multiple rollover buttons on a page each button has to have its own name. In the codes above the name of the buttons is sub_but and it 
appears three times in the codes. Just replace all the sub_but you find with something else for each button.
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 Floating menu (or float anything else) *
Three examples of this can be seen here.

The effect you achieve with it is that something sticks in place in a certain position while the rest of the page scrolls. In the example on my website it 
is mainly  used to have a menu floating. However you can also use it to have some text floating or an image with your business’ logo or whatever you 
want. This is good especially when you have long pages and don’t want your visitors to have to scroll all the way back to find a menu.

First we will have a look at the code in general, then we will see what it can be used for and finally how to get it into your website.
The code used to achieve a floating effect is the following:

<div style="position:absolute;right:120px;">
<style>
div.floating-menu {position:fixed;top:140px;width:140px;height:170px;z-index:100;background-image:url(http://iwebfaq.org/media/Floating2.png);background-
repeat:no-repeat;border:0px solid #ffcc00;}
div.floating-menu a, div.floating-menu {display:block;margin:0}
div.floating-menu-content {margin-top:10px; margin-left:10px;}
</style>
<div class="floating-menu">
<div class="floating-menu-content">
<p style="font-family: Arial; font-size: 16px; font-weight: bold; color:#000000;">Menu</p>
<p style="font-family: Arial; font-size: 12px; color:#000000;">
<a href="http://rapidweaverfaq.org/site/columns.html" target="_top">Columns</a>
<a href="http://rapidweaverfaq.org/site/random_image.html" target="_top">Random text or images</a>
<a href="http://rapidweaverfaq.org/site/disable_right_click.html" target="_top">Disable right-click</a>
</div>
</div>
</div>

Download source code (What’s this?) (floating.txt) so you can modify  it as explained. In the file you find the three codes I used in the example on my 
website. Here I will explain how  to edit the Floating menu code. The Floating Image-Link works exactly  the same. The Floating Bar At The Bottom Of 
The Page may look totally  different at first glance but at a second glance you will see that it works pretty  similar too. If you want to have it at the top of 
the page instead of the bottom just change bottom:0px to top:0px under #footerbar. For the other codes here are the instructions...
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right:120px in the first line you define the horizontal position of the menu. Change right to left if you want the menu to be on the left side of the page. 
The number of pixels is used for the fine-tuning of the menu’s position.

top: 140px means that the menu (or whatever you want to float) will start at 140px from the top of the page. Hence its vertical position. Increase the 
number if you want it to start lower or decrease it if you want it to start higher (nearer to the top of the page)

Where it says width and height enter the size of the object you want to have floating

background-image:url(http://iwebfaq.org/test/Blank_17_files/shapeimage_2.png) defines the image which will be used as the background for the 
menu or the floating thing. See Stylings for backgrounds of the Basic HTML knowledge base in this E-Book for instructions on how to change it.

border:0px solid #ffcc00; defines whether you want a border to display  around the menu or image or the floating whatever. This is explained in How to 
customize the appearance of iFrames.

margin-top and margin-left are used to position the content in relation to the background

Between <div class="floating-menu-content"> and the closing </div> enter the content you want to have floating on your page. In the example I added 
two paragraphs one for the title and one for the links with their stylings.

As previously told you can float everything you want. Just get the code of what you want to do and put it in the code to have it floating. 
You will find a lot of possibilities in this book.

Now that you edited the code to your needs the last step is getting it into your website. Paste the code into your page or post and once you added the 
code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".

Make sure nothing stands in its way when you scroll the page otherwise it will be covered by  the floating menu which at times may be annoying to 
your visitor.
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 Redirect
Sometimes it’s good to redirect your visitors automatically  from one page to another (perhaps from a Forum page to the Forum itself, from a page to a 
WordPress, ...). Here you find how to achieve that people get automatically redirected.

Instant redirect

1. Copy and paste the following code into the page or post

<script type="text/javascript">
parent.location.replace('url to the pagee');
</script> 

1. Replace “url of the page” with the url of the page you want people to be redirected to
2. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code"

Redirect with time delay

1. Copy and paste the following code into the page or post

<script type="text/javascript">
var url ='url of the page';
var delay = 4;
var d = delay * 1000;window.setTimeout ('parent.location.replace(url)', d);
</script>

2. Replace “url of the page” with the url of the page you want people to be redirected to
3. The number 4 in the code stands for the delay time of the redirection, you can change it to fit your case
4. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code"
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 Anchors
What is an Anchor?

An anchor is a link which points to a particular part of the same page the link is added to. Of course you can link to a particular part of one page from 
another page as well using anchors.

Say you have a page which is full of text and divided into chapters. You want to have an index of the chapters at the top of the page and when 
someone clicks on a link in that chapter index you want him to be taken directly  to the chapter he wanted to read. Or you want to link to a specific part 
of of a page from another page. How can you achieve that? That’s what anchors are used for...

How to add Anchors in RapidWeaver

For an anchor to work you need two things. First is a link pointing to the anchor like

http://yourdomain.com/sitename/pagename.html#1

and second is the target hence where you want people to be taken to when clicking on the link. This is defined by the following code 

<a name="1"></a>

which needs to be placed where you want people to be taken to when clicking on the link. The 1 stands for the name of the anchor. I always use 1 for 
chapter 1, 2 for chapter 2, 3 for chapter 3, ... But you could also use a keyword like languages if you want

http://yourdomain.com/sitename/pagename.html#languages
<a name="languages"></a>

I would recommend you to use 1, 2, 3, ...

1. Write the content of the page you want to have Anchors in
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2. Now we will make the index of the page. With index I mean the list of all the sections/chapters on the page. This index will be made of links. So if 
someone clicks on them he will be taken to the part of the page which is of interest. Make links to the page you want to add anchors to as you always 
do in RapidWeaver and append #1 for section 1, #2 for section 2, #3 for section 3 and so on...

http://yourdomain.com/sitename/pagename.html#1
http://yourdomain.com/sitename/pagename.html#2
http://yourdomain.com/sitename/pagename.html#3
...

If you don't want the sections to be numbered but want to use a keyword instead you can also have

http://yourdomain.com/sitename/pagename.html#label

and type anything you want instead of label.

3. Where the chapter starts, thus where you want people to be pointed to from the index, near the title of the section or chapter type

<a name="label"></a>

or...

<a name="1"></a> for section 1
<a name="2"></a> for section 2
<a name="3"></a> for section 3

and so on...<a name="3"></a>

Once you added them, select them, go to Format, HTML and choose Code.

How can I add “Back to the top” links in RapidWeaver?

Especially  when pages are long it is recommended to add a link which goes back to the top  so that people don’t have to scroll the whole way  up 
again. To add a “Back to the top” link in RapidWeaver add the following code at the top of the page (first line).

<a name="top"></a>
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and where you want the link to display add

<a href="#top">Back to the top</a>

or make a link to

http://yourdomain.com/sitename/pagename.html#top

of course you can also add the back to the top link more than once on the same page if you want.

Linking to a specific part of the page from another page

To link to a specific part of the page from another page simply use make a link as we did for the index...

http://yourdomain.com/sitename/pagename.html#3

Example: http://rapidweaverfaq.org/site/anchors.html#3
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Section 4: Text and other content

Chapters in this section:

• Wrap text around objects
• iFrame and "Frames" (Boxes with scrollbars)
• Auto-Scrolling text and images
• Auto-Fading text
• Mixed contents slideshow
• Toggle, Hide and Display
• Pop up windows
• Calendars
• Google Maps

Chapters in other sections which may be of interest:

• Instead of Auto-Fading text you could have images with text on it 
and use Auto-Fading photos instead
• Simple scroll image gallery and the Sliding image menu could be 
used as a featured content presenter
• Shadowbox can be used to display  any HTML content not just 
photos
• Display random photos, text and links (or anything else)
• ...
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 Wrap text around objects *
You will find an example of this here.

To wrap the text around an object all you have to do is wrap the content you want the text to wrap around in a <div>. In the following code float:left 
has the effect that the rest of the page will be wrapped around this div

<div style="float:left; margin-right:20px; margin-bottom:10px; margin-left:0px; margin-top:20px; width:280px; height:20px;">
Code for the fading text or any other code or text
</div>

float:left can also be substituted with float:right for the content of the div  to display  on the right side of the page. The margin parameters define the 
amount of space which should be left empty  around it. If you already have a <div> and want the text to wrap around it just add the float parameter to 
the style part of the div.

Simply  add all the content you want to have as you always do in RapidWeaver (text, images, ...). Once you added the content at the beginning of the 
content you want to be wrapped add

<div style="float:left; margin-right:20px; margin-bottom:10px; margin-left:0px; margin-top:20px; width:280px; height:20px;">

at the end of the content you want to be wrapped add

</div>

Remember to select these lines of code, go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code"
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 iFrame and “Frames” (Boxes with scrollbars)
iFrames are used to embed a page in another page. Please note that iFrames are not search engines friendly  at all so you shouldn’t build your whole 
website upon iFrames. However using an iFrame from time to time doesn’t hurt.

Creating the page which will display in the iFrame (if needed)

To create the page which will display  in the iFrame I would recommend you to have a look at this chapter instead: Empty  blank page. But of course 
you can also follow these easier steps...

1. Click here to download an empty HTML file (empty.html) (open the file in TextWrangler if you’re on a Mac)
2. Where it says “Content here” write whatever you want to display in the iFrame or paste any HTML code you want
3. You can change the background color, add an image as the background, set the font preferences and more as per instructions you find in the Basic 
HTML-Codes knowledge base
4. Once you changed everything upload the page to your server and find out its URL

Of course you can also use any HTML editor to create the page.

iFrame

All you need to do is copy the following code:

<iframe src="http://iwebfaq.org/site/iWeb_iframe_2.html"
style="width:370px; height:280px;
border-width:0px;
border-color:#990033; 
border-style:solid;"
scrolling="auto" >
</iframe>

In the code change
http://iwebfaq.org/site/iWeb_iframe_2.html 
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to the URL of the page you want to display in the iFrame
http://yourdomain.com/sitename/pagename.html
Change width and height of the iFrame to fit your needs.
To customize the look of the iFrame read How to customize the appearance of iFrames
Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".

iFrame a particular part of a page

If you want to embed a particular part of a page in an iFrame use this code: Download source code (What’s this?) (particular_iframe.txt)

In the code

width:350px;
height:500px;
Define width and height of the iFrame

top:-1150px;
left:-660px;
Define which part of the page will be displayed in the iFrame

Replace http://theurltothepage in the code with the URL to the page you want to show in the iFrame.

Once you modified the code copy&paste it into your post or page. Select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".

Note: If you iFrame an external page it may  happen that the part you wanted to iFrame shifts in time and you will have to adapt the iFrame in time. 
Some big websites break-out of the iFrame and take the full window (example: yahoo.com)

Making the iFrame clickable

If you want to make your iFrame clickable so that clicking on it people will get to the actual page which is being iFramed you could add a link

<a href="http://iwebfaq.org" target="_top">Visit this page</a>

so people would click that link and get to the page.
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One iFrame and multiple pages loading in it

This can be done by making a menu and an area in which the selected content displays.

Here’s how to build the menu:

<a href="http://iwebfaq.org/site/iWeb_iframe_2.html" target="Showframe1">The clochard, The vagabond</a><br>
<a href="http://iwebfaq.org/site/iWeb_iframe_3.html" target="Showframe1">The sun only shines</a><br>
<a href="http://iwebfaq.org/site/iWeb_iframe_4.html" target="Showframe1">She&#8217;s a princess</a><br>

Change the URLs to the URLs of the pages you want to open in the iFrame and change the text to display as the link.

Use this code for the area where the pages will display in:

<iframe name=”Showframe1”
src="http://iwebfaq.org/site/iWeb_iframe_2.html"
style="width:370px; height:280px;
border-width:0px;
border-color:#990033; 
border-style:solid;"
scrolling="auto" >
</iframe>

Replace http://iwebfaq.org/site/iWeb_iframe_2.html with the URL of the page you want to display first when the page is loaded.
Change width and height of the iFrame to fit your needs.
To customize the look of the iFrame read How to customize the appearance of iFrames

How to have a TextBox with scrollbars without using an iFrame

iFrames are not search engines friendly. iFrames always involve having two pages: one containing the iFrame and one displaying in the iFrame. 
Search engines see them as completely  independent pages. So the content displaying in the iFrame is not part of the page containing the iFrame. 
Here I will tell you how to have a TextBox with scrollbars without using an iFrame. The code is:
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<div style="width:200px; height: 150px; overflow:auto; font-family: Arial; font-size: 12px; color:#000000; background: transparent;" align="justify">
<div style="width:170px; margin-left:7px;" >
<br><span style="font-family: Times; font-size: 20px; font-weight: bold; font-style: italic;">Title</span><br>
<br>
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, ligula suspendisse nulla pretium, rhoncus tempor placerat fermentum, enim integer ad vestibulum volutpat. Nisl rhoncus turpis est, vel 
elit, congue wisi enim nunc ultricies sit, magna tincidunt.<br>
<br>
Eget habitasse elementum est, ipsum purus pede porttitor class, ut adipiscing, aliquet sed auctor, imperdiet arcu per diam dapibus libero duis. Enim eros in vel, 
volutpat nec pellentesque leo, temporibus scelerisque nec.<br>
<br>
</div>
</div>

and of course it’s also available in the Download source code (What’s this?) (frames.txt)

There’s an inner and an outer div. The outer div is used to define the size of the box (width and height). The width of the outer div  has to be at least 
25px wider than the width of the inner div  due to the scrollbar. Also in the outer div  you can set the styling for the font of the text in the box. For this 
have a look at the Basic HTML-Codes knowledge base in general and especially Text-Formatting. The background of the box can also be changed, 
read Stylings for backgrounds.
To define the position of the content you can play around with the difference in width between the inner div  and the outer div  and also set the margin 
from the left for the inner div.
In the inner div  I added a <span></span> which is used to define the font styling for a particular part of text. Here I used it for a title. You can add them 
as you wish. Of course you can also add images or links by  adding the HTML code. Have a look at the Basic HTML-Codes knowledge base chapter 
for help on how to write the content of the box.
Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".
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 Auto-Scrolling text and photos *
You will find an example of this here.

Having text or images which scroll automatically is very easy. All you have to do is copy and paste the following code into your post or page

<marquee style="font-family: Arial; font-size: 12px; color:#000000; text-align: center; background-color:transparent; width:450px; height:50px;" scrollamount="2" 
direction="up" loop="20">
Type your text here!
</marquee>

Read Stylings for fonts to know how to change the appearance of the text
text-align: center; defines the text-alignment. Use center to have the text centered in the snippet, left to have it displaying on the left or right to have it 
on the right
background-color: transparent; defines the color for the background. For more colors look at Color-codes and designations
Set width and height.
scrollamount=”2” is used to set the speed of the scrolling effect. “1” is slowest then it goes faster with “2”, “3”, “4”, ... Having it scrolling at “20” causes 
headaches and should be avoided
direction=“up” for upwards, “down” for downwards, “right” for rightwards, “left” for leftwards
loop=”20” is used to set how many  times you want it the scrolling effect to repeat. Set it to true for infinite times or set it to “1”, “2”, “3”, ... “20”, ... for a 
certain amount of times.
Where it says Type your text here type the text you want to have scrolling. If you want to have an image displaying instead of text add the code you 
find here: Images. If you want to add a link or an image-link read How to make links and image-links. Also have a look at the Basic HTML-Codes 
knowledge base in general especially Styling for fonts.
Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".

To have the text or the image stopping to scroll when people point their mouse over the scrolling text or image use this code instead:

<marquee style="font-family: Arial; font-size: 12px; color:#000000; text-align: center; background-color:transparent; width:450px; height:50px;" scrollamount="2" 
direction="up" loop="20" OnMouseOver="this.stop()" OnMouseOut="this.start()">
Type your text here!
</marquee>
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 Auto-Fading text *
You will find an example of this here. As told on the website this works only when put in an iFrame in RapidWeaver.

I may recommend you to use the Mixed contents slideshow instead of this. Since it allows easier font styling text placement and you can also add 
images links or whatever you want if you want to.

1. In RapidWeaver go to File, Add Page... and choose HTML Code. Under Page Info, Page uncheck the Apply Theme box. Under General uncheck 
the Show in menu box and define the page's URL What does the URL of a RapidWeaver page look like and why?
2. Copy  the code you find in this file Download source code (What’s this?) (fading_text.txt) into the newly  created page. I will not post the entire code 
here. I will post only the important parts of it here, explain how it works and how to edit it.

In the code where it says

<style type="text/css">
body {
! background-color: #ffffff;
}
</style>

change the color designation to fit your pages. Further edits...

var delay = 2000; //set delay between message change (in milliseconds)
var maxsteps=30; // number of steps to take to change from start color to endcolor
var stepdelay=40; // time in milliseconds of a single step

var delay is the amount of time in milliseconds the message displays before the change, the higher the number the longer it will display
var maxsteps is the number of steps in which it changes the color, the higher the number the smoother the fading effect but also the longer it takes
var stepdelay sets the time a single step displays
You could increase the number of steps while decreasing the stepdelay

var startcolor= new Array(255,255,255); // start color (red, green, blue)
var endcolor=new Array(0,0,0); // end color (red, green, blue)
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var startcolor sets the color the text displays in at the beginning of the fading effect
var endcolor sets the color the text turn into after the fading effect took place
Note that the code uses Decimal RGB color profiles. To find the code for a certain color consult this page of the w3schools.com website and this page 
of Wikipedia.

begintag='<div style="font: normal 14px Arial; padding: 5px;">'; //set opening tag, such as font declarations

This is where the font used in the code is set. Instead of normal you can write “bold” for bold text, “italic” for italic text, “bold italic” to combine both. 
14px defines the size of the text. Arial defines the font. Other Fonts on this page of the w3schools.com website. Padding stands for how many pixels 
of free space there should be between the text and the widget’s border.

fcontent[0]="Your first content here";
fcontent[1]="Your second content here";
fcontent[2]="Your third content here";
Of course you can add more contents by adding

fcontent[3]="Your fourth content here";

and so on.
Replace the Your content here between quotes with your content. You can add everything you want but don’t use quotes in addition to the ones 
already  displaying in the code. Where quotes “ would be needed use ‘ instead. Same for links. If you want to add a link or an image-link read How to 
make links and image-links. Also have a look at the Basic HTML-Codes knowledge base in general especially Stylings for fonts and Line-break.

var fwidth='150px'; //set scroller width
var fheight='150px'; //set scroller height

This is where you set width and height of the widget (in pixels).
Now scroll down where it says ///No need to edit below this line///////////////// and search for this:

  document.write('<div id="fscroller" style="border:1px solid black;width:'+fwidth+';height:'+fheight+'"></div>');

That’s important since that’s where you set whether you want to have a border or not.
Per default the border is set to 1px. If you want you can increase it. If you don’t want a border to display set it to 0px.
There are different border styles to choose from. So instead of “solid” you could also use the ones you find here.
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Instead of black write the name of the color you would like the border to display in.
4. Once you changed everything upload the page to your server and embed it into your site with an iFrame.

If you have two separate lines in a single fcontent using <br> and want to make the bottom line smaller or different colors you can do it by  adding an 
internal div like this:

fcontent[0]="Assume a virtue, if you have it not.<br><b><div style='font-family: Arial; font-size: 12px; color:#0033ff;'>William Shakespeare</div></b>";

For informations about styling have a look at Styling for fonts in the Basic HTML-Knowledge base. However if you enter a color designation in the 
internal div that part of the text will not fade. Not entering a color designation in the internal div like this:

fcontent[0]="Assume a virtue, if you have it not.<br><b><span style='font-family: Arial; font-size: 12px;'>William Shakespeare</span></b>";

you can control the font and the size and it will fade.

Further notes about this code:

- I don't think there is a way  to change the color of part of a text displaying as the content and maintain the fade effect or I didn’t find any. I think the 
only way to control color is by changing the start and endcolor as explained above.

- The text you enter as the content has to be typed in all as a single line. Of course if you want some text to start on a new line you can do it by  adding 
a <br> tag in the text. But in the code it has to be one line for all the content (no tab key).
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 Different tabs with slide effect *
Different tabs on a page with a slide effect when changing from one slide to another. You will find examples on that here.

Download source code (What’s this?) (tabs_slide.txt) here I will not post the entire code but only the parts you have to apply  changes to. Of course 
you have to take the entire code from the download for it to work. The code is made out of two parts.

The first line we have to focus on in the first part of the code is the following:

! ! $('#myslide .cover').animate({left:-650*(parseInt(integer)-1)})

here you need to enter the width you want the tab's content to have. Here it's 650 (it's in pixels, without adding px). Next line is

#myslide {width:650px;overflow:hidden;position: relative;height:420px;margin-bottom:20px}

Again you specify the width of the tab's content (here 650px) and the height you want (here 420px).

! #myslide .cover{
! ! width:3250px;
! ! position: absolute;
! ! height:420px;
! }

Here you add the total width of all the tabcontent widths together. In the example I have five tabs, all are 650px in width, so 5*650=3250
Also you see the height (420px)

! #myslide .mystuff {width:650px;height:420;float:left;padding:20px 0;}

Again set width and height for the tab's content. You could also add background:#000000; to change tab's background. In the next line

! .button1,.button2,.button3,.button4,.button5{background:#ffffff;padding:6px;display:block;float:left;margin-right:5px;}
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you see the list of buttons used to switch from one tab to another. We will look at it when we will see how to increment or reduce the number of tabs. 
For now it's important for you to know that this is where you change the background color of the tab-headers. You can add more parameters to 
change the font or whatever.

! .active{background:#cccccc;padding:6px;display:block;float:left;outline:none;}

Here you change what the background color of the selected/active tab should be. Again you can add more parameters. Once you're done editing the 
first part of the code paste it under Page Info, Header, Header.

Now to the second part of the code.

<div id="button">
! !  <a class="button1 active" rel="1" href="#" onclick="return false;">Panel 1</a>
! !  <a class="button2" rel="2" href="#" onclick="return false;">Panel 2</a>
! !  <a class="button3" rel="3" href="#" onclick="return false;">Panel 3</a>
(...)

Is where you define the tab-headers.Then each tab has a div for the content of the tab which looks like

<div class="mystuff">
! ! ! ! Content 1
! ! ! </div>

Replace Content 1 with the content you want to appear when people click on the first tab and when the page loads, replace Content 2 with the 
content for the second tab and so on. The content has to be added in HTML Code. In the Combining codes chapter of this book I tried to teach you 
how to write content in HTML by making an example. I would really recommend you to read it. If you just want to use it for images just add the 
appropriate code. Once you're done editing the second part of the code into your page. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to 
"Format", "HTML" choose "Code".

How do I add more tabs or reduce the number of tabs?

First you need to adapt

! #myslide .cover{
! ! width:3250px;
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Take the width times the new number of tabs. Then on this line

! .button1,.button2,.button3,.button4,.button5{background:#ffffff;padding:6px;display:block;float:left;margin-right:5px;}

add .button6, .button7 etc. or remove buttons depending on whether you want to increase or decrease the number of tabs. Notice that there's a dot (.) 
before the buttons and that there is no comma (,) after the last button. This is it for what concerns the first part of the code. In the second part of the 
code add or remove lines like

! !  <a class="button3" rel="3" href="#" onclick="return false;">Panel 3</a>

notice the tab number. Each tab has its number which needs to be specified twice in this line.

Finally add or remove content divs like

<div class="mystuff">
! ! ! ! Content 1
! ! ! </div>

That's it.
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 Mixed contents slideshow *
An example of this is found here. The original code is found here. I wanted it to look like the Auto Fading photos slideshow so I slightly changed it.

First Download source files. You will get a folder named contentslider. Upload the contentslider folder to the root of your server (What is the root of a 
server/website?). Entering http://yourdomain.com/contentslider/left.png should bring up the image of the flash pointing to the left.

Inside the contentslider folder you will find a file named contentslider_code.txt in which you find the source code used to implement the slideshow into 
your website. Open the file in TextWrangler as usual.

For each slide there's a

<div class="contentdiv">
Content 1
</div>

to add the content. If you want to add more slides add more lines like the above. The content needs to be inserted as HTML code. Read the 
Combining codes chapter for instructions and an example on how this is done.

<a nohref class="prev"><img src="/contentslider/left.png"></a><span style="margin:0 120px;"></span><a nohref class="next"><img src="/contentslider/right.png"></
a>

Is used to display  the flashes for people to be able to change slide forward and backward. As long as people don't click on any  flash the slideshow 
works automatically. If you don't want to give people the ability  to interact with it just delete the above line. If you want to use your own flashes just 
replace the images you find in the contentslider folder with your own. The 120px is used to control the distance between the two flashes. Note that 
Firefox for some reason handles the distance totally different from Safari.

With the following two lines...
! enablefade: [true, 0.05],  //[true/false, fadedegree]
! autorotate: [true, 3500],  //[true/false, pausetime]

you first control the fadedegree (0.01 is high, 1.0 is low) and with the second you define the pausetime, duration of a slide (it's in milliseconds).

For other settings we need to open the contentslider.css file you find the contentslider folder. I would recommend you to open it in TextWrangler.
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border: 1px solid black;

Defines the border surrounding the slide. I've set it to 1px and black because I like it that way. Don't want a border? Set it to 0px. Otherwise have a 
look at How to customize the appearance of iFrames to know what else you can have the border look like.

width: 400px;
height: 320px;

Define width and height of the content slider.

background: white;

Defines the background color of the slide. Can also be formatted as #ffffff if you want. Take a look at Color codes.

width: 390px;
height: 310px;

Define width and height of the slide (both equal the sizes of the content slider above minus 10px). Once again specify  the width of the content slider 
and the background color:

width: 400px;
background: white;

Now we're done. Paste the code into your page where you want the slideshow to appear. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go 
to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".
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 Toggle, Hide/Display
An example of this can be seen here.

Hide/Display  also referred to as toggle or toggle switch is used to have some content on a page which shows only  when people hit a link. In the 
examples on the page I once used it to have a certain video displaying when a certain link is clicked or to have some text and a link displaying. On the 
entire website you find this at the bottom the sidebar where I sorted the pages of the website into categories. Depending on the category  you’re 
interested in you click on the “show” link near it and you get a list of links to the pages in this category.
Since it uses <div> hence containers you could have really anything you want inside this container and have it hidden or displaying.

Simple Hide/Display

The code for a simple hide and display looks like this:

<script language="javascript"> 
function toggle1() {
! var ele = document.getElementById("toggleText 1");
! var text = document.getElementById("displayText 1");
! if(ele.style.display == "block") {
    ! ! ele.style.display = "none";
! ! text.innerHTML = "show";
  ! }
! else {
! ! ele.style.display = "block";
! ! text.innerHTML = "hide";
! }
} 
</script>
<a id="displayText 1" href="javascript:toggle1();">show</a>
<div id="toggleText 1" style="display: none">
Content to display</div>

Download source code (What’s this?) (toggle.txt)
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First there’s a block of javascript, then there’s a link (<a ...></a>) causing the content to display  when clicked and in the end there’s a div  where you 
add the content to display.

show is what displays as a link when the content doesn’t display hence as what needs to be clicked for the content to display
hide is what displays as a link when the content displays hence as what needs to be clicked to hide the content
the red none in display: none says that when the page loads the content is hidden. If you want the content to display  when the page loads and have 
people being able to hide it if they want replace this none with block (only  the none marked in red) and change the show in the link (and only  the one 
in the link) to hide.
where it says Content to display enter the content you would like to hide/display

To add the content you can either use HTML codes as advised in the Basic HTML Codes knowledge base, then select the entire code and go to 
"Format", "HTML" choose "Code".

Or you can also add the content to RapidWeaver as you always do then paste the code which comes before Content to display  before your content, 
select the code and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code" and close the div  (</div>) after your content, select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose 
"Code". Note that using this way you don’t format the content as Code.

To style the link text read How to format text.

To have multiple simple hide/display  on a page change the 1 displaying in the magenta parts to 2, 3, 4, 5, ... as you need. So toggle1 gets toggle2, 
displayText 1 gets displayText 2, toggleText 1 gets toggleText 2 and so on.

Multiple Hide/Display displaying only one at a time

Download source code (What’s this?) (toggle.txt)

If you want to have multiple hide/display on a page but want only one of them to display at a time then the code looks like this:
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<script language="javascript"> 
function showonlyone(thechosenone) {
      var newboxes = document.getElementsByTagName("div");
            for(var x=0; x<newboxes.length; x++) {
                  name = newboxes[x].getAttribute("name");
                  if (name == 'newboxes') {
                        if (newboxes[x].id == thechosenone) {
                        newboxes[x].style.display = 'block';
                  }
                  else {
                        newboxes[x].style.display = 'none';
                  }
            }
      }
}
</script>
<div style="width:145px;height:385px;position:absolute; margin-top:10px; margin-left:-10px; z-index:1; font-family:Verdana; font-size:10px;" align="left">
            <a id="myHeader1" href="javascript:showonlyone('newboxes1');">Link 1</a><br>
            <a id="myHeader2" href="javascript:showonlyone('newboxes2');">Link 2</a><br>
            <a id="myHeader3" href="javascript:showonlyone('newboxes3');">Link 3</a><br>
</div>

<div style="width:640px;height:385px;position:absolute; margin-top:0px; margin-left:140px; z-index:1" align="center">
         <div name="newboxes" id="newboxes1" style="display: block">Content 1</div>
         <div name="newboxes" id="newboxes2" style="display: none">Content 2</div>
         <div name="newboxes" id="newboxes3" style="display: none">Content 3</div>
</div>

Again as seen in the simple hide/display  you have a part of javascript, a part with links and a part where you can enter the content to display. In this 
code you don’t have to mind about the javascript part.

As you see in the code I added a <div> around the menu-links and around the contents to display to position the menu and where the content 
displays. However you can also remove these divs, put the content right after the link or whatever you want.

Again there’s a link causing the content to display

<a id="myHeader1" href="javascript:showonlyone('newboxes1');">Link 1</a><br>
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and a <div> where to enter the code to display when the link is clicked

<div name="newboxes" id="newboxes1" style="display: block">Content 1</div>

to add more links and contents add more lines like the above ones and change all the 1 in the code (myHeader1, newboxes1) to 4, 5, ...

where it says Link 1 enter the text you would like to appear on the page and people would have to click on to see the first content. Where it says 
Content 1 enter the content you would like to display  when people click on the link to display  the first content. Same for the other links and contents. 
block is used to define which content will display when the page loads, if you don’t want any content to display when the page loads change it to none

If you add it inside an iFrame it will not work in Firefox, Chrome and other browsers. If you have more than one Multiple Hide/Display  on a page make 
sure only  one has display  set to block (display:block) per page. If you have multiple display:block on a page some browsers get confused and the 
Hide/Display don't work as they are supposed to anymore.

Further notes

In the source file you download for this tutorial (toggle.txt) you find the codes as I posted them here but you will also find the codes I used for the 
examples on the website.

If you want to add a long text in the hide/display  but don’t want the area it displays in to be as large as the text you can combine the hide/display  with 
How to have a TextBox with scrollbars without using an iFrame

You can decide where you want the content of hide/display to appear by positioning the div as described here: Position of divs and wrapping.

You may need to put the code in a div which gives the content enough vertical room to display as described here to avoid text displaying behind the 
content or something.
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 Pop up windows
I’m sure you already got annoyed by popup windows popping up automatically  all the time with stupid advertising while you were surfing the web. I’m 
not going to talk about having windows popping up automatically. First because most modern browsers keep them from showing up by  default, they 
simply  block them and second because they’re annoying and totally  unnecessary. What I’ll be doing here is talk about windows that open in a defined 
size when people click on a certain link or image-link which can be quite useful for some things (add movies, text, photos, music players, ...).

Creating the page which will display in the popup window

To create the page which will display in the popup window I would recommend you to have a look at this chapter instead: Empty blank page.

How to have image popups

You may also want to have a look at Highslide.

The first step consists in uploading the image to your server as follows…

1. Create a new folder in the folder you publish your website to from iWeb
2. Name this new folder something like ‘files’ or ‘media’ or whatever
3. Copy your .jpg or any other image file to that folder
4. Upload the folder to your server using your FTP application
http://yourdomain.com/nameofthefolder/nameofthefile.extension is the address at which the file will be stored on the web
Example: http://yourdomain.com/media/nameofthefile.jpg

To know how to upload an image and find out its URL read How to upload files.

It is recommended to upload two versions of the picture: a smaller version and one of the size you want it top display in the popup. The smaller 
version will be used on the page since it loads faster, the other one will be used in the popup. Of course you can also upload only  one file and use it 
for both if you want.

Take code to have a popup from an image or from a rollover image and use the path to the image as the URL to open in the popup.
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Code to open the popup window

Copy and paste the code into your post, page or into the sidebar where you want the link which will open the popup window  to appear. Once you 
added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".
In general where it says page.html put the URL of the page you want to open in the popup. Where it says width and height you can decide the size 
you want the popup window to be. Where it says TextToDisplay enter whatever you would like to be displayed as the link or the URL to the image(s).

To know how to upload an image and find out its URL read How to upload files.
In addition to the general instructions read the Rollover images and buttons chapter when using rollovers.

Popup from text

<A HREF="#" onClick="window.open('page.html','_blank’,'toolbar=0, location=0, directories=0, status=0, scrollbars=0, resizable=0, copyhistory=0, menuBar=0, 
width=300, height=200′);return(false)">TextToDisplay</A>

Popup from an image

<A HREF="#" onClick="window.open('page.html','_blank’,'toolbar=0, location=0, directories=0, status=0, scrollbars=0, resizable=0, copyhistory=0, menuBar=0, 
width=300, height=200′);return(false)"><img src="URLofTheImage"  style="width:281px; height:100px; border:0px solid #cc3300;"></A>

Popup from a rollover image

<A HREF="#" onClick="window.open('page.html','_blank’,'toolbar=0, location=0, directories=0, status=0, scrollbars=0, resizable=0, copyhistory=0, menuBar=0, 
width=300, height=200′);return(false)" onmouseover="document.sub_but.src='http://yourdomain.com/onroll.jpg’" onmouseout="document.sub_but.src='http://
yourdomain.com/normal.jpg’"><img src="http://yourdomain.com/normal.jpg" style="width:281px; height:100px; border:0px solid #cc3300;" alt="Move your mouse 
over me" name="sub_but"></A>

Centered popup from an image

Centered popup from a text link and from a rollover image are found in Download source code (What’s this?) (popup.txt)

Note that centered popup windows work for me in Safari, Firefox, Opera and Google Chrome on my  Mac but I don't know about Internet Explorer and 
Windows.
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The code looks quite different from the code for non-
centered popup windows but it's actually quite similar.

At the top of the code you define width and height of the 
popup window.

You can define whether you want scrollbars to display  or 
not.

Page.html needs to be replaced with the URL of the page 
or image which will display in the popup window.

URLofTheImage is the URL of the image you want people 
to click on to open the window  and as always you define 
the width and height of it.

<script type="text/javascript">
function popup(url) 
{
var width  = 418;
var height = 260;
var left   = (screen.width  - width)/2;
var top    = (screen.height - height)/2;
var params = 'width='+width+', height='+height;
params += ', top='+top+', left='+left;
params += ', directories=no';
params += ', location=no';
params += ', menubar=no';
params += ', resizable=no';
params += ', scrollbars=no';
params += ', status=no';
params += ', toolbar=no';
newwin=window.open(url,'windowname5', params);
if (window.focus) {newwin.focus()}
return false;
}
</script>
<a href="javascript: void(0)" onclick="popup('Page.html')"><img src="URLofTheImage" 
style="width:110x; height:110px; border:0px solid #cc3300;"></a>
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 Calendars *
Adding a calendar to your site so that everybody  could see your upcoming appointments is quite easy. You can embed a calendar into a 
RapidWeaver page using an iFrame, making a redirect, simply link it by using a text-link or image-link.

Using iCal with PHP iCalendar

It’s possible to use iCal calendars with PHP iCalendar.

1. Go to http://phpicalendar.net/ and “Jump to: Download”
2. Download and uncompress the file and you will find a folder called “phpicalendar”
3. Delete the sample calendars from the “calendars” folder (.ics extension)
4. Upload the phpicalendar folder to the root of your server (What is the root of a server/website?)
5. Open iCal and select the Calendar you want to publish from Calendars
6. Go to File, Export, Export...
7. Once you exported the calendar upload it in the calendars  folder you find in the phpicalendar folder on your server. You have to repeat this 
procedure every time you add a new appointment.
8. Open your Browser (Safari) and enter

http://yourdomain.com/phpicalendar/

In the legend you will see your calendar appearing.

You can now simply link it from your website, make a redirect to it or embed it into your website using an iFrame.

Using Google calendar *

Please note that the example in this tutorial is for people who want to use their calendar for a booking system solution. However whether you use it as 
a booking system or not the way you create a calendar, add events and publish the calendar to your website is always the same.
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Add a calendar

1. The first thing you need to do is signup or login at www.google.com/calendar/
2. Once you’re logged in add a calendar or multiple calendars if you have multiple estates. To add a calendar hit the “Add” link under “My calendars” 
on the left side of the page. Fill in the needed information. If you later want to embed the calendar on your website select “Make this calendar public” 
you can then choose whether you want to just show free/busy without details or also show details (default). Once you’re done hit “Create Calendar”.

The good thing about creating the calendar on Google is that you can edit it from no matter what computer you’re on. However if you don’t mind about 
this you could also use iCal to create your calendar then publish it through Google Calendar as described in the next two chapters.

3. Click on the little downward flash !  near the calendar’s name and give each calendar a color
4. In the little downward flash choose Calendars settings to change the name of the calendar to the estate’s location or the name of the estate so it’s 
easier for you to know which calendar is which

Add an entry/event

1. To add a booking for an estate go to the downward flash and choose “Create event on this calendar”
- Add a title of the event. Perhaps enter the name of the estate.
- Enter the date and time of the event. For estate bookings check the “All day” box and enter the date of arrival and departure
- Enter the location of the event
- On the right side you can invite people if you need to
2. Hit “Save” and you’re done
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Adding the calendar to your website

1. To add a calendar to your website you have to make it Public first. If you did not make them public yet go to Downward flash, Share this calendar, 
check the Make this calendar public box. If you have multiple calendars you have to do it for each of them.
2. Go to Downward flash, “Calendar settings” and under “Embed This Calendar” click on “Customize the color, size, and other options”.

On the left side you have various settings among which the most important to me is “Calendars to Display”. If you want to have multiple calendars 
displaying in one calendar check the checkbox near all the calendars you want to display  in it. Note that you can also change the colors here if you 
want. Use one color per estate for people to better distinguish them.

3. Copy  the code you find at the top of the window where it says 
“Copy  and paste the HTML below  to include this calendar on 
your webpage” and paste it into your page. Once you added the 
code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" 
choose "Code".

Need other people to be able to make changes?

If you need other people to be able to add events to the 
calendar you can allow them to do so by  going to downward 
flash, “Share this calendar”, “Share with specific people”, enter 
the e-mail address of someone you want to be able to edit the calendar and under “Permission settings” (default: See all event details) choose “Make 
changes to events”.
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Using iCal with iCloud with Google calendar *

1. Open iCal and select the calendar you would like to publish from Calendars
2. Go to Calendar, Share Calendar...
3. Change the name if necessary, Share with: Everyone, and hit Share
4. Go to Calendar, Resend Invitations and you will find an e-mail generated with the following text or similar:

You can subscribe to my calendar at:
   webcal://p01-calendarws.icloud.com/ca/subscribe/1/YRCpyetoeMl9BHAdS43qIelBpP8MI-JNnJ9j_daEYySPcNfBopVMkSCEFaX4T_1a

5. Copy the URL displaying, similar to:

  webcal://p01-calendarws.icloud.com/ca/subscribe/1/YRCpyetoeMl9BHAdS43qIelBpP8MI-JNnJ9j_daEYySPcNfBopVMkSCEFaX4T_1a

6. Go to Google Calendar and under “Other calendars” choose “Add by  URL”. Paste the URL you previously  copied and check the “Make this 
calendar publicly accessible” box. Hit Add calendar.
7. Read Adding the calendar to your website.

Using iCal with Dropbox with Google calendar *

1. Open iCal and select the calendar you would like to publish
2. Go to File, Export, Export... and choose the Public folder you find inside your Dropbox folder as the destination. You will have to repeat this every 
time you add a new appointment.
3. Go to your Dropbox folder and ctrl+click on the calendar file (Name.ics). Choose Dropbox, Copy Public Link
4. Go to Google Calendar and under “Other calendars” choose “Add by  URL”. Paste the URL you previously copied (which should look like: http://
dl.dropbox.com/u/17XX2453/Home.ics) and check the “Make this calendar publicly accessible” box. Hit Add calendar.
5. Read Adding the calendar to your website.
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 Google Maps
You will find some examples for this chapter at the bottom of this page.

1. Go to Google Maps. If you’re logged in you can click on My Maps, Create new map

2. Enter a title and a description of the map. If you want people to collaborate on the map you can invite them. You can choose whether you want it to 
be public so everyone can see it or whether you want to share it only with the people you want to see the map.
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3. On the right side you see the map.

On the top left side you see the tools. The hand to move the map, the pin 
to add a mark on the map and the line to draw a line on the map (draw a 
line, a line along roads or a shape)

Once you add a pin and place it on the map you will be able to write some 
text for the title and the description. Of course you can also add HTML 
instead of text in the description. Especially helpful to add links, images, ...

4. Once you’re done editing the map hit Save, Done. To embed the map 
into your site on the upper toolbar’s right hit “Link”. You can either copy  the 
URL to the map to make a link or copy  the iFrame code. By  clicking on the 
“Customize and preview embedded map” under “Link” you can further 
customize what the map should look like once you embedded it into your 
site. Paste the code into your page. Once you added the code to 
RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code". That's 
it.
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Section 5: Photos and images

Chapters in this section:

• Highslide JS
• Shadowbox
• SimpleViewer galleries
• Auto-Fading photos slideshow
• Zoomify
• Simple scroll image gallery
• Mouseover photo album
• CoverFlow
• Display random photos, text or links (or anything else)

Chapters in other sections which may be of interest:

• Sliding image menu can also just be used as a photo gallery, it's 
not strictly a menu
• Popup windows may be used for photos too
• Auto-Scrolling text and images can be used to have images 
scrolling
• Rollover buttons can also just be used as a way to present 
photos changing on mouseover without them being a link
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 Highslide JS (visual Highslide Editor)
On my  website you find detailed instructions on adding the Highslide iFrame, Photo, PhotoGallery, PhotoGallery with Thumbstrip and Flash to your 
website. However there are a lot more different styles to be found on the Highslide JS website so in the E-Book I will teach you a general way  for you 
to be able to add any style you want to your website.

A general way (working for all Highslide effects) *

1. Go to http://highslide.com/editor/ and on the left side you will always find the options, on the right side the preview for the options you specify.
2. Choose the type of gallery you would like to use from Examples menu. I will use "Gallery: Mini gallery" for the example here.
3. Click on Gallery, Image manager, Select files to upload and choose the files you what to use for the Highslide gallery. Upload now!

4. Define the size of the thumbnail and large image 
option. Update uploaded images. By  double-clicking 
add a caption displaying under the images you can 
enter a caption for each image. Drag&drop to change 
the order the images display in.
5. Once you're done click OK. You will always be able to 
change the caption or add more images later on by 
editing the code you will get at the end.
6. You can set various options for the controls, the 
numbers, whether you want a thumbstrip or not and for 
the behavior (settings of the slideshow, wether you what 
the slideshow to play automatically or not etc).
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7. Don't mind about the HTML tab unless you what to open a window displaying HTML content and 
proceed to Style. Click Thumbnail border if you'd like to change the settings. Under Popup styles, 
Background you can define the color of the caption-background. By  clicking on Border and outline you 
can define the color of the border surrounding the image when it pops up. You can set the width of the 
Image CSS border to 0 if you want for you to only define the color of the Graphic outline and its width. 
You can even define the corner radius. As 
always the colors just type in the color's six 
digit code. See this for help.
Under Dimming options you can define what 
color the page should turn to when the 
image pops up, the opacity  (0.00-1.00 the 
higher the less readable the content of the 
page in the background). Fading duration, 
how long it should take for the page to be 

dimmed.
8. Go to Behavior. Popup size 
and alignment, I think Center is 
best. I wouldn't allow multiple 
popups at the same t ime 
(uncheck). I would enable block 
right-click (check)
9. Go to Overlay. Under Caption 
you can define the source of the 
caption. I would recommend 
Subsequent div  since it allows 
you to enter basic HTML codes 
such as a link code if you'd like 
to add a link to the caption of a 
picture or to format/style the text in the caption (perhaps with a <span code). You can also 
define the position of the caption and its Style. You can add a heading in addition to the 
caption. Want a Close button? I don't. Do you want to show credits "Powered by  Highslide 
JS"? If not, uncheck this box.
10. Once you're done configuring your highslide presentation hit Publish.
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If you're using Highslide on a Non-commercial website it is free of charge. If you're using Highslide yon a Commercial website you have to pay 29$. A 
commercial website is any  business related website or any  website with the purpose of generating money (Non-profit excluded). I really  urge you to 
respect these terms.

Once you agreed to the terms you will see a window popping up.

In Step 1 click on Download a zip archive and you will get a folder named highslide-custom

Copy the codes you find in Step 2 and in Step 3 into a text editor (if you couldn't copy  the codes here don't worry, you will find them in the folder you 
downloaded at step 1, just open the highslide-custom-example.html file in TextWrangler).

11. Open the highslide.config.js file you find in the highslide folder inside the highslide-custom folder in TextWrangler and towards the top where it 
says

hs.graphicsDir = 'highslide/graphics/';

add a slash / at the beginning of the path

hs.graphicsDir = '/highslide/graphics/';

Once you added the slash upload the entire highslide folder you find in the highslide-custom folder to the root of your server/website (What is the root 
of a server/website?)

12. Now we need to make some minor changes to the code you got from Highslide.

In the first part of the code

<script type="text/javascript" src="highslide/highslide-with-gallery.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="highslide/highslide.config.js" charset="utf-8"></script>
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="highslide/highslide.css" />
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Add a slash / in front of each path to make them absolute paths like this

<script type="text/javascript" src="/highslide/highslide-with-gallery.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="/highslide/highslide.config.js" charset="utf-8"></script>
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="/highslide/highslide.css" />

Same for each image code in the second part of the code (two slashes to be added per image)

<a id="thumb1" href="/highslide/images/large/IMG_0662.JPG" class="highslide" 
! ! ! onclick="return hs.expand(this, config1 )">
! ! <img src="/highslide/images/thumbs/IMG_0662.JPG"  alt=""/>
! </a>
! <span class="highslide-caption">Ireland 2011</span>

13. Once you turned all the paths into absolute paths by adding a slash in front of them. 
Copy the first part and paste it into Page Info, Header, Header of the page where you want to add Highslide to.
Copy the second part and paste it into the page where you want the Highslide gallery to appear.
Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".
14. Publish the page and visit it to see if everything works.
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 Shadowbox
Shadowbox is an enlarge on click effect (zoom) such as Lightbox or Highslide. It is easy  to use and looks fantastic. A few  examples on what you can 
do with Shadowbox are found here. I think it's really great...

Just as Highslide, Shadowbox is free to use for personal websites but it's not free if you use it for commercial purposes (20$) . And I would really  urge 
you to respect that!

1. Go to Shadowbox-js.com, check all the boxes you find on the page and hit the zip file at the bottom of the page to download the necessary  source 
files
2. You will get a folder named shadowbox-X.X.X, rename this folder shadowbox and upload it to the root of your website (If you don't know what the 
root is or how this is done read it here)
3. Now we need to add the shadowbox code to your page. Download source code (What’s this?) (shadowbox.txt) The first part of the code is the 
same no matter what you want to do with the shadowbox. The first part is:

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="/shadowbox/shadowbox.css">
<script type="text/javascript" src="/shadowbox/shadowbox.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript">
Shadowbox.init();
</script>

The second part of the code differs depending on what you want to do with it. Whether you want to use it for images, movies, whatever first upload 
the files to your server and find out the URL (If you don't know what the root is or how this is done read it here).

Simple image opening from a thumbnail:

<a href="myimage.jpg" rel="shadowbox" title="My Image Title"><img src="myimage.jpg" style="width:200px; height:120px;border:0px;"></a>

Where it says myimage.jpg add the URL to your image
Replace My Image Title with the title you wnat to give to your image
Adapt width and height for the thumbnail
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Multiple images opening from one image:

<a href="myimage.jpg" rel="shadowbox[albumname]" title="My Image Title"><img src="myimage.jpg" style="width:200px; height:120px;border:0px;"></a>
<a href="myimage2.jpg" rel="shadowbox[albumname]" title="My Image Title 2"></a>
<a href="myimage3.jpg" rel="shadowbox[albumname]" title="My Image Title 3"></a>

Where it says myimage.jpg add the URL to your image
Replace My Image Title with the title you want to give to your image
Adapt width and height for the thumbnail
Replace albumname with the name you want to give to the album or group of images. Of course you can have multiple groups on the same page by 
giving different group names.

Multiple images opening from an image gallery:

<div style="width:450px; text-alignment:left;">
<a href="myimage.jpg" rel="shadowbox[albumname]" title="My Image Title"><img src="myimage.jpg" style="width:200px; height:120px;border:0px;"></a> <a 
href="myimage2.jpg" rel="shadowbox[albumname]" title="My Image Title 2"><img src="myimage2.jpg" style="width:200px; height:120px;border:0px;"></a> <a 
href="myimage3.jpg" rel="shadowbox[albumname]" title="My Image Title 3"><img src="myimage3.jpg" style="width:200px; height:120px;border:0px;"></a>
</div>

Where it says myimage.jpg add the URL to your image
Replace My Image Title with the title you want to give to your image
Adapt width and height for the thumbnail
Replace albumname with the name you want to give to the album or group of images. Of course you can have multiple groups on the same page by 
giving different group names.
The div was added to give a uniform look to the gallery. Enter the width you want to have thumbnails displaying in and change left to center if you 
want. 

Movie:

<a href="mymovie.extension" rel="shadowbox;height=140;width=120">My Movie</a>

Where it says mymovie.extension add the URL to your movie
Adapt height and width to fit your movie
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Change My Movie to what you want to display as the link text

Movie from thumbnail:

<a href="mymovie.extension" rel="shadowbox;height=140;width=120"><img src="myimage.jpg" style="width:200px; height:120px;border:0px;"></a>

Where it says mymovie.extension add the URL to your movie
Adapt height and width to fit your movie
Change My Movie to what you want to display as the link text
Where it says myimage.jpg add the URL to your image
Adapt width and height for the thumbnail

Website from link:

<a href="mywebsite.html" rel="shadowbox">Link Title</a>

Replace mywebsite.html with the URL to the page you want to open in the shadowbox
Change Link Title to what you want to display as the link text

Website from thumbnail:

<a href="mywebsite.html" rel="shadowbox"><img src="myimage.jpg" style="width:200px; height:120px;border:0px;"></a>

Replace mywebsite.html with the URL to the page you want to open in the shadowbox
Where it says myimage.jpg add the URL to your image
Adapt width and height for the thumbnail

HTML Code

One of the greatest things about Shadowbox is that you can open a box of a defined size and display  almost anything you want in it just by  adding the 
HTML code. Really easy. The code to achieve that is:
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<a rel="shadowbox;width=650;height=220" href="#inline-sample">Click Here</a>
<div id="inline-sample" style="display:none;">
<div id="inline-sample-content" style="padding:20px;color:#ffffff;">
Your content
</div>
</div>

I would recommend you to start by putting together the code for the content first. Text and images (see Basic HTML Code knowledge base), Columns 
if you want to have columns. Once you've put the code together replace Your content in the above code with your code.

Adapt width and height for shadowbox to the width and height of the content you enter (plus 40px in width and height)
Where it says Click here type in what you would like to appear as the link where people click on to open the box. If you want people to open the box 
by clicking on an image replace the text with

<img src="myimage.jpg" style="width:200px; height:120px;border:0px;">

you know how it works...
#ffffff stays for the color of the text in the box. Of course you can also add other font styling parameters.

If you want to have multiple HTML Code shadowboxes on a page just give each box a different name. In the example above the name is inline-
sample (here in the code displaying in magenta)

If you want to have the background of the box displaying in a color other than black you could replace this line
<div id="inline-sample-content" style="padding:20px;color:#ffffff;">
with
<div id="inline-sample-content" style="background-color:#ffffff;padding:20px;color:#000000;">
where you can define the background color and of course color of the text.

Mixed:

Of course you can also have an album with mixed content like images and movies and websites all in one. Just specify  the same album name as 
we've seen earlier.

If you don't want to have a title displaying on the box just leave the title parameter empty  or entirely  remove it (title="My  Image Title"). If you want to 
have a title where I didn't add it in the code just add it to the code.
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Take the first part of the code and the second part of the code which fits your needs.

If you want to add multiple shadowboxes to your page you have to add the first part of the code only  once on your page. For the other boxes only  add 
the appropriate second part of the code. No need to add the first part multiple times on the same page.

4. Paste the code for the shadowbox you found in step 3 of this tutorial into your post or page where you want the shadowbox to appear. Once you 
added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".
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 SimpleViewer galleries
Sample galleries: SimpleViewer, TiltViewer, AutoViewer, PostcardViewer.

1. Go to simpleviewer.net and hit the Download button near the gallery  you'd like to use (see the examples you find on the page). Personally  I 
wouldn't pay 45$ for each of them and would use the free version instead.

2. The application is really  easy  to use. Once you downloaded, installed and opened it you will be guided through 
the process of creating the gallery  step by  step. Hit "New Gallery...", drag&drop the photos you want to use in the 
gallery  into the appropriate area and define the size of the images. You can drag&drop the images directly  from 
iPhoto if you want.
3. Once you added the images you can reorganize them by 
drag&drop. You can specify  a URL the photos should should link 
to and a target. By  default the images in the presentation link to 
the full sized images opening in a new  window. You can also 
decide to not use the images as links by  leaving the URL field 

empty. Type a caption if you want.
4. Click on Customize at the top of the window to customize the look of the presentation. Especially 
for what concerns the width of the frame
5. Hit Publish at the top of the window. Choose the location where you would like to publish to. To 
make it easier add a new folder on your Desktop, name it SimpleViewer1 and choose to publish the 
gallery  into this folder and hit Save. Take the SimpleViewer1 folder and upload it to the root of your 
website (What is the root of a server/website?)

6. Embed the gallery  into your page 
using an iFrame. Adapt width and 
height to fit your needs.

7. Once you added the code to your site select it, choose Format, HTML and Code.

If you want to have multiple galleries just change SimpleViewer1 to SimpleViewer2, 
SimpleViewer3, ...

<iframe src="http://yourdomain.com/SimpleViewer1/index.html"
style="width:670px; height:580px;
border-width:0px;
border-color:#990033; 
border-style:solid;"
scrolling="auto" >
</iframe>
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 Auto-Fading photos slideshow *
You will find an example of this here.

The original code is found here. I modified it to make it easier for you to use it.

1. The first thing to do is put together the images you want to appear in the slideshow. I would recommend you to put them all in a folder  called 
“images” on your Desktop. Resize them to the size you want the slideshow to be. If they  are too big in size (Megabytes) they will take too long to load. 
In the name of the images replace spaces with underlines _ which will make it easier for you to find out their URL later on.

2. Upload the “images” folder to the root of your server (What is the root of a server/website?)

The URL of an image will then be http://yourdomain.com/images/name_of_the_image.jpg where you have to replace yourdomain.com with your 
domain and name_of_the_image.jpg with the name of the image.

3. Click here to download a folder called “fadeslideshow”. Take the whole folder and upload it to the root of your server.

4. In the “fadeslideshow” folder you will find the a file called “auto_fading_photos.txt” containing the source code for automatically  changing photos 
and one called “manually_fading_photos.txt” containing the source code to use if you want people to change photos by  clicking on buttons. Choose 
the one you want to use and open the file in TextWrangler (download it for free here) (ctrl-click on it and choose Open with=>TextWrangler). Make the 
changes as follows...
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<head>
<script type="text/javascript" src="http://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.3.2/jquery.min.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="http://yourdomain.com/fadeslideshow/fadeslideshow.js">

/***********************************************
* Ultimate Fade In Slideshow v2.0- (c) Dynamic Drive DHTML code library (www.dynamicdrive.com)
* This notice MUST stay intact for legal use
* Visit Dynamic Drive at http://www.dynamicdrive.com/ for this script and 100s more
***********************************************/
</script>
<script type="text/javascript">

var mygallery=new fadeSlideShow({
wrapperid: "fadeshow1",
dimensions: [640, 480],
imagearray: [
["http://iwebfaq.org/fadeimages/DSC00070.jpg", "http://LinkURL", "_top", "Description"],
["http://iwebfaq.org/fadeimages/DSC00071.jpg", "http://LinkURL", "_top", "Description"],
["http://iwebfaq.org/fadeimages/DSC00072.jpg", "http://LinkURL", "_top", "Description"],
["http://iwebfaq.org/fadeimages/DSC00165.jpg", "http://LinkURL", "_top", "Description"],
["http://iwebfaq.org/fadeimages/DSC00170.jpg", "http://LinkURL", "_top", "Description"],
["http://iwebfaq.org/fadeimages/DSC00173.jpg", "http://LinkURL", "_top", "Description"],
["http://iwebfaq.org/fadeimages/DSC00182.jpg", "http://LinkURL", "_top", "Description"]
],
displaymode: {type:'auto', pause:2500, cycles:0, wraparound:false, randomize:true},
persist: false,
fadeduration: 500,
descreveal: "ondemand",
togglerid: ""
})

</script>
</head>
<div id="fadeshow1"></div>
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In the code change yourdomain.com to your domain.
fadeshow1 is the name of the slideshow. If you want to have multiple slideshows on the same post/page give a different name to each of them. Not 
that you have to change it twice: once towards the top of the code and the other time at the end of it.
Change width and height to fit the size of your photos (640, 480)
Replace the URLs of the images (http://iwebfaq.org/fadeimages/DSC00070.jpg and so on) to the URLs of your images
LinkURL defines the URL people are linked to when clicking on the photo. If you don’t want the pictures to be a link simply  delete what you find 
between quotes and leave only the empty quotes “”
_top defines the target of the link. _top opens it in the same window whereas _new opens a new window to load the page. If you don’t want a link 
empty the target too and just leave the empty quotes “”
You can add a description for the picture. Again if you don’t want a description leave the quotes empty  “”. You can also add links in the description 
(just use ‘ instead of quotes ” in the link-code). Perhaps you want to use the slideshow to present some products and provide a link to the product’s 
page in the description. How to add links in the description and write the content for the description is found in the: Basic HTML-Codes knowledge 
base.
2500 stays for the milliseconds the picture will display  before switching to the next one. Increasing the number will increase the amount of time the 
photo stays without changing
cycles:0 means that the slideshow will keep repeating infinite times. If you set it to 1 the slideshow will display  once and stop once all pictures where 
displayed
randomize:true means that it doesn’t follow an order in displaying the photos so people will not always see the same picture first when they  get on 
your website. You can set it to false if you want the slideshow to follow the order the images are placed in the code.
500 stays for the milliseconds the fading effect takes to complete. The higher the number the slower the fading effect.
ondemand the description will show up only  when people point their mouse over the image. Set it to “always” if you want the description to show up 
always.

5. Once you modified the code copy  and paste it into your page or post where you want the slideshow to appear. Once you added the code to 
RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".

Having the photos change manually

If you want your visitors to click for the photos to change as of the second example you find on the sample page use the code you find in the 
manually_fading_photos.txt file instead:
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<head>
<script type="text/javascript" src="http://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.3.2/jquery.min.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="http://yourdomain.com/fadeslideshow/fadeslideshow.js">

/***********************************************
* Ultimate Fade In Slideshow v2.0- (c) Dynamic Drive DHTML code library (www.dynamicdrive.com)
* This notice MUST stay intact for legal use
* Visit Dynamic Drive at http://www.dynamicdrive.com/ for this script and 100s more
***********************************************/
</script>
<script type="text/javascript">

var mygallery=new fadeSlideShow({
wrapperid: "fadeshow1",
dimensions: [640, 480],
imagearray: [
["http://iwebfaq.org/fadeimages/DSC00070.jpg", "http://LinkURL", "_top", "Description"],
["http://iwebfaq.org/fadeimages/DSC00071.jpg", "http://LinkURL", "_top", "Description"],
["http://iwebfaq.org/fadeimages/DSC00072.jpg", "http://LinkURL", "_top", "Description"],
["http://iwebfaq.org/fadeimages/DSC00165.jpg", "http://LinkURL", "_top", "Description"],
["http://iwebfaq.org/fadeimages/DSC00170.jpg", "http://LinkURL", "_top", "Description"],
["http://iwebfaq.org/fadeimages/DSC00173.jpg", "http://LinkURL", "_top", "Description"],
["http://iwebfaq.org/fadeimages/DSC00182.jpg", "http://LinkURL", "_top", "Description"]
],
displaymode: {type:'auto', pause:2500, cycles:0, wraparound:false, randomize:true},
persist: false,
fadeduration: 500,
descreveal: "always",
togglerid: "slideshowtoggler"
})

</script>
</head>
<div id="fadeshow1"></div>
<div id="slideshowtoggler" align="center">
<a href="#" class="prev"><img src="http://yourdomain.com/fadeslideshow/left.png" style="border-width:0" /></a> <span class="status" style="margin:0 275px; font-
weight:bold"></span> <a href="#" class="next"><img src="http://yourdomain.com/fadeslideshow/right.png" style="border-width:0" /></a>
</div>
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Change the parameters in red as described in the non-manually-changing part of the tutorial.

Towards the end of the code there’s a 275 indicating the number of pixels between the right and left arrow (previous and next photo). Depending on 
the size of your photos you may want to adapt that number to better fit your case.

By replacing the images of the arrows you find in the “fadeslideshow” folder with your own arrow-images you can further customize the look of the 
slideshow.

How can I change the color displaying when the page loads?

When the slideshow loads it first appears as a black rectangle. If you want to change that color open the fadeslideshow.js file in 
TextWrangler, search for these lines:

setting.$gallerylayers=$('<div class="gallerylayer"></div><div class="gallerylayer"></div>') //two stacked DIVs to display the actual slide 
! .css({position:'absolute', left:0, top:0, width:'100%', height:'100%', background:'black'})

and change black to whatever color you want.

How do I prevent the slideshow from stopping on mouseover?

Per default when the mouse is pointed over the slideshow the slideshow stops playing. As soon as the mouse is removed from the slideshow  it 
continues to play. If you don't want that to happen and want the slideshow to continue to play even when people point their mouse over it open the 
fadeslideshow.js file you find in the fadeslideshow folder with TextWrangler and look for this line:

setting.$wrapperdiv.bind('mouseenter', function(){setting.ismouseover=true}) //pause slideshow mouseover

change true to false

setting.$wrapperdiv.bind('mouseenter', function(){setting.ismouseover=false}) //pause slideshow mouseover

and it won't stop on mouseover anymore.
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 Zoomify
You will find two examples of this at the bottom of this page.
Zoomify lets you add big images in a small area. It allows people to zoom in to see a detail and move around. It also loads very fast.

With Zoomify converter

1. Make a folder on your Desktop and name it zoomify3
2. In that folder add the image you want to zoomify and name the image zoomify3.jpg
3. Download and open the Zoomify Converter, choose the zoomify3.jpg image as the file to open

Zoomify will create another zoomify3 folder inside the zoomify 3 folder you created

4. Drop the ZoomifyViewer.swf file you find in the folder which downloaded when you downloaded the Zoomify  Converter into the zoomify3 folder you 
created on your Desktop
5. Upload the zoomify3 folder you created to the root of your server (If you don't know what the root is or how this is done read it here)
6. Use the following code to embed the zoomify into your website... Download source code (What’s this?) (zoomify.txt)

<OBJECT CLASSID="clsid:D27CDB6E-AE6D-11cf-96B8-444553540000" CODEBASE="http://download.macromedia.com/pub/shockwave/cabs/flash/
swflash.cab#version=6,0,40,0" WIDTH="750" HEIGHT="450" ID="theMovie">
<PARAM NAME="FlashVars" VALUE="zoomifyImagePath=/zoomify3/zoomify3/">
<PARAM NAME="MENU" VALUE="FALSE">
<PARAM NAME="SRC" VALUE="/zoomify3/ZoomifyViewer.swf">
<EMBED FlashVars="zoomifyImagePath=/zoomify3/zoomify3/" SRC="/zoomify3/ZoomifyViewer.swf" MENU="false" PLUGINSPAGE="http://www.macromedia.com/
shockwave/download/index.cgi?P1_Prod_Version=ShockwaveFlash"  WIDTH="750" HEIGHT="450" NAME="theMovie"></EMBED>
</OBJECT>

7. Change width and height to better match your picture's ratio (optional)
8. Paste the code into your post or page where you want the zoomify  to appear. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to 
"Format", "HTML" choose "Code".

If you want to have multiple zoomify  on your website just follow the tutorial again and replace all zoomify3 you find in the tutorial and in the code with 
zoomify4, zoomify5, zoomify6, ...
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With Photoshop (better and further customizable)

1. Name the image you want to zoomify to zoomify3.jpg
2. Open zoomify3.jpg in Photoshop and under File choose Export and Zoomify... (if you don't see Export as a choice, under File select "Display all the 
choices" or similar to see it)
3. You will now see a window popping up. At the top you can define the style. As the folder to publish to choose Desktop. Name enter zoomify3. 
Choose the quality. Choose the size you want the zoomify to display in on your website and hit OK.
4. On your Desktop you will now find a folder named zoomify3_img and a file called zoomify3.html
5. Upload the zoomify3_img folder to the root of your server (If you don't know what the root is or how this is done read it here)
6. Open the zoomify3.html file in TextWrangler and copy the part of the code which looks similar to...

<OBJECT CLASSID="clsid:D27CDB6E-AE6D-11cf-96B8-444553540000" CODEBASE="http://download.macromedia.com/pub/shockwave/cabs/flash/
swflash.cab#version=9,0,0,0" WIDTH="400" HEIGHT="400" ID="theMovie">
<PARAM NAME="FlashVars" VALUE="zoomifyImagePath=zoomify3_img&zoomifyNavigatorVisible=false=true">
<PARAM NAME="BGCOLOR" VALUE="#000000">
<PARAM NAME="MENU" VALUE="FALSE">
<PARAM NAME="SRC" VALUE="zoomify3_img/zoomifyViewer.swf">
<EMBED FlashVars="zoomifyImagePath=zoomify3_img&zoomifyNavigatorVisible=false=true" SRC="zoomify3_img/zoomifyViewer.swf" BGCOLOR="#000000" 
MENU="false" PLUGINSPAGE="http://www.macromedia.com/shockwave/download/index.cgi?P1_Prod_Version=ShockwaveFlash"  WIDTH="400" HEIGHT="400" 
NAME="theMovie"></EMBED>
</OBJECT>

In front of every zoomify3_img you find in the code enter a slash / to make the paths being a absolute paths (in total there are 4 slashes to be added)
7. Once you added the four / paste the code (only starting from <object until </object> both inlcuded) into your post or page where you want the 
zoomify to appear. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".

If you want to have multiple zoomify on your website just follow the tutorial again and replace all zoomify3 with zoomify4, zoomify5, zoomify6, ...
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 Simple scroll image gallery
You will find an example of this here.

Please click here to download the source files and follow the instructions you find in the instructions files in the folder you downloaded.
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 Mouseover photo album
You will find an example at the top and the bottom of this page.

1. Before you start it is recommended to resize all the images to a certain dimension. Otherwise some of them will probably  display  as squeezed in 
one way  or another. If you have mixed images horizontal and vertical orientation I would recommend you to turn the vertical ones into horizontals with 
transparent backgrounds filling in the missing horizontal space and use a vertical image displaying when no other image is selected.
2. Take the pictures you want to use in this presentation, put them in a images folder you upload to the root of your server (What is the root of a 
server/website?) and get their URL.
3. Download the entire source code by  clicking here (What’s this?) (hover_photo.txt) here I will only  post the parts of the code you have to apply 
changes to. Have a look at the code while reading the tutorial to see where the lines I'm posting here are in the code. It looks scary so let's go on and 
point out the important things...
4. The first line

<div style="position:absolute;top:80px;left:75px;"><img src="http://iwebfaq.org/images/thumbstrip17.jpg" style="height:375px;width:500px;"></div>

is used to add the image which displays when the page loads and none of the thumbnails is selected. The top and left parameters are used to 
position the image on the page. What follows is the URL to the image to display  and the width and height parameters used to define how big the 
image should display on the page.

These parameters should be identical with the ones in the third line of the code

div#minis a:hover img.big {position:absolute;top:80px;left:75px;height:375px;width:500px;border:none; text-decoration:none;}

which is used to tell where the big version of the thumbnails displays when they  are selected. Since the image should display  on top of the image 
displaying when the page loads the parameters for the position and the size should be the same for both.

Next is this line is:

div#minis a img.mini {height: 50px; width: 50px; border-width: 0}

which is used to define the size of the thumbnails. You can either increase or decrease the size of the thumbnails.
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<div id="presentation" style="width:850;height:525px;">

is where you tell RapidWeaver how much space this album takes on the page.

<div id="minis" class="minislinks" style="margin-left:10px; margin-top:0px;">

is used to define the position of the thumbnails from the left (margin-left) and if needed you can also move them vertically  (margin-top) however 
vertically they display where you pasted the code in the page so you shouldn't need to move them vertically by making use of the code.

Now for each photo there is this code:

<a class="photo" title="Name"><img class="mini" src="http://iwebfaq.org/images/gallery1.jpg" alt="Name" /><img class="big" src="http://iwebfaq.org/
images/gallery1.jpg" /></a>

in which you can specify the title for the image by replacing Name twice in the code and in which you have to enter twice the URL to the image.

You can reduce the number of lines like the previously  posted one to decrease the number of thumbnails or add more lines like the one above to 
increase the number of thumbnails.

The empty div you see in the middle of all the pictures

<div style="height:400px;"></div>

is used to define the distance between the first row of thumbnails and the second row of thumbnails. To simplify  the tutorial the code for each image 
starts on a new line. If you put this in RapidWeaver this results in having a space between the thumbnails so if you would like to have them all 
together as in the example at the top of the page you would have to put them all on the same line.

5. Once you're done editing the code paste the code into your page. Select the code, go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".

In the example you find at the bottom of the page I moved the thumbnails to the left, added a <br> where I wanted to have the thumbnails starting on 
a new line, removed the empty  div  which I had added to create the empty  room between the two lines of thumbnails and finally  increased the left: 
parameter which defines where the bigger image displays.
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 CoverFlow and Cover Flow slideshow
You will find an example of this here.

1. Go to http://www.weberdesignlabs.com/blog/2009/12/flash-10-coverflow/ and 
download the Flash 10 Coverflow
2. Once you downloaded it you will get a folder. Rename the folder to CoverFlow
3. Open the folder and you will find other folders.
In the images folder put the images you want to use in the coverflow replacing the 
sample images. Renaming the images album1.jpg album2.jpg and so on helps to 
keep track of them. You can add more or less images just as you want. The images 
have to be of the size you want to have them displaying in the coverflow.
4. Open the data.xml file you find in the xml folder with TextWrangler. Select the file, 
ctrl-click (right click) it and choose Open with, TextWrangler. The image on the left 
side on this page shows you what you will see.
5. For each picture displaying in the CoverFlow there is this code:

<cover 
! img="images/album1.jpg" 
! title="The Doors"
! link="http://www.google.com" />

Replace album1.jpg with the name of the picture you want to display
Replace The Doors with the name of the artist/band you want to display under the 
album-art/album-cover or under the picture
Replace http://www.ilike.com/... with the URL you want to open when clicking on the 
album cover/artwork (the picture). If you don’t want the image to act as a link simply 
leave the links empty.

6. If you want to have more images displaying just add more codes like the one posted above. If you want to have less images remove some.
7. At the top of the data.xml file you can define what size you want the images to display  in (width and height are in px). Same as the size of the 
images you put in the images folder. You can also set the target of the links. By default they open in a new window (target="_blank").
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8. Once you've set everything up here open the index.html file you find in the CoverFlow folder in TextWrangler. Here we have to correct something. 
Right before </head> change this line

! ! ! swfobject.embedSWF("swf/main.swf"

to

! ! ! swfobject.embedSWF("swf/Main.swf"

hence replace the main.swf with Main.swf (capital letter). On the same line change the sizes "590", "300", (width and height) to the size you want the 
CoverFlow to display on your page. Save the file and that's it.
9. Take the whole “CoverFlow” folder and upload it to your server’s root with an FTP application (What is the root of a server/website?)
Entering:
http://yourdomain.com/CoverFlow/index.html
into your browser will display the CoverFlow.
10. On the page where you want to add the CoverFlow add the following code:

<iframe src="http://yourdomain.com/CoverFlow/index.html" style="width:590px; height:300px; border-width:0px; border-color:#990033; border-style:solid;" 
scrolling="no" ></iframe>

Change yourdomain.com to your domain, adapt width and height if needed. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", 
"HTML" choose "Code".

Of course you can place whatever image and text you want on the Cover Flow. It doesn’t necessarily have to be about music.

CoverFlow slideshow *

You find an example of this in Chapter 2 on this page.

Follow the first part of this chapter on adding a CoverFlow to your page.

When adding the images to the images folder in addition to the small sized images for the coverflow album1.jpg album2.jpg and so on also add a 
bigger version of the images album1_big.jpg album2_big.jpg same size as you want to have them displaying when people click on a thumbnail in the 
coverflow.
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Since the big image will be displayed left-aligned in the iFrame area and not centered if you have images with different widths and would like them to 
display centered:
- either resize the images to the same width hence the width of the area the big images will display in (will be defined further on)
- or fill in the empty area in narrower pictures with a transparent background and center the images on it
The height doesn't matter but they should all have the same width to display centered. Of course same height in addition to centered would look 
better and can be easily achieved with the second possibility.

In the data.xml file type the location of the big images images/album1_big.jpg in the link like this:

<cover 
! img="images/album1.jpg" 
! title="The Doors"
! link="images/album1_big.jpg" />

and set the title as usual.

Further in the data.xml file where it says

! target="_blank"

change it to

! target="CoverFlowBig"

last but not least we need to add the area where the bigger image displays. In addition to the iFrame for the Cover Flow  we need to add another 
iFrame to display the big images

<iframe name="CoverFlowBig" src="http://yourdomain.com/CoverFlow/images/album1_big.jpg" style="width:590px; height:500px; border-width:0px; border-
color:#990033; border-style:solid;" scrolling="no" ></iframe>

http://yourdomain.com/CoverFlow/images/album1_big.jpg should equal the URL of the first image you want to display when the page loads
Adapt width and height to fit the size of your bigger images.

Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".
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If you use the CoverFlow as a slideshow as described here the link is taken by  the bigger sized image so you can't link it to another page or another 
site as well. For that you would have to create a page for each of the bigger sized images then turn the image into a link or add a link with text on the 
page. Then enter the page's URL under link in the data.xml file. However making a page for each image is not a good idea. Too much work.

On a further note I'd recommend you to use the following setting:

<div style="background-color:#000;">
<center>
Your first iFrame code here
</center><br>
<center>
Your second iFrame code here
</center>
</div>

This is to avoid a break between the two iFrames.
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 Display random photos, text or links (or anything else) *
You will find an example of this here.

Having a photo, some text, links or whatever you want which changes every  time the page is loaded is really  easy. The good thing is that to visitors 
visiting your website only from time to time it will look like you updated the website since the last time even if you didn’t. For more regular visitors it’s 
nice to have something changing from time to time. You can also use it to point people to different pages randomly since every  image or text can be 
linked to a particular page if you want (different photo galleries, pages you recently updated and more).

If you want to add photos the first thing you have to do is put all the images you want to use in a folder, let’s call the folder “images” or “media”. Name 
the images using only  lower case letters, replace spaces in the name of the images with underscores _ and don’t use special characters. This is to 
make your life easier. The easiest would be if you would rename them picture1.jpg picture2.jpg and so on... Once you put together the images and 
they all have about the same size upload the folder containing them to the root of your website (What is the root of a server/website?).

Take this code and change it as described further on... Download source code (What’s this?) (random.txt)

<script language="JavaScript">
var mess = new Array('Content 1',
'Content 2',
'Content 3',
'Content 4',
'Content 5',
'Content 6');
var max = mess.length;
var num = Math.floor((Math.random() * max));
document.writeln(mess[num]);
</script>

Instead of Content 1 and onwards type the content you would like to randomly  display. Of course you can add more lines for the content if you want. 
The more contents you have the higher the probability that another content displays at each page-load.

You can put anything you want as the content by  using its HTML code. Whether it’s Images, Links or image-links, or simply  type some text. When 
typing text replace single quotes or apostrophes (‘) with the appropriate HTML code which is &#146;  Have a look at How can I change the font, the 
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size, the color and the background color of part of the text? to know how to style your text. Have a read at the Basic HTML code knowledge base 
chapter in general.

You could also combine text and images if you want, combine it with How  to have a TextBox with scrollbars without using an iFrame,  iFrames or 
whatever.

If a code has single quotes (') in it make sure to replace them with quotes (") so the only  apostrophes (') are the ones before and after Content 1. Also 
the content you enter has to be typed in all as a single line. Of course if you want some text or whatever to start on a new line you can do it by  adding 
a <br> tag in the text. But in the code it has to be one line for all the content (no tab key).

Hence instead of writing

It was a
beautiful day

write It was a<br>beautiful day all in one line.

Once you edited the code to fit your needs copy  and paste it into your post, your page, or into the sidebar. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver 
select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".

Random with refresh button

If you want people to be able to choose to display  another quote or whatever by  hitting a button to reload the random without needing to reload the 
entire page there are at least two ways to achieve that. It's up to you to decide which one to use.

The code for the random remains the same as previously  discussed. What changes is that you don't add it to the page itself where you want the 
random to display. Instead go to RapidWeaver, Add Page, HTML Code. Page Info, Page, uncheck Apply  Theme and add you random code to that 
page. From Page Info define its URL.

Embed the page into the page where you want the random to appear using an iFrame. Now to the two ways to apply the refresh button...

Way 1

The first way consists in adding this code
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<a href="javascript:location.reload(true)">Refresh</a>

in HTML Code page where you added the random code to.

Instead of Refresh you can type anything you want. Of course you could also use an image by  replacing Refresh with the appropriate code as 
described in the Basic HTML Codes knowledge base.

When people click the link the HTML Code page you embedded into your page reloads (not the entire page, just the page in the iFrame) and other 
content displays.

Way 2

Embed the HTML Code page into the page where you want the random to dsiplay using the following iFrame code:

<iframe name="Random" 
src="URL of the page with the random on it"
style="width:650px; height:800px;
border-width:0px;
border-color:#990033; 
border-style:solid;"
scrolling="auto">
</iframe>

On the same page you embed the random into add a link to the HTML Code page with the name of the iFrame as a target like this:

<a href="URL of the page with the random on it" target="Random">Your text</a>

Of course you could also use an image by replacing Your text with the appropriate code as described in the Basic HTML Codes knowledge base. The 
advantage of this way is that it's easier to position the button wherever you want since the refresh code is a snippet on its own.
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Section 6: Music and audio

Chapters in this section:

• Music and audio
• Sound on mouseover or on click

Chapters in other sections which may be of interest:

• If you want people to listen to the music while browsing your 
website have a look at Popup windows
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 Music and audio

General introduction

Note that whether you want to add music or any other audio file the process and players are always the same.

You're not allowed to publish any music to your website of which you don't own the copyright or don't have the permission of the copyright owner to 
do so or you pay  a royalty  to the copyright holder. If you do publish music to your website without the right to do so you don't have to but you could 
get sued!

Unless the music was created and published under Creative Commons License (What's that?) which means that you’re free to share it.

To find some creative common licensed music go to Jamendo.com or have a look at largeheartedboy.com

Note that people usually  already  listen to music with iTunes, radio, ... while browsing the web. Hence you should give the user control of it so he can 
choose whether he wants to listen to the music on your website or not.

How to get the music online

1. Search for the music you want to play
2. Download it and put all songs in a folder called “music”
3. Upload the folder to the root of your server (What is the root of a server/website?)

To make it easier for you to find out the URL of the music files replace spaces with underscore _ and avoid using special characters like à, ö, !, ?, ... in 
the filenames.

Entering: http://yourdomain.com/music/filename.mp3 in your browser should bring up the files.

Using MyFlashFetish

1. Sign up to http://www.myflashfetish.com/ or any other platform where you can build a Flash player with your music
2. Make a playlist
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- Choose a skin you want to use (appearance of the player, I usually use the iPod nano because I love it)
- There will be fields saying MP3 Title (don't use special characters like è ä and ' & and so on) and a field called MP3 URL where you will have to add 
the URL to the title’s song file http://yourdomain.com/music/filename.mp3
3. Save the playlist. Copy the code you’re given to embed the player in your website and paste it into your post or page. Once you added the code to 
RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".

Using a simple flash player

1. Click here to download the source files of the player
2. Upload the “SFPSource” folder to the main location (root) of your server (What is the root of a server/website?)
3. In the folder you find a file called source_code.txt containing the following code (open it with TextWrangler download it here for free) for you to 
modify it as explained further on

<script language="JavaScript" src="http://yourdomain.com/SFPSource/audio-player.js"></script>
<object type="application/x-shockwave-flash" data="http://yourdomain.com/SFPSource/player.swf" id="audioplayer1" height="24" width="290">
<param name="movie" value="http://yourdomain.com/SFPSource/player.swf">
<param name="FlashVars" value="playerID=1&amp;autostart=no&amp;soundFile=http://yourdomain.com/music/filename.mp3">
<param name="quality" value="high">
<param name="menu" value="false">
<param name="wmode" value="transparent">
</object>

Substitute http://yourdomain.com with your domain
autostart=no or autostart=yes whether you want the song top play automatically or not
Substitute http://yourdomain.com/music/filename.mp3 with the URL to the music file you want to play (.mp3)
audioplayer1 and playerID=1: if you have multiple players on the same page change the number to 2 in the code of the second player, 3 in the code 
of the third player, 4 in the code of the fourth player and so on...
4. Add the code to the page or post where you want the player to appear. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", 
"HTML" choose "Code".

Using FlashSkins.co.uk

1. Go to flashskins.co.uk and download or buy the player you want
2. Upload the folder with the files you get to your server
3. Read the instructions.html file you find in the folder to know how to set it up
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4. Paste the code into your page. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".

The best music player

An example of what I found to be the best music player and instructions on how to use it are found here.

Note about compilations

You could make a compilation out of multiple songs resulting in a single track. To do that use any  application which can be used for that. Example: 
Audacity (or also GarageBand)

How to insert a Flashplayer into a page

All you need to do is follow one of the possibilities listed above. At the of the process of setting up your player you always get a code which you have 
to paste in your post or page and you’re done. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".

How to have the music playing on all pages

To have the music playing no matter what page your visitor is looking at and have it going on playing even if the visitor switches page I would 
recommend you to create a popup-window for the player.

The good thing about using a popup window is that you can create an entire small-sized website for the music if you want to where people can 
choose what music to listen to. People would then simply  keep the player site behind the window  with your website while browsing your website and 
the music plays from the background. Read the Pop up windows FAQ chapter for instructions on how to achieve that.
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 Sound on mouseover or on click
First I'd like to say  that I'm not a friend of websites having sound in the navigation because it easily  gets annoying and makes me leaving the website 
quickly. That said there may be occasions where it could be a nice feature. Examples are found at the bottom of this page.

Download source code (What’s this?) (sound_effects.txt)

The code is made out of two parts. In the first part which is always the same the only part of interest when it comes to editing is

var mouseoversound1=createsoundbite("sound.ogg", "sound.mp3")
var clicksound1=createsoundbite("click_sound.ogg", "click_sound.mp3")

Replace sound.ogg and sound.mp3 and/or click_sound.ogg and click_sound.mp3 with the URL to your sound effect. I think most browsers support 
mp3 so you may also just add an mp3 file without adding an ogg file as well. Read here how to upload a file and find out its URL. Paste the first part 
of the code under Page Info, Header, Header on your page.

The second part of the code depends on the effect you want to achieve. Have a look at the source file and choose the code which does what you 
want. It will look something like this:

<a href="URL to the page" target="_blank" onmouseover="mouseoversound1.playclip()">Your text</a>

Replace URL to the page with the URL to the page you want the link to point to if any. Set the target and type in your text or the URL of the image. As 
always the Basic HTML Codes knowledge base could be helpful if you don't get how to edit a certain code.

Paste the second part of the code into your page where you want it to appear. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", 
"HTML" choose "Code".

How can I have multiple sounds playing on a page?

If you want to add multiple sounds on the same page in the first part of the code where it says

var mouseoversound1=createsoundbite("sound.ogg", "sound.mp3")
var clicksound1=createsoundbite("click_sound.ogg", "click_sound.mp3")
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add more sounds like

var mouseoversound1=createsoundbite("sound.ogg", "sound.mp3")
var mouseoversound2=createsoundbite("sound2.ogg", "sound2.mp3")
var mouseoversound3=createsoundbite("sound3.ogg", "sound3.mp3")
var clicksound1=createsoundbite("click_sound.ogg", "click_sound.mp3")
var clicksound2=createsoundbite("click_sound2.ogg", "click_sound2.mp3")
var clicksound3=createsoundbite("click_sound3.ogg", "click_sound3.mp3")

and so on. In the second part of the code 

<a nohref onclick="clicksound1.playclip()">Your text</a>

change the number to reflect the right sound.
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Section 7: Video

Chapters in this section:

• Movies and Flash content
• Embedding movies with HTML5
• YouTube videos

Chapters in other sections which may be of interest:

If you want the video to open in a box have a look at
• Highslide
• Shadowbox
• Popup windows
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 Movies and Flash content

General introduction

In this chapter I will give you a list of codes to embed the various video formats. In this introduction I will explain you how to use them.

In the codes I wrote the important parameters in red. You don’t have to mind about all the other stuff.

Where I wrote sample.wmv or any other “sample.” you have to replace it with the full URL of the movie.

Change the sizes width and height parameters (number of pixels) to fit your video’s sizes. Read the note about that at the end of this chapter.

Value true or 1 means that you agree with the action it is set for (it will be enabled). Example: “autostart” value=true or 1 means that the video will play 
automatically when the page is loaded

Value false or 0 means that you do not agree with the action it is set for (it will be disabled). Example: “autostart” value=false or 0 means that the 
video will not play automatically when the page is loaded

Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".

Download source code (What’s this?) (movies_and_flash.txt) used to embed the movies.

Before using any code you have to upload the video you want to embed into your page to the web.

Storing video and Flash files on your server 

Read How to upload files on how to upload files which are not directly added to RapidWeaver and how to find out their URL (or web address).
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WMV 

<object type="video/x-ms-wmv" 
  data="sample.wmv" 
  width="320" height="260">
  <param name="src" value="sample.wmv" />
  <param name="autostart" value="true" />
  <param name="controller" value="true" />
</object>

QuickTime

The following code is written for a 320x240 px movie. As you will notice the height is set to 256 and not 240px. That’s because the movie controls take 
16px in height and those must be added to the height for the controls to work properly.

<OBJECT CLASSID="clsid:02BF25D5-8C17-4B23-BC80-D3488ABDDC6B" WIDTH="320" HEIGHT="256" CODEBASE="http://www.apple.com/qtactivex/
qtplugin.cab">
<PARAM name="SRC" VALUE="sample.mov">
<PARAM name="AUTOPLAY" VALUE="true">
<PARAM name="CONTROLLER" VALUE="true">
<EMBED SRC="sample.mov" WIDTH="320" HEIGHT="256" AUTOPLAY="true"
CONTROLLER="true"
PLUGINSPAGE="http://www.apple.com/quicktime/download/">
</EMBED>
</OBJECT>

FLV

<object type="application/x-shockwave-flash" data="http://flv-player.net/medias/player_flv_mini.swf" width="320" height="240">
    <param name="movie" value="http://flv-player.net/medias/player_flv_mini.swf" />
    <param name="allowFullScreen" value="true" />
    <param name="FlashVars" value="flv=sample.flv&amp;autoplay=1&amp;autoload=1" />
</object>

This code uses the player of http://flv-player.net/
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SWF 

<object classid="clsid:d27cdb6e-ae6d-11cf-96b8-444553540000" 
codebase="http://download.macromedia.com/pub/shockwave/cabs/flash/swflash.cab#version=6,0,40,0"
width="468" height="60" 
id="mymoviename"> 
<param name="movie"  
value="sample.swf" /> 
<param name="quality" value="high" /> 
<param name="bgcolor" value="#ffffff" /> 
<embed src="sample.swf" quality="high" bgcolor="#ffffff"
width="468" height="60" 
name="mymoviename" align="" type="application/x-shockwave-flash" 
pluginspage="http://www.macromedia.com/go/getflashplayer"> 
</embed> 
</object>

Real 

<object width="320" height="256" classid="CLSID:CFCDAA03-8BE4-11CF-B84B-0020AFBBCCFA">
   <param name="src" value="sample.rm" />
   <param name="center" value="false" />
   <param name="maintainaspect" value="true" />
   <param name="autostart" value="false" />
   <param name="numloop" value="1" />
   <param name="controls" value="imagewindow,all" />
</object>

Flash video player

You will find an example of this page here at the end of Chapter 5.

The codes previously  posted simply  integrate the video into the website but without displaying a player with start/stop, pause, volume and time 
functionalities. If you want to have these features for your movie you need to use a flash video player.
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1. Go to this website to download the player and you will get a folder called “mediaplayer”.
2. In the folder you find a file called “preview.jpg”. Replace that image with a preview image for your movie. Replace the “video.flv” file with your own 
video. If you need to convert your video to .flv on a Mac you can use Crunch (freeware). Otherwise you can also use H.264 .mp4 files.

If you have multiple videos you want to post on your site add them all to that folder. To make it easier for you to embed them into your site rename the 
files to

preview1.jpg, video1.flv for the first video
preview2.jpg, video2.flv for the second video
...

3. Upload the entire folder to the root of your server (What is the root of a server/website?)
4. On the page where you want to embed the video add the following code. This code is also found in the Download source code (What’s this?) 
(movies_and_flash.txt) file mentioned in the general introduction to this chapter...

<object id="player" classid="clsid:D27CDB6E-AE6D-11cf-96B8-444553540000" name="player" width="400" height="315">
! ! <param name="movie" value="/mediaplayer/player.swf" />
! ! <param name="allowfullscreen" value="true" />
! ! <param name="allowscriptaccess" value="always" />
! ! <param name="flashvars" value="file=/mediaplayer/video.flv&image=/mediaplayer/preview.jpg" />
! ! <embed
! ! ! type="application/x-shockwave-flash"
! ! ! id="player2"
! ! ! name="player2"
! ! ! src="/mediaplayer/player.swf" 
! ! ! width="400" 
! ! ! height="315"
! ! ! allowscriptaccess="always" 
! ! ! allowfullscreen="true"
! ! ! flashvars="file=/mediaplayer/video.flv&image=/mediaplayer/preview.jpg" 
! ! />
! </object>

If you have multiple videos where it says video.flv change it to video1.flv, video2.flv, ...
If you have multiple videos where it says preview.jpg change it to preview1.jpg, preview2.jpg, ...
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to fit your case.

Change width and height parameters to fit your video.

If the movie results to be in a wrong shape

“The shape of the picture is not quite right. The player seems to squeeze the picture slightly even though I know I have the correct pixel ratio set up”. 

You should try  to play  around a bit with pixels... Maybe different things handle pixel slightly  differently... Maybe you have to include the pixels used by 
the movie control bar... 

“For my 400x225 16:9 movie, I needed to add 18 pixels to the height parameter and it worked. This is solved, thanks”
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 Embedding videos with HTML5
Some of you may ask: What are all these people talking about?

HTML5 is the latest revision of the markup language which is used to create the World Wide Web. It is released by W3C, an association which aims 
to standardize the web-language and make it easier for developers and webmasters to create web contents. One of the biggest changes with HTML5 
opposed to HTML4 is the introduction of the <video> tag.

As you know from the beginning of the book to embed an image into your website with HTML code all you have to do is type 
<img src="URLtoTheImage" style="width:350px; height:200px;”>
and this code works for any type of image file: .jpg, .tiff, .png, .gif, ...

Whereas with videos up until now as you see in the Movies and Flash content chapter there’s a different code to be used for each video format. Quite 
complicated. The <video> tag wants to make it easier so you would have one code for all of them. W3C originally  even wanted to go a step further 
and have only one video format for the web so all videos would have been .mp4, .ogg or something. Unfortunately the biggest tech-companies 
(Apple, Google, Microsoft, Mozilla with their Firefox and Adobe with their Flash format) couldn’t agree on what format would be best to adopt. Which, 
as we will see later on, causes troubles.

How it would work

The basic code:

<video src='URLtoTheMovie.mp4' width=480 height=270 type="video/mp4" ></video>

Code with all the options/attributes:

<video src='URLtoTheMovie.mp4' autobuffer autoplay loop controls width=480 height=270 poster="URLtoPoster.jpg” type="video/mp4" ></video>

autobuffer asks the browser to begin loading the media immediately. If you don’t want that to happen remove it from the code.
autoplay asks the browser to play the media automatically. If you don’t want that to happen remove it from the code.
loop causes the media to loop/repeat for an indefinite amount of times. If you don’t want that to happen remove it from the code.
controls causes the browser to display the default media controls. If you don’t want that to happen remove it from the code.
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width and height define the sizes of the movie in pixels
poster shows the poster image until the first frame of video has downloaded. If you don’t want a poster to be displayed and want to have only  the first 
frame of the video remove it from the code. Recommended:

<video src='URLtoTheMovie.mp4' controls width=480 height=270 type="video/mp4" ></video>
or
<video src='URLtoTheMovie.mp4' autobuffer controls width=480 height=270 type="video/mp4" ></video>

Replace URLtoTheMovie.mp4 with the URL to your movie and set width and height to fit your video. To know how to upload a movie and find out its 
URL read How to upload files.

How it really works

At the time being... it doesn’t? Apple wanted H.264 .mp4 as the standard, Mozilla Firefox .ogg Adobe of course defends its wide-spread Flash format, 
Google wants to introduce WebM and Microsoft is years and years behind the present times...

Apple’s Safari browser (hence all Apple devices: computers, iPad, iPhone and iPod Touch) supports the <video> tag only  in combination with H.
264 .mp4 or .m4v (an Apple format of .mp4). It doesn’t support the <video> tag in combination with .ogg format.

Mozilla’s Firefox browser supports the <video> tag only in combination with .ogg format. It doesn’t support the <video> tag in combination with .mp4 
(and .m4v).

Microsoft’s InternetExplorer currently  does not support HTML5 at all hence it also does not support the <video> tag at all. Only  IE9, said to appear 
next year (2011), will implement support for HTML5.

Google’s Chrome browser is currently said to be quite buggy for what concerns HTML5 however it should support both .mp4 and .ogg

Is the <video> tag a total failure? No. I think it’s just too early. WIth time going by there will certainly  be a universally  valid solution. Either with only 
one video format or all browsers supporting both .mp4 and .ogg format. I think the <video> tag has been over-pushed by  the public battle between 
Apple and Adobe even if it’s not yet ready  or fully  supported. For up to date information on which browser supports which format have a look at the 
table on this page.
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Currently the best solution

To me the best solution to embed video with HTML5 into your website is to go to videojs.com

<link href="http://vjs.zencdn.net/c/video-js.css" rel="stylesheet">
<script src="http://vjs.zencdn.net/c/video.js"></script>
<video id="my_video_1" class="video-js vjs-default-skin" controls  preload="auto" width="640" height="264" poster="URLtoPreviewImage.png" data-setup="{}">
  <source src="URLtoTheMovie.mp4" type='video/mp4'>
  <source src="URLtoTheMovie.webm" type='video/webm'>
</video>

If you want the video to autoplay type autoplay near controls. So it will read controls autoplay.
Change width and height to fit your video
Where it says URLtoPreviewImage.png enter the URL to the preview image of the video
Where it says URLtoTheMovie.mp4 enter the URL to the .mp4 movie you uploaded
Where it says URLtoTheMovie.webm enter the URL to the .webm movie you uploaded

To know how to upload a movie and find out its URL read What is the root of a server/website? How do I upload a file which is not added directly  to 
RapidWeaver? What will its URL be?

Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it, go to Format, HTML and choose Code.

Currently  the <video> tag doesn’t make things easier at all but it’s needed to have the videos playing on all devices including iPad, iPhone and the 
iPod Touch.

How to convert the videos to the needed formats

I think the best and easiest way to convert your movie to .mp4 and .webm is using a freeware application named Miro Video Converter.

1) Go to http://www.mirovideoconverter.com/ to download the application
2) Drag your video in the appropriate box and choose to covert it to MP4, hit Convert! Repeat the procedure choosing WebM (vp8).
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 YouTube videos
1. At the bottom of all YouTube videos pages you find a "Share" button. Click on it and choose "Embed" then copy the code. Example:

<iframe width="560" height="315" src="http://www.youtube.com/embed/4Fr5-16ZnPM" frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>

2. All you need to do is copy the code and paste it into your post or page. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", 
"HTML" choose "Code".

Adding multiple YouTube videos playing in the same area with a menu to choose which video to play

1. At the bottom of all YouTube videos pages you find a "Share" button. Click on it and choose "Embed" then copy the code. Example:

<iframe width="560" height="315" src="http://www.youtube.com/embed/4Fr5-16ZnPM" frameborder="0" allowfullscreen></iframe>

2. Copy the URL you find in the code
3. Follow the "Frames" chapter of this book and set the URL you copied in step 2 as the URL which opens in the iFrame when the link is clicked
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Section 8: Files

Chapters in this section:

• Files and downloads
• Google Docs

Chapters in other sections which may be of interest:

• Tables
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 Files and downloads
If you want to add a .pdf file, any  Apple iWork file (Pages, Keynote, Numbers) or any Microsoft Office file (Word .doc, Excel .xls, PowerPoint .ppt) to 
your website or a folder containing any sort of file there are various way to do that depending on the file format and its content.

How to offer Downloads in general (works for any file type and any kind of page)

1. Put the file or folder you want to offer as a download on your Desktop
2. For the download process to start automatically  when the link is clicked you have to make a .zip out of the file or folder you want to offer as a 
download.

Select the file or folder and in the upper menu (or Finder bar) go to File and choose "Create Archive" or "Compress" (depending on the OS version 
you're running) or right-click (ctrl+click) on it and choose "Create Archive" or "Compress". On your Desktop a new file will appear named 
yourfileorfoldername.zip

Alternatively download YemuZip, open YemuZip, drop the file you want to make a zip file of in the appropriate area of the YemuZip application, hit OK 
and the zip will be generated.

3. If you already have a downloads or media folder on your server where you upload files which are not going directly  into RapidWeaver drop 
your .zip file in it.

If you don’t have such a folder yet make a new folder and call it downloads or media or something. Put your .zip file and all future files you want to 
offer as a download into this folder

4. Take the downloads or media folder and upload it to the root of your server (If you don't know what the root is or how this is done read it here)

5. Go to RapidWeaver and make a link. The URL will be...

http://yourdomain.com/Downloads/yourfileorfoldername.zip

where...

http://yourdomain.com is your domain
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/Downloads/ is the name of the folder you created in step 3 in which you put the downloadable files
yourfileorfoldername.zip is the  name of the downloadable file

6. When people click on the link the download will start automatically.

About PDF files

For .pdf files you could also link directly  to the PDF file without zipping it (using a normal link). Then the PDF would open in the browser and not start 
downloading. This works only  if people have the appropriate plugin installed (Safari has it by  default). Otherwise the download would start. People 
could then also right-click on the link and select "Download linked file as".

So you have to choose whether you want the download to start automatically  or not. If you want it to start automatically  then zip it, otherwise leave it 
unzipped.

For PDF files there’s also a fantastic way  to integrate them into your website without needing people to have the above mentioned plugin in their 
Browsers: iPaper and issuu (which is the one I like the most). Using these services your PDF would look like a real book with page flip.

About Microsoft Office files

To publish Microsoft Office files (and Apple iWork files if exported in the Office format) you may  want to have a look at Google Docs (discussed in the 
next chapter) or iPaper.

Using RapidWeaver’s download page

Go to Add => File Sharing

Hit “+” at the bottom of the page to add a new download.

Source type => File

Double-click the empty space under “Source” and choose the File you want to have available for download.

Write a title and a description for it.
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 Google Docs
If you would like to embed an Excel document or a Word document to your website for you to edit it when you get new data and want to be able to 
share the document with a friend and have you both editing it then the solution for you is Google Docs.

Google Docs is a service provided by  Google which allows you to work on documents online, store them online and save them to your desktop when 
needed. You can write Word documents while on the road from no matter what computer with access to the web  and they  will be saved on your 
Google account. Basically it’s just like having Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, ...) on the web.

You can also make it available to everyone on the web simply  by  checking a box. When you do so you are given a URL to reach your document. You 
can link it from your website or embed it to your website using an iFrame. The document will display just like an HTML page. When you edit it and 
save it, changes will display instantly on the web.

If you want to work on a Word document .doc or an Excel spreadsheet .xls together with a friend of yours remotely  you can allow your friend to 
access and edit the page. In Google Docs select the document, click on Share and enter the e-mail address of your friend. An e-mail will be sent to 
him including a link. When he clicks on the link he needs to login to his Google account and then he can modify  the document. The document will not 
be seen by anyone else as long as you don’t publish it to be seen by everyone. 
No one can see it or edit it unless you decide to allow them to.
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Section 9: Social networks and interactivity

Chapters in this section:

• Social networks (A): General introduction
• Social networks (B): Tell a friend (ShareThis, AddToAny), 
StumbleUpon
• Social networks (C): Facebook and Twitter
• Comments
• Forms
• Polls
• Guestbook
• Forum
• Newsletters
• Google search box to search within your own site

Chapters in other sections which may be of interest:

• Tables (Sortable tables)
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 Social networks (A): General introduction
Social networks are places on the web where a lot of people meet together based on their interests (or not) and where people can connect and talk to 
each other sharing stories about everyday life, ideas, dreams, ... creating web-communities. There has been a real boom in social networks over the 
past two-three years especially due to Spaces, Facebook and Twitter.

Why you should have a look at social networks and what they are good for

Day  after day  the number of people being part of social networks is increasing. Social networks are becoming more and more important also to 
people building websites since they  are a great source of possible-visitors. Want an example? If one member of a community  like Twitter shares a link 
to your site on his page and it is read by twenty-five friends of that person. Two of his friends may provide a link on their pages as well and again two 
friends of each of them put a link on their own pages and so on. Ideally  what happens is kind of a snowball effect and your website gets more and 
more visits. Of course that’s not always happening in real-life. But mouth to mouth propaganda is still the best advertising. Social networks are just a 
relatively new way to do that and a great opportunity and chance for you.

The importance of Facebook for business

Facebook is the biggest social network out there. If you run a business it’s a must (!) for you to have a fan page on Facebook since that’s where you 
can communicate with your customers and reach potential-customers. You have to get people where people are and that’s online and on Facebook. 
Thanks to mobile devices such as the iPhone people can follow what’s going on from no matter where they are.

If you have a customer named John B. and John B. joins your Facebook page because he bought one of your products all his friends will see that 
John B. became a fan of your business and will look at your products themselves. If you launch a new  product and announce it on your Facebook 
page John B. will be first in line to possibly buy the product since he gets notified and maybe also some of his friends and friends’ friends.

Also it’s a fantastic way  to find out what people think about your product if they post on your page, know what they  want, what you could improve. 
Maybe John B. will write on your page how much he likes your product. Positive feedback potentially read by millions of people.

The fan page of Coca Cola (Coke) was first started by two fans of the brand not by  the brand itself. Slowly  Coca Cola realized the potential of such a 
page and hired the two guys who started the page. The brand has more than 5.3 million fans on FB (and certainly could have more). Imagine the 
marketing power if it would be used the right way. Roger Federer (Tennis player, ATP 2) has 3.4 million fans. He’s endorsing Rolex (Luxury  watches 
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manufacturer) and told his fans to watch his new Rolex-commercial on FB before the commercial appeared anywhere else. That’s how you reach 
people.

Don’t miss the chance.
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 Social networks (B): Tell a friend (ShareThis, AddToAny) and StumbleUpon

Tell a friend

I think it nowadays is really  important to implement a feature into your website which allows your visitors to easily  share your website with their friends 
or other people via e-mail or social networks. “Tell a friend” widgets are pieces of code by  third party services which allow you to share a certain page 
through a great number of networks with just one click and one code.

ShareThis.com
SocialTwist.com
AddToAny.com

I will use AddToAny.com for the example. However the process would be the same for the other two s well.

The first thing you have to do is visit the website of the service you want to implement to get the code. Some of them require you to register an 
account AddToAny  doesn’t. On the AddToAny  site go to “Get the share button” and select “Website”. Choose the design of the button you want to use 
and hit “Get Button Code”. You will then be shown the code.

Copy the code and paste it where you want the button to appear. As always once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", 
"HTML" choose "Code". If you want to add to your Sidebar read this. If you want to add it to the Footer read this.
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StumbleUpon

StumbleUpon.com is a link sharing community. People put together a list of their favourite websites or web  pages and allow everybody or 
just their friends to see the list of links. There are also lists of “most recent stumbles” or “most stumbled websites (hence most liked 
websites)” and so on. Since there are a lot of useless websites out there StumbleUpon tries to get some order in them and collect links to 
the useful ones, best made ones, ... Whether it succeeds in that or not I don’t know but I think it’s pretty a good idea to show your friends 
which are your favourite websites.

1. Go to this page
2. Choose the graphic you want the button to wear and hit “Any web page or blog”
3. You will now find a code like this one:

<a href="http://www.stumbleupon.com/submit?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.yoursite.com%2Farticle.php%26title%3DThe%2BArticle%2BTitle"> <img 
border=0 src="http://cdn.stumble-upon.com/images/120x20_thumb_black.gif" alt=""></a>

In there you see the URL to the image (here in red). Copy the URL to the image and paste it to a save location.
4. Now copy this code:

<script language=JavaScript>
document.write ('<a href="');
document.write('http://www.stumbleupon.com/submit?url='+document.URL+'&title='+document.title.replace(/ /g,'+')+'">');
document.write ('<img border=0 src=URL of the image></a>');
</script>

In the code replace URL of the image with the URL you copied at step 3
5. Copy  the code and paste it where you want the button to appear. As always once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", 
"HTML" choose "Code". If you want to add to your Sidebar read this. If you want to add it to the Footer read this.
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 Social networks (C): Facebook and Twitter
Examples of all the widgets discussed in this chapter are found here.

For some of the tutorials in this chapter you have to create a Facebook page.

How to create a Facebook page

What is a Facebook page good for? Facebook is the largest community  on the web hence it’s also a great source of potential-visitors. But it’s also a 
great way  to connect to your fans or visitors. I found the Facebook Fan Page to be the best way  to have a Newsletter. First of all a great part of your 
visitors will most probably  already  use Facebook. Second if you update your website all you have to do is go to the Facebook page and write a short 
note about what you’ve update which goes really fast and all your fans will see it in their news feed.

To create a Facebook page go to this page of Facebook. Hit “+ Create Page” in the upper right corner of the page and fill in all the required 
informations. Once you filled in the informations you need to confirm that you’re authorized to create the page by  checking the box and giving an 
electronic signature. Then hit Create Page. Add the basic informations, add a picture and so on

How to create a Facebook application

It’s enough to have an application per website. You don’t have to create an application for each widget you would like to add to your website. To 
create an application go to this page. Please note that you have to verify  your account by  providing your mobile phone or your credit card to be able 
to create an application (I don’t know  which is worse...). Once you’re on the page enter your website’s name (iWeb FAQ) and its URL (http://
iwebfaq.org/). Choose the language and hit “Create application”. Fill in the security  check and “Submit”. On the next screen you will be shown your 
App ID (which looks something like this: 1483648451XX623) copy it. You will need it later on. If you already  created an application for the site but 
don’t have its App ID anymore go to this page, choose your website’s application and copy the App ID.

Facebook Profile Badge (Add to contacts widget)

1. The first thing you need to do is login to your Facebook
2. Go to this page of Facebook. By  hitting “Edit this badge” you can further customize what the badge should include. Once you’re done with 
customizing the badge hit Other.
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3. Copy  the HTML code and paste it into your page or post. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose 
"Code". If you want to add to your Sidebar read this. If you want to add it to the Footer read this. The code is full of useless parts which can be 
deleted if you want. For a basic badge just keep what I highlighted in red here:

<!-- Facebook Badge START --><a href="http://www.facebook.com/people/Cedric-Bauer/1335895607" target="_TOP" style="font-family: &quot;lucida 
grande&quot;,tahoma,verdana,arial,sans-serif; font-size: 11px; font-variant: normal; font-style: normal; font-weight: normal; color: #3B5998; text-decoration: none;" 
title="Cédric Bauer">Cédric Bauer</a><br/><a href="http://www.facebook.com/people/Cedric-Bauer/1XX5895607" target="_TOP" title="Cédric Bauer"><img 
src="http://badge.facebook.com/badge/1XX5895607.331.1963677553.png" width="120" height="60" style="border: 0px;" /></a><br/><a href="http://
www.facebook.com/badges/" target="_TOP" style="font-family: &quot;lucida grande&quot;,tahoma,verdana,arial,sans-serif; font-size: 11px; font-variant: normal; font-
style: normal; font-weight: normal; color: #3B5998; text-decoration: none;" title="Make your own badge!">Create Your Badge</a><!-- Facebook Badge END -->

If you want to use your own image substitute the URL to the image in the code
<img src="http://badge.facebook.com/badge/1XX5895607.331.1963677553.png" width="120" height="60" style="border: 0px;" />
with the URL to your own image
4. Now people will be able to click on it, see your public profile and add you as a friend if they want to

Facebook Share (Allow people to share a page of your site on their Facebook Wall with one click)

Alternatively you could also use one of the services described under Tell a friend.

1. First copy this code:

<script>function fbs_click() {u=location.href;t=document.title;window.open('http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u='+encodeURIComponent(u)
+'&t='+encodeURIComponent(t),'sharer','toolbar=0,status=0,width=626,height=436');return false;}</script><a href="http://www.facebook.com/share.php?u=<url>" 
onclick="return fbs_click()" target="_blank">Share on Facebook</a>

2. Instead of Share on Facebook write what you would like to appear on your site as a link. If you would like to have an image instead of text have a 
look at this chapter to know how to achieve that.
3. Paste the code on the pages you want to add the Facebook Share widget to. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to 
"Format", "HTML" choose "Code". If you want to add to your Sidebar read this. If you want to add it to the Footer read this.

If you want you can also have the code sharing a particular URL of your website (perhaps your Home page) instead of sharing the page people are 
on by using this code:

<a href="http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=YourURL" target="_blank">Share on FB</a>
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In the code replace YourURL with the URL to your page. In my case that would be: http://rapidweaverfaq.org/

Example:

<a href="http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=http://rapidweaverfaq.org/" target="_blank">Share on FB</a>

Facebook Page Badge

To create the page read How to create a Facebook page. Now we will create the Page Badge...

1. Go to this page of Facebook and choose for which of your pages you want to create a badge. Hitting “Edit this badge” you can further customize 
the look.
2. Once you’re done customizing the look hit “Other”
3. Copy  the code and paste it where you want the badge to appear. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" 
choose "Code". If you want to add to your Sidebar read this. If you want to add it to the Footer read this. As seen in the Profile Badge you can delete 
half of the code if you want since it’s useless.

Facebook Like Box (Become a fan of the website)

Instead of a page badge I prefer using a like box for people to become a fan of your Facebook page right from your website for them to get notified 
when you post something new to it.

There are three steps involved: first you have to have a Facebook page for your website, then generate the code and finally add the code to your site.

1. Go to this page of Facebook
2. Enter your Facebook page’s URL, the width, choose whether you want the faces to display  or not and whether you want the stream to display  or 
not
3. Hit “Get Code”.
4. From the top of the popup window appearing after you hit "Get Code" choose "HTML 5"
5. Under "This script uses the app ID of your app:" choose your FB page or app.
6. Copy this line of code:

<script src="http://connect.facebook.net/en_US/all.js#xfbml=1"></script>
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Add the two snippets of Facebook HTML5 code after this line.
7. Take the resulting code and paste it where you want the box to appear. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", 
"HTML" choose "Code". If you want to add to your Sidebar read this. If you want to add it to the Footer read this.

Facebook Like Button (For people to like a particular page/post of your website)

1. Go to this page and configure your button. Leave the “URL to Like field” empty so when people will click the button the current page will be liked. If 
you want people to like only  your main page no matter what page they are on then type the URL of your main page into this field. However I'd 
recommended to leave this field empty. Choose whether you also want people to be able to Share your page. 
2. Once you configured the code hit “Get Code”
3. From the top of the popup window appearing after you hit "Get Code" choose "HTML 5"
4. Under "This script uses the app ID of your app:" choose your FB page or app.
5. Copy this line of code:

<script src="http://connect.facebook.net/en_US/all.js#xfbml=1"></script>

Add the two snippets of Facebook HTML5 code after this line. 
6. Take the resulting code and paste it where you want the box to appear. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", 
"HTML" choose "Code". If you want to add to your Sidebar read this. If you want to add it to the Footer read this.

Follow me on Twitter button

Simply link your Twitter page http://twitter.com/YOUR-ID with a text link or image-link.

Twitter Profile Widget (Display your latest tweets on your website)

1. The first thing you need to do is login to your Twitter account
2. Go to this page of Twitter. By  hitting “Preferences” you can further customize the badge. Choose to include scrollbars. Under “Appearance” you can 
customize the look or theme of the widget. Once you’re done customizing the badge hit Finish&Grab Code.
3. Copy  the HTML code and paste it where you want the widget to appear. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", 
"HTML" choose "Code". If you want to add to your Sidebar read this. If you want to add it to the Footer read this.
4. People will now see your latest tweets on your website, they can reply and join the conversation
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Send to Twitter link or button (Allow people to share a page of your site on their Twitter with 1 click) * 

Alternatively you could also use one of the services described under Tell a friend.

1. Copy this code:

<script>function twt_click() {u=location.href;t=document.title;window.open('http://twitter.com/home?status=Currently reading '+encodeURIComponent(u)
+'&t='+encodeURIComponent(t),'sharer','toolbar=0,status=0,width=626,height=436');return false;}</script><a href="http://twitter.com/home?status=Currently reading 
<url>" onclick="return twt_click()" title="Click to send this page to Twitter!" target="_blank">Share on Twitter</a>

2. Replace Currently reading with what you want to show up in Twitter in addition to the URL. Do not use apostrophes (‘) and quotes (“).
Replace Click to send this page to Twitter! with what you want to show up as a tooltip
Replace Share on Twitter with what you want to display  as the link. If you want to use an image for it to be a button instead of a text link have a look 
at how this is done here.
3. Paste the code where you want the button to appear. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose 
"Code". If you want to add to your Sidebar read this. If you want to add it to the Footer read this.

How to stream your Blog entries to your FB Page’s Wall *

If you have a website with a blog for the news on it and have a Facebook Page for the website it’s a good idea to stream the news blog to your 
Facebook Page so every new entry on the blog gets also automatically posted to your Facebook Page.

1. Go to your blog and copy the URL of the blog’s RSS Feed (How to get the RSS Feed for the blog)
2. Go to http://twitterfeed.com and signup for an account or login
3. You will be prompted to create a new feed. Give it a name, enter the URL to your Feed. Under Advanced Settings you can set the 
update frequency and how many posts you want to be added to your FB Wall at max. at each update.
4. Click on “Continue to Step  2” and choose Facebook, on the next page click on “Connect with Facebook”, Allow twitterfeed to access 
the data it needs. Under Facebook Pages you can choose whether you want the feed to be published to “No page, publish to my wall” or 
choose a page. Allow twitterfeed to post on the page’s Wall.
5. Hit “Create Service” and “All Done”. “Congratulations, you have successfully configured a feed!”

You can also stream it to both Facebook and Twitter at the same time. When you first set it up  it takes a few hours before the entries 
display on Facebook or Twitter. Also when you add a new entry to the blog it takes some time to show up  on the pages where Twitter is 
faster than Facebook.
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If you would like to stream multiple RSS Feeds to your wall you will have to combine them all into one. How this is done is described on 
this page.

How to stream your Blog entries to your Twitter *

If you have a website with a blog for the news on it and have a Twitter account for the website it’s a good idea to stream the news blog to your Twitter 
so every new entry on the blog gets also automatically posted to your Twitter.

1. Go to your blog and copy the URL of the blog’s RSS Feed (How to get the RSS Feed for the blog)
2. Go to http://twitterfeed.com and signup for an account or login
3. You will be prompted to create a new feed. Give it a name, enter the URL to your Feed. Under Advanced Settings you can set the 
update frequency and how many posts you want to be added to your FB Wall at max. at each update.
4. Click on “Continue to Step 2” and choose Twitter, authenticate with your Twitter account and Allow twitterfeed to post on it.
5. Hit “Create Service” and “All Done”. “Congratulations, you have successfully configured a feed!”

You can also stream it to both Facebook and Twitter at the same time. When you first set it up  it takes a few hours before the entries 
display on Facebook or Twitter. Also when you add a new entry to the blog it takes some time to show up  on the pages where Twitter is 
faster than Facebook.

If you would like to stream multiple RSS Feeds to your wall you will have to combine them all into one. How this is done is described on 
this page.

How to stream your Facebook Page entries to your Twitter *

If you have a Facebook Page where you publish the news of the website and a Twitter account you can stream the entries from the Facebook Page 
to the Twitter account. So every new entry on the Facebook Page gets also automatically posted to your Twitter account.

Visit this page and click on “Link a Page to Twitter”. From there you can set one of your Facebook Pages to be linked to your Twitter.  “Link to Twitter”, 
Allow. This way the entries you add to your Facebook Page will show up automatically on Twitter too.
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 Comments (IntenseDebate)
You will find an example of this here.

This tutorial uses IntenseDebate comments because they are fantastic!

What is IntenseDebate and what does it offer?

IntenseDebate is a service providing an excellent commenting system for your website which is really  easy  to install on your website and makes it 
easy for you to moderate the comments.

Inline comments, having the comments displaying on the page

1. Register to IntenseDebate.com
2. Once you're logged in go to "Sites" and choose "+ Add Blog/Site"

3. Enter your domain and hit Next Step

4. Choose "Generic Install"
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5. Copy the first code:
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6. Go to RapidWeaver and to the page you want to add comments to. Paste the code where you want the comments to display  (usually  at the bottom 
of the page)
7. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code". Publish the page and you’re done.
8. On the IntenseDebate website if you now go to "Sites" and select your domain you will find a lot of possible "Settings" like whether you want to 
moderate all comments before they appear, the Layout of the comments if you want them to fit your website's design, …

If you want to have the box where people can add a comment displaying at the top of all the comments instead of having displaying at the bottom of 
the comments (default) just paste the following code:

#idc-container-parent #idc-container {
position: relative;
padding-top: 320px;
}

#idc-container-parent #idc-container #IDCommentsNewThreadCover {
position: absolute;
width:620px;
top: 0;
left: 0;
}

under IntenseDebate, Sites, choose your site, Settings, Custom CSS then hit Save Settings. 320px is used to give the comment box enough room 
before the comments display. You may  have to increase this if you find the comment box overlapping with the comments once you've put it on the top. 
620px defines the width the comments box displays in.

Having the comments displaying in a popup box (FancyBox) instead of having them displaying on the page *

1. Go to the FancyBox website http://fancybox.net/home and download FancyBox
2. You will get a folder named something like jquery.fancybox-1.X.X inside that folder you will find a folder named fancybox  upload the fancybox folder 
to the root of your server (What is the root of a server/website?)
3. Take the following code Download source code (What’s this?) (IDBComments.txt) and modify it as described further on...
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<div style="height:30px;">
<script type="text/javascript" src="http://ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/jquery/1.4/jquery.min.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="/fancybox/jquery.mousewheel-3.0.4.pack.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="/fancybox/jquery.fancybox-1.3.4.pack.js"></script>
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="/fancybox/jquery.fancybox-1.3.4.css" media="screen" />
<script type="text/javascript">
! ! $(document).ready(function() {

! ! ! $("#various1").fancybox({
! ! ! ! 'titlePosition'! ! : 'inside',
! ! ! ! 'transitionIn'! ! : 'none',
! ! ! ! 'transitionOut'! ! : 'none'
! ! ! });
! ! });
</script>
<a id="various1" href="#inline1" title="Thank you for your comment!">Add a comment</a>
<div style="display: none;">
<div id="inline1" style="width:675px;height:500px;overflow:auto;">
<div style="width:650px;">
Your IntenseDebate code
</div>
</div>
</div>
</div>

Where it says Thank you for your comment! type what you would like to appear at the bottom of the FancyBox. If you don't want anything to appear 
there just leave it empty.
Where it says Add a comment type what you would like to appear as the link people click on to add and read comments. If you want to have people 
clicking on an image just add the image code you find in the Basic HTML Codes knowledge base.
width:675px and height:500px define the size of the FancyBox opening when people click on the link
The width of the inner div (width:650px) has to be at least 25px smaller than the outer div because of the scrollbar.
Replace Your IntenseDebate code with your IntenseDebate code. To know how to get the code read the subchapter about Inline comments
In the code you may have to update the version 1.3.4 to match the files you downloaded when FancyBox gets updated.
4. Once you have your code add it to your pages as described in the Inline comments subchapter
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How do I moderate the comments?

1. Go to the InstenseDebate site and login to your account
2. Go to Sites and select the site you’re looking for
3. You will then see the comments in the moderation queue (unless you have told it you don’t want to moderate them)

Alternatively: simply visit your website once you get notified by e-mail that someone posted a comment to one of your pages.

Troubleshoot

People tell me that sometimes comments disappear. They  don't. In these cases whether the comments display  or not apparently  depends on whether 
people type the www in front of the domain or not. Hence whether they enter http://www.yourdomain.com or http://yourdomain.com also different 
comments may display by typing www or not typing www.

To keep that from happening you could ask your hosting to make a htaccess rewrite rule to redirect people from with www to without www so people 
entering a page with www would automatically  be redirected to the same page without www. Hence no more problem of different comments being 
displayed.
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 Forms
Talking about forms people are (and should be) concerned about two things: reliability and safety.

The first one means that the form must work 24h a day, every day of the week the way it is supposed to work.

The second one is about other people not seeing what someone else entered into the fields, it’s about third parties not making an abusive use of the 
data people enter in the form and finally  it’s also about you not receiving spam all the time and your e-mail not being found by  spambots (applications 
looking for e-mail addresses on the web at which they send spam).

Using third-party Form builders

I used Wufoo.com myself to create a few forms in the past and it works really  great! I think it’s very  reliable (it always worked) and safe because your 
e-mail address doesn’t display  anywhere in the code you put on your website. If you create your own form you will always have your e-mail address 
displaying somewhere in the code where it is potentially  found by  spambots (applications looking for e-mail addresses on the web to which they later 
send spam). Also I don’t think Wufoo is making any illegal use of the data they get. I trust them.

Wufoo.com (Wufoo Form Gallery) is really easy and intuitive to use.

1. Once you signed up for Wufoo.com click on "New Form!"  
to create your form
2. You get to a screen where on the left side you see all the choices you have 
and on the right side you see a preview of your form. Remember to give your 
form a title!
3. Simply drag&drop the fields from the left into the preview of your form on 
the right to fit your requirements.
4. By selecting the field once you dragged it into the right part of the page you 
will see all the possible settings for that field
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6. Once you're happy with the form go to Save form then choose "I'm finished! 
Take me back to the Form Manager." and you will see your form listed. Note that 
you can edit the form again at any time again by hitting "Edit".

7. Go to "Notifications" to enter the e-mail address where you want the forms to 
be sent to once people fill it in. Save.
8. Go back to your Forms and choose "Code", "Embed Form Code", copy the 
"frame Version" code, paste it into your RapidWeaver page, select the code, go 
to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code". That's it.

Other services like Wufoo: Formlogix.com, Createforms.com, Response-o-matic.com

On PHP enabled servers

On PHP enabled servers you can use RapidWeaver’s integrated Contact Form to build your form.

Go to Add, Contact Form, Choose and you will find a basic form (Name, E-Mail, Subject, Message). On the left side enter the name of the field and on 
the right side enter the type of field (Text Field, Text Area, Check Box, Popup Menu, Radio Buttons, Attachment).

When adding a Popup Menu and Radio Buttons you have to enter the choices people can choose from under Option Name at the very  bottom of the 
RapidWeaver window.

On the right side set whether the field is required or optional (in that case uncheck the required box).

Under Page Info, Page, General you can set the e-mail address the form will be sent to, which field to use for the name, e-mail and the subject. You 
shouldn’t need to edit Advanced for the form to work.

Under Page Info, Page, Customizable Text you can customize the text which will display in the Header, the Footer and once the e-mail was sent.
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 Polls
There are various third party services offering you easy ways to create a poll.

Here are a few of them:

- PollCode.com
- PollDaddy.com

My personal favourite is the PollDaddy.com one because it’s higher customizable. It’s easier to have it matching your website and fitting your needs.

1. Go to the PollDaddy website and login/subscribe
2. Once you’re logged in from the upper menu choose Account=>Polls=>Create a Poll
3. Enter the poll question or title
4. Add the answers possibilities (note that you can increase or decrease the number of answers)
5. You can select whether people can choose multiple answers and more
6. Choose your Style
7. Select “Save and Continue”
8. You will get the code of the Poll. Copy it and paste it into your post or page. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", 
"HTML" choose "Code".

That’s it. It’s really easy.
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 Guestbook
There is no Guestbook in RapidWeaver itself but searching on Google you will find many Guestbook services.

Choose a service you like and embed the Guestbook into RapidWeaver website using an iFrame.

Simply paste this code in a page and change the parameters in red...

<iframe src="Guestbook URL"
style="width:615px; height:800px;
border-color:#990033; 
border-style:solid; 
border-width:0px"
scrolling="auto" >
</iframe>

- Guestbook URL: will be provided by the guestbook service you choose
- Changing the other two parameters you change width and height of the iFrame displaying your guestbook.

Read How to customize the appearance of iFrames for more.

As always once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".

A good and free Guestbook service provider is UltraGuest.

Once you signed up to UltraGuest go to Account=>Link Code and you will find a code like this:

<!-- UltraGuest HTML Code Start -->
<center>
[ <a href="http://www.ultraguest.com/view/....................">View Guestbook</a> ] 
[ <a href="http://www.ultraguest.com/sign/...................">Sign Guestbook</a> ]
<br><a href="http://www.ultraguest.com"><font size="1">Free Guestbook by UltraGuest.com</font></a>
</center>
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<!-- UltraGuest HTML Code End -->

(In the code you will find numbers instead of the dots)

The URL you need to put into the iFrame is the View Guestbook one, hence:

http://www.ultraguest.com/view/....................

Example: the rapidweaverfaq.org Guestbook
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 Forum

Using third party services

If you don't want to upload a forum to your server or your server doesn't fit the minimum requirements you can open a forum for free on a free 
forumhost like the following ones:
http://www.forumfree.com
http://www.freeforums.org
Or any other you find searching on google.

Then link it from your website, embed it using an iFrame or make a Redirect to it.

However these services are mostly full of advertising, unreliable and little customizable. I would really  recommend you to install the Forum on your 
own server/hosting. It’s much more reliable and customizable. If you don’t have a hosting yet or your hosting doesn’t fit the minimum requirements to 
install a Forum have a look at the Publishing and Hosting FAQ.

Installing the forum on your own server

I would recommend you to use PhpBB as your forum engine. First because I use it for all my  forums and second because I think it’s the most used 
one. PhpBB is easy to install, setup and use. All you need to know about installing and using PhpBB can be read on my website PhpBBFAQ.org

To integrate it with your RapidWeaver website I would recommend you to add a page in RapidWeaver called Forum and have a redirect to the forum 
setup on it. On the forum have the image at the top linking back to the RapidWeaver website. You can also add a link or an image-link back to the 
RapidWeaver website in the footer of the forum. How this is done is described on my previously mentioned PhpBB FAQ website.

Since PhpBB is used by a lot of people it is often victim of spamming and hacking attacks. That’s the biggest problem you have to deal with when 
using PhpBB. However on my PhpBB website you will find a really  easy trick to get rid of all the spam on your forum and solve the whole problem. 
Read the Anti-Spam FAQ on my PhpBBFAQ.org website.
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 Newsletters
To me the best and fastest way  to manage a Newsletter which also causes the less work is having a Facebook Fan Page like I have for my 
rapidweaverfaq.org website (see here) as described in chapter about Social networks.

If that’s no solution for you, you can also build your own newsletter in RapidWeaver as follows. For a newsletter you need a form for people to 
subscribe to the newsletter, you need a way to organize the contacts, you need to build the newsletter and finally send it out.

Adding a form for people to subscribe to the Newsletter

What I found to be the best way  to create a Newsletter is creating your own form for people to subscribe and unsubscribe to the Newsletter and 
embed it into your website. Either create the form using RapidWeaver's integrated form or Wufoo which works really great and has only few 
advertising. More details on how to build a form here.

Managing the contacts of the mailing list

To manage the contacts of your newsletter subscribers I would recommend you to add a new user account on your computer.

How can I create a new user account in Mac OS X?

1. System Preferences => Accounts
2. Click the lock to make changes
3. Add a new user account

On that account set up Mail to use the e-mail address you send out the Newsletter e-mails from and to which you get subscribe or unsubscribe 
notifications.

Fill the AddressBook of that account with the subscribers’ contacts.

Building a Newsletter in RapidWeaver

In RapidWeaver add a new page for the Newsletter.
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Under Page Info, Folder I would recommend you to put something like newsletters and under Filename newsletter_1.html

At the top of the page write something like:

"If this e-mail doesn’t display correctly to you please click here"

Turn the "click here" part into an external link referring to the URL of your RapidWeaver newsletter page on the web and choose "Open in New 
Window". This is for the people whose online E-mail account doesn’t render the e-mail as it should be.

All the links on the newsletter need to be links to the full URL (not Page) hence external links and open in a new window. Don't use "Page" but use 
"URL" when creating links.

Keep the page as basic as possible. Best is to only  have text and maybe few images. Eliminate the sidebar if there is one. Do not use iFrames and 
whatever. Just keep it very simple.

Of course to build the actual Newsletter you can also make a .pdf file using Pages and Attach it to the e-mail or write it directly  in Mail or whatever you 
want...

Sending out the Newsletter

Once you wrote the newsletter publish it. Visit it in Safari and hit Command(Apple)+i or go to the File menu and choose "Mail contents of this page". 
This will open the Mail application and create a new  e-mail with the page of the Newsletter in it. Even when you sent the e-mail the page needs to 
stay  published on the web for people to see it. Take the chance to make a Newsletter-History so people and you can see and keep track of what you 
worked on in the past.

Once the E-Mail is created simply  select all the contacts (or the Group) you'd like to send the Newsletter to from the Address Book application and 
add them to the Bcc field in the e-mail. If you don’t see the Bcc field go to View and choose “Bcc address field”. The Bcc prevents everyone from 
seeing the addresses of the other people to whom you sent the e-m@il.
Send the e-mail and you're done.

Known problems sending out e-mails like that:
- On some online e-mail accounts images don't display  for security  reasons (Yahoo) on other online e-mail accounts people need to click on a link that 
says "Display pictures" (Gmail).
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- Some people say the e-mails are more likely  to go into the spam if sent this way. I don't know. I think no matter how you send out Newsletters they 
are likely  to go into the spams. Have the people adding the e-mail address used to send out Newsletters to their contacts to prevent this from 
happening. Adding your own e-mail address in the “To:” field of the e-mail maybe also decreases the number of e-mails being caught by spam filters.
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 Google Search Box to search within your own website *
You will find an example of this here and at the top right of each page of my website.

This is about how to have a Google search box on your website for people to search within your own website.

For this to work your website must be on Google first. If your website doesn’t appear on Google yet read Google and other search engines before 
going through this.

Creating your Search Box

To create your Search Box go to Google Custom Search and hit “Create a Custom Search Engine”.

1. Give it the name of your website
2. Under “What do you want to search?” select “Only sites I select”
3. Under “Select some sites” type in your URL (example: http://rapidweaverfaq.org). If you want to add add multiple websites to search within type 
one URL per line.
4. Agree to the Terms & Conditions and hit “Next”. 
5. You can now try out the search engine and have an e-mail sent to you. Hit “Finish”.
6. You will now  get redirected to the “My  search engines” page where your custom search engines are listed. Hit “control panel”. There you can 
customize the look of the search engine and more. 
7. Under “Look and feel” you have to decide whether you want to have only one page that displays the search box and the results or want to have the 
search box on multiple pages (may  also be used only  one page if you want) and the results displayed on another page. Here I will discuss the latter 
one. Choose “Iframe” and hit “Get Code...”
8. Under “Specify  search results details” type in the URL of the page where you want to have the search results displaying. We will create this page 
further on. If you need to know how to find out the URL of that page read What does the URL of an RapidWeaver website-page look like and why?. I 
will call the page “results.html” in RapidWeaver, the folder it is published in is called “site” so for me the URL will be http://rapidweaverfaq.org/site/
results.html
9. Copy  and paste the “Search box code” and the “Search results code” to a safe place. We will need these codes when installing the Search Box on 
the website.
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Installing the Search Box on your website

1. On the page (or the pages) you want to have the Search Box displaying on paste the ”Search box code” where you want the search box to display. 
Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code". If you want to add to your Sidebar read this. If you 
want to add it to the Footer read this.

2. Add a page for the search results. Note that you specified the URL for the results when you entered the URL for the results when you created the 
code. In case you changed your mind on it go back to the control panel and change it.
On this page paste the “Search results code”. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code". Of 
course you can add both (Search Box and Results) on the same page too if you want.

That’s it.

How to see the terms/keywords people are searching for on your website in Google Analytics

If you installed a Google Search Box on your website and also installed Google Analytics (see Tracking visitors activity) you can see what  keywords 
people enter in the Search Box.

This is very  helpful for you to know what people are searching for on your website. If what they  are searching for is already  there and is found with the 
keywords they  enter everything is ok. If what they  are searching for is already  there but not with those keywords you will have to add those keywords 
in the page’s content. If what they are searching for is not yet on your website you should include it.

1. Go to your website and search for something
2. Now look at the URL of the results and find the part where the keyword you entered in the Search Box display:

Before the keywords there’s a letter displaying. For me it’s “q” (in the red oval) and it probably will be the same for you too. Remember it.
3. Go to your Google Analytics account where you find the list of your domains with the trend-data and so on. 

Choose the domain of interest and hit “Edit”
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4. Where it says “Main website profile information” hit “Edit” once again

5. Under Site Search choose “Do Track Site Search”. 
In the “Query  parameter” field enter the letter you 
found out at step 2 (for me it was “q”). Select “Yes, 
strip query  parameters out of URL”. Hit “Save 
Changes” at the bottom of the window and you’re 
done.
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6. To see what people are searching for go to the site’s Report details, Content, Site Search, Search Terms and you 
will find a graph displaying the number of searches and a list with all the keywords people are searching your website 
for.

Note: As always using Google Analytics it’s not instantly  being updated. You always see the keywords the day  after 
they the search was made.
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 Five Star rating system (Tutorial written for HostExcellence but your server may 
work very similarly) (Bonus Chapter) *
You will find an example of this at the bottom of each of my pages on RapidWeaverFAQ.org and on this page.

The tutorial is written for HostExcellence since this is the hosting I use and the hosting I know. Every  hosting handles some things slightly  differently 
but your hosting may  work in a very  similar way. Since every  hosting works a bit differently  I can only provide limited support if you should run into any 
problem setting this up.

The tutorial involves adding a MySQL Database and a user for it as well as adding a table to the database. If the instructions I wrote about the 
creation of a MySQL Database and generating a table don't help because your hosting works totally  different from mine please consult the support 
documentation of your hosting or contact your hosting's support for help. Unfortunately I only know how my server works.

This tutorial uses the rating system which is available for free at grafxsoftware.com all you have to do is signup on the website to download it.

1. Click here to download the needed source files. I slightly  modified the script to make its installation and implementation into your website a bit 
easier. You will get a folder named ratingsys.
2. Go to your hosting's Control Panel to create a MySQL Database and a User for it. Note that you don't have to add a new database only  for the 
rating system. If you already have a MySQL Database you want to use for the Rating System as well skip this step.

On HostExcellence under Hosting Products hit Manage and a new window will popup. Under Databases hit MySQL Server. 

Then Add database by clicking the add icon 
Enter a short name for the database and a description (for you to know what you're using the database for). Click Next.
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The first time you create a Database you will have to create a user too.
Enter a user name, a password and confirm the password. Under user role select "dba". Once you added this information click on "Add user" and hit 
Finish. You're done.

The next time you create a new Database you can select the user you already  created under "Pick user" on the right side of that window. User role 
select "dba", hit "Grant" then "Finish".

You will then be redirected to this page:
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You now have all the needed information to install the Rating System.

3. Once you added the MySQL DataBase and the User we have to add a table to it. For this go to your Control Panel, 

choose phpMyAdmin and Login/Launch. Click on  in the top menu and you will see a list of the 

databases you created. Click the one you want to use for the Rating System. Choose Import .

Under "File to import" choose the database.sql file you find inside the ratingsys folder you previously  downloaded. Under 
"Format of imported file" make sure to choose SQL then hit Go to import the file. You should then see the following success 

message displaying on your page...

Now that this is done we're done with the complicated stuff and it gets a little more relaxed.

4. Go to the ratingsys folder. Look for the config.inc.php file and open it in TextWrangler to edit it as follows...

Replace USERNAME with your username to access the Database
Replace PASSWORD with your password to access the Database
Replace DATABASE_NAME with the name of your Database
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Replace HOST_NAME with your hostname

If you don't know what to type in here consult your hosting's support documentation.

Where it says http://yourdomain.com enter your domain. You shouldn't have to change anything else.

Here's a picture of the original config and of the config after I entered all the necessary data (sample data from step 2)

                                  

Once you applied all the necessary changes save the file.

5. Take the ratingsys folder and upload it to the root of your server (What is the root of a server/website?)
6. Where you want the Rating System to appear add the appropriate code.

Download source code (What’s this?) (ratingsys.txt) to get the code which has to be added to your page. The normal code looks like this:

<span style="font-family: Verdana; font-size:10px;">
<script type="text/javascript">
var myID = window.location;
var myPage = location.pathname;
document.write('\074script type="text/javascript" language="javascript" src="/ratingsys/jsrate.php?file=' + myID + '&file_real=' + myPage + '">\074\/script>');
</script>
</span>
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I edited the code for you to be able to use the same code on all your pages without needing to edit it. As the ID for the rating it automatically  takes the 
URL of the page people are currently  looking at. If you want you can change the font-family  and the font size. Otherwise just take the code as it is and 
paste it into the Replace box in MassReplaceIt.

In the source code file you will find other codes as well. For instance if you have multiple products on your website and want to have a rating for each 
product on the product's page and all of them on a single page as well there's a different code. The main difference is in this line

document.write('\074script type="text/javascript" language="javascript" src="/ratingsys/jsrate.php?file=product1&file_real=' + myPage + '">\074\/script>');

where you have to enter a different product ID for each of your products e.g. product1 for the first product, product2 for the second product, ...

7. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code"

Further options

By editing the en.inc.php file you find inside the ratingsys folder you can make changes to the text which will display  in the rating system on the page. 
You could also use this to change the language by translating the text content in this file.

If you don't want the rating system to display  on the page how many times the page has been seen go to the cls_rate.php file and remove the 
following line from it:
    $this->rate  .= "<strong>".$hasread1.$viewed.$hasread2."</strong><br>\n";

In the config.inc.php where it says $TIME_EXPIRE = 3600; you can define after how many  seconds the visitor can re-submit a rating. Default is 3600 
so after an hour people can re-rate.

Under $RATE_TYPE="radio"; you can set the rating system to display as a tear down menu by replacing radio with option

If you don't like to have five stars but would like to have ten start replace half with full under $RATE_STAR_OPTION="half";
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 Date and time
You will find some examples of this here.

Download source code (What’s this?) (datetime.txt) to get the codes.

To style the appearance of date and time use <span> tags as described here.

Date

Each of the parameters of the date has its own code. Combine and rearrange the order of the code as you wish.

Code displaying the name of the current day in the week

<script type="text/javascript">
var d=new Date();
var weekday=new Array(7);
weekday[0]="Sunday";
weekday[1]="Monday";
weekday[2]="Tuesday";
weekday[3]="Wednesday";
weekday[4]="Thursday";
weekday[5]="Friday";
weekday[6]="Saturday";
document.write("Today is " + weekday[d.getDay()]);
</script>

If you don't want the Today is part to display just replace

document.write("Today is " + weekday[d.getDay()]);

with

document.write(weekday[d.getDay()]);
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If English is not your language just replace the name of the days with the name of the days in your language. If you want you can use this code to 
have an image or image-link displaying instead of the day's name so every Wednesday  the same image would display. Just replace the name of the 
days with the appropriate HTML code. Just make sure to use single quotes (') instead of quotes (") in the code you add.

Code displaying the name of the current month

<script type="text/javascript">
var m=new Date();
var month=new Array(12);
month[0]="January";
month[1]="February";
month[2]="March";
month[3]="April";
month[4]="May";
month[5]="June";
month[6]="July";
month[7]="August";
month[8]="September";
month[9]="October";
month[10]="November";
month[11]="December";
document.write(month[m.getMonth()]);
</script>

If English is not your language just replace the name of the months with the name of the months in your language. If you want you can use this code 
to have an image or image-link displaying instead of the month's name so every  February  the same image would display. Just replace the name of 
the months with the appropriate HTML code.

Code displaying the current date (1-31)

<script type="text/javascript">
var d1 = new Date();
document.write(d1.getDate());
</script>
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Code displaying the current year

<script type="text/javascript">
var y=new Date();
document.write(y.getFullYear());
</script>

Once you're done with editing the code paste it into RapidWeaver and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code". That's it.

Time

Code to display the current time. Paste this code into Page Info, Header, JavaScript:

var timer = null
function start(){
var time = new Date()
var hours = time.getHours()
var minutes = time.getMinutes()
minutes=((minutes < 10) ? "0" : "") + minutes
var seconds = time.getSeconds()
seconds=((seconds < 10) ? "0" : "") + seconds
var clock = hours + ":" + minutes + ":" + seconds
document.forms[0].display.value = clock
timer = setTimeout("start()",1000)
}
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And paste this code where you want the time to appear on your page:

<style type="text/css">
.textfield {
border:solid 0px #000;
background:transparent;
color:#000000;
</style>
<body onload="start()">
<form>
<input type="text" class="textfield" 
name="display" size="10">
</form>

Once you're done with editing the code paste it into RapidWeaver and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code". That's it.

Countdown time and count-up timer

To do this you can use a script which was originally written by Robert Hashemian.

Download countdown.js and upload it to the root of your server (What is the root?)

Copy the following code and edit it as described further on:

<script language="JavaScript">
TargetDate = "12/31/2049 23:59";
BackColor = "transparent";
ForeColor = "black";
CountActive = true;
CountStepper = -1;
LeadingZero = true;
DisplayFormat = "%%D%% Days, %%H%% Hours, %%M%% Minutes, %%S%% Seconds ";
FinishMessage = "Timer done...";
</script>
<script language="JavaScript" src="/countdown.js">
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12/31/2049 23:59 defines the target date (start date when using count-up) in month/day/year hour/minutes format
ForeColor = "black"; defines the color of the text. Change black to white or whatever. Of course you can also use color codes or designations like 
#333333 
CountStepper = -1; defines whether you want to use it as a countdown or a count-up timer. Change -1 to +1 for count-up.
In the DisplayFormat line you can change the language of Days, Hours, ... or you can remove the hours, minutes or seconds if you don't want them to 
display by removing the appropriate part.
FinishMessage = "Timer done..."; instead of Timer done... you can type anything you'd like to appear when the timer is done. You can also use basic 
HTML to display a link or an image.

Once you're done with editing the code paste it into RapidWeaver and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code". That's it.
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Section 10: More...

Chapters in this section:

• Google and other search engines
• Tracking visitors activity (Statcounter and Google Analytics)
• Website for a group
• Multilingual website
• Blogging with RapidWeaver
• Blogging with WordPress
• Tooltips
• Favicons
• How to add a snow effect to your website
• How to disable right-click on your website
• About RapidWeaver and mobile devices
• E-Commerce and business solutions (How to sell using iWeb)
• How to protect your website from being hacked
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 Google and other search engines
The reason I’m explaining how to get on Google and not explaining how to get on other search engines is that Google has a 70% market-share (70% 
of all searches on the web are made through Google’s website). In addition if you get your website on Google it will most probably  get added to other 
search engines as well (automatically!).

How to get your website on Google step by step

1) Submit your URL going to AddURL and hit “Add URL”

2) Now we have to create a sitemap. A sitemap is a file which contains a list of all the URLs of all pages of your website. Go to http://www.xml-
sitemaps.com/ and type in your domain (http://www.yourdomain.com) where it says Starting URL
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Click on start. Once the process is done you will see the following page:
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Hit the URL you find under “Download the un-compressed XML Sitemap” to download the sitemap.

3) Open it in Safari or any  other browser or full text editor (TextWrangler, Notepad) to see if almost all your pages are included, if they aren’t 
something went wrong. If you’re on a Mac and it doesn’t open with Safari right-click on it (ctrl+click) and choose “Open with” and select “Safari”.

4) If it’s ok. Upload that file to the main location or root of your server (What is the root of a server/website?)
Entering: http://www.yourdomain.com/sitemap.xml in your browser should bring up this file. If it doesn’t come up in the browser then something went 
wrong and you will have to find out what. You probably placed it into the wrong location.

5) Once you uploaded the file go here and login with your Google account or register if you don’t have a Google account yet to get access to the 
Google Webmaster Tools. You will then see this page here:
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6) Hit “Add site...” , type your domain in the appearing box

and hit “Continue”.
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7) Google will ask you to verify that it really is your website. 

Under “Choose verification method” select “Upload an HTML file”.

Download the HTML file by hitting “Download this HTML verification file” and you will get a file called google8824XXXXXX.html or similar.

Upload it to the main location (root) on your server (same location where the sitemap.xml file is)
Entering: www.yourdomain.com/google8824XXXXXX.html in your browser should bring up this file. If it doesn’t come up in the browser then 
something went wrong and you will have to find out what. You probably did put it in the wrong location.

Once you uploaded the file hit “Verify” and you get redirected to the Dashboard.

If you missed to verify the site on your Home Dashboard you will see this:

near your domain. In that case hit it and you will follow the same process as previously described.
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Now go to “Site configuration”, “Sitemaps”

and hit  .

8) If you uploaded your sitemap to the root of your server you will just have to type in "sitemap.xml" (or the name of the file if you renamed it)

and click on “Submit Sitemap”. Your sitemap will be then be on the list.

9) That’s it. However you will have to wait about two weeks before you see your site indexed by  Google. To see whether your website is indexed on 
Google or not go to Google and in the search box type...

site:yourdomain.com 

See an example of this here.

From time to time replace the old Sitemap with a new one. To replace an old sitemap with a newer one (hence update a sitemap):
1) Make a new sitemap
2) Upload it to your Server to replace the old one
3) Go to your Google Webmaster Tools account
4) Click on the URL of your site
5) Go to Sitemaps, Check the box near the sitemap file name and hit “Resubmit selected” and you’re done.
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What is a robots file? What is it good for? How is it made?

A robots.txt file is used to tell search engines (such as Google or Yahoo) which pages or folder you don't want to be indexed by  them. There are many 
reasons why  you would want to avoid some pages from being indexed. Either because a page or an entire site is just for testing purpose and not to 
be seen by everybody or because it contains private informations about you and your family and you don't want it to be searchable and so on.

I made a file filled with some sample informations. You can download that file by clicking here.

When you open it in TextWrangler (download it here for free) or any other full-text editor application you will see the following page:

Disallow: /test/ means that search engines will not index the whole /test/ folder which is on my server and its entire content.
Disallow: /sample/Sample.html means that search engines will not index the Sample.html page which is contained in the /sample/folder. However all 
other pages in the /sample/ folder will be indexed.
Disallow: example.html means that they will not index the example.html page which is in the root of the server.

You have to upload the robots.txt file to the root of your server (What is the root of a server/website?) so that it is reachable under
http://yourdomain.com/robots.txt
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 Tracking visitors activity (Statcounter and Google Analytics)
There are mainly  two services allowing you track visitors activity  (see how many  visits you get, where they  come from, which pages they’re looking 
at, ...): Statcounter and Google Analytics.

What are the differences between Statcounter and Google Analytics? Which one is the best? Why are they 
useful?

The answer to the question which is the best is: both. The two services deliver many different datas which makes it useful to have them both.
Here a few specifications:
- Statcounter delivers you real-time statistics (Google Analytics has one day of delay)
- In Statcounter you can follow the paths a visitor follows page by page
- Statcounter shows you which pages are the most visited ones
- Statcounter shows you where they  came from. You are also shown what they  searched for on Google. If you see that they  searched for something 
you don’t have on your website add it!
- In Google Analytics it’s easier to compare certain periods of time (current month with previous, …)
- Google Analytics has a great visitors world-map
- Google Analytics delivers you data on which keywords your website performs best or worse
and more…
All this data is really important since it shows you what the visitors are interested in, where you need to work further, … 
Use this data, analyze it and improve your website.

Statcounter

1. Visit Statcounter.com and register for an account
2. Once you’re logged in hit “Add new project” and fill out the required fields
3. At the end of the process hit “Default installation guide”
4. You will get a code which you need to keep in a safe place and which we will be using further on
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Google Analytics

1. Go to Google Analytics and sign up for an account
2. If you don’t have a Google Analytics account yet once you’re logged in under “My Analytics Accounts” and choose “Create you account” from the 
drop down menu
3. Once you’re in an account hit “Add Website Profile” at the bottom of the page
4. Enter your URL in the appropriate field and hit “Finish”
5. You will be shown a code under
“Use this tracking code to gain access to a wide range of exciting new features as they become available”
6. Copy and keep this code in a safe place. We will need it further on

Installing Statcounter and Google Analytics

Paste the codes in the Google Analytics box you find under Setup, Advanced. Whether you use Google Analytics, Statcounter or both you can paste 
all codes into this box.
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 Click counter
This chapter presents three ways to see how many times a certain link is clicked or how many times a certain file was downloaded.

Statcounter

As described in the previous chapter Statcounter is mainly used to see how many visitors your site has, which pages are the most visited ones, ...
On the left side you also see "Downloads" and if you click on it you will see the 500 most recent downloads.

Bitly.com

Bitly.com is mainly  used to shorten link. So if you have a URL of a page you want to link to or of a file you want to link to perhaps for people to 
download it just type it in the appropriate box

and hit Shorten. You then get a short link and on the left side of the link you also see how many people clicked the link.
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By clicking on the number of clicks you get a lot of numbers, statistics, how many people clicked the link per country, where on which page and so on. 
You also get the techy looking qrcode image for people to scan it with their smartphone and get redirected to it (useless?).

Of course you will see these stats only if you register an account (free).
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Click counter and download counter

1. Go to this page and download the click counter script
2. Rename the folder you get to ccount
3. Open settings.php in TextWrangler
4. Type in password, URL, change count unique clicks to 1 and save the changes

5. Upload the ccount folder to the root of your server
Entering http://yourdomain.com/ccount/ into your browser will display the login page of the script
6. You then see the following page
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Where you can add new links and where you see how many times a link was clicked.

The script is quite minimalistic. There are no fancy  stats as in bitly.com but it does its job. And the good thing is that the script resides on your own 
server.

If you want to display on a page how many times a link was clicked or a file was downloaded use the following code:

<script language="Javascript" type="text/javascript" src="http://yourdomain.com/ccount/display.php"></script>
<span style="color:green;font-weight:bold"><script language="Javascript" type="text/javascript">ccount_display('13');</script></span>

In the first line change yourdomain.com to your domain
In the second line type the link ID number you want to display (here: 13)

Once you added the code to the page select the code and go to Format, HTML and choose Code.
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 Website for a group
In this chapter I will discuss what the possibilities are for having a website which can be edited by multiple people. I will use the example of a working 
team and each member of the team should be able to edit all the pages. The goal is to have a platform to share and collect informations, ideas and 
where everybody  sees at what point they  are in the work. Of course there are various CMS (Content Management Systems) and each of them is the 
best to fulfill a certain purpose but may  fail in other purposes. To me the best way  is to have a mix out of multiple CMS. Please note that these are 
only ideas which can be further developed and adapted for your particular purpose and needs by yourself.

WordPress Blog

A WordPress blog allows you to add a user for each of the members of the team. This way  everyone can add or edit the content from no matter what 
computer or mobile device with internet connection.

A blog may be good to know where you currently are in your work, to keep track of your work.

Today I did:
Next steps are:

Really easy to use.

PhpBB Forum

A Forum is a Discussion board and is good to actually  discuss different topics and of course everyone has its username and password to jump in to 
the discussion. But totally fails when it comes to organizing the informations or the knowledge.

I would like to... What do you think?
How should we go about...?

Really easy to use.
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Google Docs

Google Docs is useful if you all have to work on the same Word or Excel documents. Excel documents could be used as a Database to put Statistical 
data in them or whatever. And the good thing is changes can be made online. You can invite other people to collaborate on them. As soon as 
someone has new data he can go online and type it in.

Really easy to use.

MediaWiki

MediaWiki is a free “software” to be installed on servers with PHP support. It’s the same as used by  Wikipedia so it’s good to build encyclopedias and 
similar stuff. However MediaWiki is much more complicated to use than the previous mentioned possibilities. To me they  lost contact to the newest 
developments in online content managing. It feels quite old. I wouldn’t recommend it to you.

Instant Messaging (IM)

Instant messaging (IM) applications such as Skype, iChat, MSN Messenger and so on allow you to communicate by  writing and in some cases calling 
in real time, make conferences and even videoconferences. I would recommend you Skype since it’s the most cross-platform one (works great on 
both Mac and PC)

Really easy to use.

Further general notes

WordPress Blog, PhpBB Forum, Google Docs and Skype (IM) allow people to easily  edit pages online. No matter what computer they  are on and no 
matter where they currently  are on planet earth. Also works from outside planet earth as long as there are the necessary  requirements. All you need 
is:

- A computer. No matter what computer: they  all work on both Mac and PC  equally. For most of them also an iPhone or other mobile phones would 
work.
- An internet browser
- Internet access

and that’s it.
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More info about WordPress on my wordpressfaq.org site and in the appropriate chapter of this E-Book.
More info about PhpBB on my phpbbfaq.org site and in the appropriate chapter of this E-Book
More info about Google Docs in the appropriate chapter of this E-Book
More info about Skype here

As always to integrate the various CMS into your website you can either use Redirects, iFrames or simply link them to each other.
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 Multilingual websites
First I’d like to recommend you to avoid using internet translating tools to translate the whole content of a website. I speak Italian, German, English 
and French (from best to less good) and sometimes on the web I read total nonsense stuff which comes straight out of translating tools. So it’s best if 
you translate it yourself or have someone translating it for you.
You can also add a translating widget to your website if you want to. At least that way  the resulting content would not be your responsibility  since 
people would see that it’s BabelFish’s or Google’s translation. But don’t use translating tools to actually  build an entire website because it’s a total no-
go to have it looking like it’s all your language-skills and in the end the text makes no sense at all. I say it for you.

To me the best way to have a multilingual website is...

To me the best way to have a website in multiple languages is to have a separate site for each of them.

As an example my musicwiki.info website has
- musicwiki.info/en/ for English
- musicwiki.info/ita/ for Italian (Italiano)
- musicwiki.info/de/ for German (Deutsch)

each language has its own site and they  are linked to each other through links. Best would be to have links at the top of each page “The same page 
in English”, “La stessa pagina in italiano” and “Die gleiche Seite auf Deutsch”. So people can choose on each page what language they want.

In RapidWeaver there are two ways to achieve that. Either go to File, New Project to build a new site. Under Page Info, Folder add the short form of 
the language as the name for the folder for every  page of the site. Or have all the pages in one project and just change the name of the folder they 
are published to under Page Info, Folder. To add a new page to your website add it to one of your projects. Once you entirely  built it copy  and paste it 
to your other projects and translate it.

To me it’s better to have a new  project for each language because otherwise you would end up with too many  pages in a project which would make it 
more difficult to find the page you want to edit. But it depends on the size of the website.
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Adding a “Translate this page” widget to your website

There are a lot of services providing translation tools on the web. BabelFish is just one of them but it was one of the biggest some time ago. I 
personally  don’t think it is good. To me it’s quite hard to understand an English text which was translated to Italian with BabelFish. To me the best is 
the Google widget.

The good thing about a translate this page widget is that you're not responsible for the output people get. Whereas if you just copy  and paste the 
output and put it on your site you are responsible and if it's hard to understand it's not good for your reputation.

To get the code you have to Login with your Google account and visit this page. Configure the code by  hitting “Show optional settings” and copy  the 
code. Paste the code where you want the widget to appear.

Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".

If you want to add the widget to the sidebar on all your pages read How to add some code to the sidebar.
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 Blogging with RapidWeaver
In RapidWeaver you will find the possibility to add a blog to your website. Go to Add, Blog, Choose.

Note that this blog can only  be edited from within RapidWeaver. Hence to edit the blog you need a Mac with the same version of RapidWeaver 
installed as used to create it, the .rwsw file where RapidWeaver stores the information for your website on your computer and of course you also need 
an internet connection. If you want to blog without taking your computer with you it will probably not work. That’s why  I would recommend you to use 
WordPress instead (see next chapter).

You can add blog entries, categories, tags, podcasts and add some text for the summary page where all your entries will display.

By going to Page Info, Page you will find a lot of possible settings including the ability  to add comments. However I would recommend you to follow 
the Comments chapter of this book instead. First because you can apply  them to all pages, not just blogs and second because RapidWeaver’s 
comments are a little old (the list includes HaloScan which was discontinued about an year ago). Most important setting is the RSS Feed.

How to get the RSS Feed for the blog

The RSS Feed is important for people if they  want to be informed when you add a new entry  to your blog. It’s also important if you want to stream 
your blog to social networks like Facebook or Twitter.

Go to Page Info, Page, RSS, RSS Feed: Enable

The URL of the feed will be the URL of the blog but instead of blog.html or whatever it will be blog.xml or whatever.
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 Blogging with WordPress
A lot of people ask how to add or edit posts on the RapidWeaver blog online without using RapidWeaver. That’s not possible. To update a WordPress 
blog you have to go through the RapidWeaver application. Which means you need the source file, an Apple computer and the right version of 
RapidWeaver installed. Pretty  hard when you’re on the road. That’s why I would recommend you to use WordPress for your blog instead of the 
RapidWeaver blog. With WordPress you can edit your blog from any computer (PC or Mac) with an internet connection. Even from the iPhone and 
other mobile devices. Yes, there’s an app for that!

What does WordPress allow me to do?

Here are a few features or reasons for which I recommend you to use WordPress:

- Add posts from wherever you are no matter what computer you have access to. Only  requirement: a computer with internet access. There’s also a 
wonderful app for the iPhone which allows you to post to your Blog on-the-go in a tremendously easy way. That’s what I call Real Blogging!
- Schedule your posts. If you’re away for a while you can write the entries before leaving and set a publishing time so they  will be automatically 
published while you’re away.
- You can designate people allowed to collaborate on your Blog which means that they  not only  can add comments to it but also entries and modify 
pages.

And of course you can do a lot more with it. Anything you want and everything discussed in this E-Book.

How can I have a WordPress blog?

- WordPress.com: The blog is hosted by  WordPress and you don’t have to pay  for the hosting. This is not recommended since due to security  issues 
it’s almost not customizable at all (except domains) meaning it doesn’t let you post HTML codes which are needed for a lot of things. Search engines 
would find the WordPress blog as a standalone site not related to the RapidWeaver website.

- WordPress.org: The blog is hosted on your own server/hosting hence your website or blog will be highly  customizable since it lets you post any 
HTML code you want and it will be much easier to personalize it. That’s highly recommended!
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Of course I would recommend you to have the blog on your own hosting since it gives you more control on it and it allows you to do whatever you 
want with it. If you don’t have a hosting yet or your hosting doesn’t fit the minimum requirements to install a WordPress blog have a look at the 
Publishing and Hosting FAQ.

How do I install WordPress on my own server? And how do I use it?

You can read all you need to know about the installation process of WordPress and how to use and customize it at my WordPressFAQ.org website.

How to import a RapidWeaver blog into WordPress

- Manually: By  doing it manually  you would use Copy&Paste for the content. On every  blog there are what I call “Minor entries”, posts which better 
would be deleted. Take the chance to tidy  up your Blog a bit. Also by  doing it manually  you can add the post and directly apply  the WordPress 
formatting you want at the same time instead of doing it later on.

- Automatically: In WordPress go to Tools, Import, RSS and Install the plugin. Activate Plugin & Run Importer submitting your RapidWeaver Blog 
RSS Feed. Please note that I don't know whether this works or not or what the result looks like. I didn't try it.

The best way to integrate RapidWeaver and WordPress *

If you use WordPress.com

I would recommend you to use an iFrame to embed the Blog into your website. Add a page to RapidWeaver and call it Blog. As previously  told Search 
engines will handle the Blog and the RapidWeaver website as two completely  separate entities. To ensure that visitors getting to the Blog while 
searching Google know where the rest of the website is there must be a link from the blog to the website.

Having the WordPress blog on your own server (Best)

Having the WordPress installation your own server allows you to integrate RapidWeaver and WordPress much better. 

On your RapidWeaver website you have a certain number of pages displaying in the navigation menu. Add a simple page named Blog (or whatever 
you want) and put a redirect on it leading people to your WordPress installation.

On your WordPress under Appearance, Menus you can build your own menu. Under Pages choose the choose the Blog page and hit Add to Menu.  If 
you want to have any  other pages displaying in the menu add them too and also add them in RapidWeaver with a redirect. Under Custom Links you 
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can enter a name and a URL to link pages from other websites right in the menu. Use it to add the pages displaying in your RapidWeaver menu. 
Once you add the pages and custom links you will see them appearing on your right hand side. Just drag&drop them into the order you want them to 
display  in the menu and don't forget to enter a name for the menu. Then hit Save Menu. Under Theme Locations now  select your custom menu and 
hit Save.

You should end up with the RapidWeaver and the WordPress menu looking alike. So people just click the appropriate link in the menu to switch back 
and forth between RapidWeaver and WordPress without noticing it.
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 Tooltips
What are tooltips?

A tooltip  is the text which appears when you hover over a link. Usually  it is used to give further informations or instructions on the link or image they 
are associated to.

Of course there are different styles you can choose from.

Using MooTools Tips

See an example here.

1. Click here to download the needed files
2. You will get a folder called “tooltips1”
3. Upload the “tooltips1” folder to the root location of your server (most top level) (What is the root of a server/website?)
4. In the “tooltips1” folder you will find a file called tooltips1.txt there you find the source code of the tooltips 
5. Go to the page you want to insert the Tooltips to and post the following code in the header of the page (this is only  part of the code , copy the code 
from the tooltips1.txt file). To do this go to Page Info => Header => Header.

<LINK media=screen href="/tooltips1/style(1).css" type=text/css rel=stylesheet>

<SCRIPT src="/tooltips1/mootools.svn.js" type=text/javascript></SCRIPT>
<SCRIPT src="/tooltips1/demos.js" type=text/javascript></SCRIPT>
[...]

6. Where you want the text link tooltip or thumbnail (image) tooltip to appear paste the following code (choose one). Once you added the code to 
RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".

Text-Link:

<a class="TipsNumber" title="Tooltip title :: Tooltip content" href="URL of the link" target=”_blank">Link title</a>
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Replace:
TipsNumber: with Tips1, Tips2, Tips3 or Tips4 define the style
Tooltip title: The title that displays on the tooltip
Tooltip content: The content of the tooltip
URL of the link: The web address the link should point to
target=”_blank” opens the link in a new window if you want it to open in the same window change _blank to _top
Link title: Is the name of the link that will display on the page

Example:

<A class=Tips1 title="WordPressFAQ.org :: The best source of Tutorials, Tips & Tricks about WordPress" href="http://wordpressfaq.org" 
target=”_blank”>www.wordpressfaq.org</A>

Thumbnail:

<IMG class="TipsNumber" title="Tooltip title :: Tooltip content" alt="mooCow" src="URL of the image">

Example:

<IMG class=Tips1 title="WordPressFAQ.org :: The best source of Tutorials, Tips & Tricks about WordPress" alt=mooCow src="http://wordpressfaq.org/media/
WPminilogored.png">

Thumbnail-Link:

<A class="TipsNumber" title="Tooltip title :: Tooltip content" href="URL of the link" target=”_blank”><img src="URL of the image"></A>

Again you need to choose a style, title, content, url of the image and url of the link as described above.

Example:

<A class=Tips1 title="WordPressFAQ.org :: The best source of Tutorials, Tips & Tricks about WordPress" href="http://wordpressfaq.org" target=”_blank”><img 
src="http://wordpressfaq.org/media/WPminilogored.png"></A>
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Using MooTools ToolTips

See an example here.

1. Click here to download the needed files.
2. You will get a folder called “tooltips2”
3. Upload the “tooltips2” folder to the root location of your server (most top level) (What is the root of a server/website?)
4. In the “tooltips2” folder you will find a file called tooltips2.txt there you find the source code of the tooltips
5. Go to the page you want to insert the Tooltips to and post the following code in the header of the page (this is only  part of the code , copy the code 
from the tooltips1.txt file). To do this go to Page Info => Header => Header.

<link rel="stylesheet" href="/tooltips2/tooltip.css.php" type="text/css" />
<script type="text/javascript" src="/tooltips2/mootools.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="/tooltips2/tooltip.js"></script>
<style type="text/css">
<!--
span.info {
    display: block;
padding: 1px;
margin-bottom: 1px;
background-color: #FFFFCC;
border: 1px solid #d8d7d7;
color: #000;
}
-->
</style>

6. Where you want the text link tooltip or thumbnail (image) tooltip to appear paste the following code (choose one). Once you added the code to 
RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".

Text:

<div id="tooltip-1" class="tooltip-toggler">Link title</div>
<script type="text/javascript">new ToolTip('tooltip-1', '<strong><span style="color:black">Tooltip title</span></strong><br /><span class="info">Content of the 
tooltip</span>', { mode: 'cursor', display: 'inline', width: 250, style: 'default', sticky: 0 });</script>
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Edit...
tooltip-1: if you have multiple tooltips you need to change to tooltip-2 for the second tooltip-3 for the third and so on (note that you need to change it 
twice per code)
Tooltip title: The title that displays on the tooltip
Tooltip content: The content of the tooltip
Link title: Is the name of the link that will display on the page and show the tooltip on hover
width: you can change the width of the tooltip by increasing or decreasing the number of pixel (default is 250px)

Example:

<div id="tooltip-1" class="tooltip-toggler">www.wordpressfaq.org</div>
<script type="text/javascript">new ToolTip('tooltip-1', '<strong><span style="color:black">WordPressFAQ.org</span></strong><br /><span class="info">The best 
source of Tutorials, Tips & Tricks about WordPress</span>', { mode: 'cursor', display: 'inline', width: 250, style: 'default', sticky: 0 });</script>

Text-Link:

<a id="tooltip-2" class="tooltip-toggler" href="URL of the link" target=”_blank”>Link title</a>
<script type="text/javascript">new ToolTip('tooltip-2', '<strong><span style="color:black">Tooltip title</span></strong><br /><span class="info">Content of the 
tooltip</span>', { mode: 'cursor', display: 'inline', width: 250, style: 'default', sticky: 0 });</script>

Again you need to choose title, content as described above. In addition to that you need to change the URL of the link.

Example:

<a id="tooltip-2" class="tooltip-toggler" href="http://wordpressfaq.org" target=”_blank”>www.wordpressfaq.org</a>
<script type="text/javascript">new ToolTip('tooltip-2', '<strong><span style="color:black">WordPressFAQ.org</span></strong><br /><span class="info">The best 
source of Tutorials, Tips & Tricks about WordPress</span>', { mode: 'cursor', display: 'inline', width: 250, style: 'default', sticky: 0 });</script>

Thumbnail:

<div id="tooltip-3" class="tooltip-toggler"><img src="URL of the image"></div>
<script type="text/javascript">new ToolTip('tooltip-3', '<strong><span style="color:black">Tooltip title</span></strong><br /><span class="info">Content of the 
tooltip</span>', { mode: 'cursor', display: 'inline', width: 250, style: 'default', sticky: 0 });</script>
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Again you need to choose title, content, URL of the link as described above. In addition to that you need to replace URL of the image with the web 
address of the thumbnail you want to display.

Example:

<div id="tooltip-3" class="tooltip-toggler"><img src="http://wordpressfaq.org/media/WPminilogored.png"></div>
<script type="text/javascript">new ToolTip('tooltip-3', '<strong><span style="color:black">WordPressFAQ.org</span></strong><br /><span class="info">The best 
source of Tutorials, Tips & Tricks about WordPress</span>', { mode: 'cursor', display: 'inline', width: 250, style: 'default', sticky: 0 });</script>

Thumbnail-Link:

<a id="tooltip-4" class="tooltip-toggler" href="URL of the link" target=”_blank”><img src="URL of the image"></a>
<script type="text/javascript">new ToolTip('tooltip-4', '<strong><span style="color:black">Tooltip title</span></strong><br /><span class="info">Content of the 
tooltip</span>', { mode: 'cursor', display: 'inline', width: 250, style: 'default', sticky: 0 });</script>

Again you need to choose a style, title, content, url of the image and url of the link as described above.

Example:

<a id="tooltip-4" class="tooltip-toggler" href="http://wordpressfaq.org" target=”_blank”><img src="http://wordpressfaq.org/media/WPminilogored.png"></a>
<script type="text/javascript">new ToolTip('tooltip-4', '<strong><span style="color:black">WordPressFAQ.org</span></strong><br /><span class="info">The best 
source of Tutorials, Tips & Tricks about WordPress</span>', { mode: 'cursor', display: 'inline', width: 250, style: 'default', sticky: 0 });</script>

Further notes: in the Tooltip you can put every html code you’d like. Even Flash content!

Example:

<div id="tooltip-5" class="tooltip-toggler">Hover here to see the Flash in the Tooltip</div>
<script type="text/javascript">new ToolTip('tooltip-5', '<strong><span style="color:black">Flash tooltip</span></strong><br><object classid="clsid:d27cdb6e-
ae6d-11cf-96b8-444553540000" codebase="http://download.macromedia.com/pub/shockwave/cabs/flash/swflash.cab#version=6,0,40,0" width="480" height="360" 
id="mymoviename"> <param name="movie" value="http://rapidweaverfaq.org/media/RwFAQ.swf" /> <param name="quality" value="high" /><param name="bgcolor" 
value="#ffffff" /> <embed src="http://rapidweaverfaq.org/media/RwFAQ.swf" quality="high" bgcolor="#ffffff" width="480" height="360" name="mymoviename" align="" 
type="application/x-shockwave-flash" pluginspage="http://www.macromedia.com/go/getflashplayer"></embed></object>', { mode: 'cursor', display: 'inline', width: 
480, style: 'default', sticky: 0 });</script>
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Standard tooltips

If you don’t want to use any  particular style of tooltip, all you have to do is give a title to the link and it will display when someone hovers over the link 
or picture.

Text-Link:

<a href="URL of the link" title="Tooltip title :: Tooltip content" target=”_blank”>Link title</A>

Replace:
URL of the link: The web address the link should point to
Tooltip title: The title that displays on the tooltip
Tooltip content: The content of the tooltip
target=”_blank” opens the link in a new window if you want it to open in the same window change _blank to _top
Link title: Is the name of the link that will display on the page

Thumbnail:

<img src="URL of the image" title="Tooltip title :: Tooltip content">

Again you need to define a title and content as described above. In addition to that you need to replace URL of the image with the web address of the 
thumbnail you want to display.

Thumbnail-Link:

<a href="URL of the link" title="Tooltip title :: Tooltip content" target=”_blank”><img src="URL of the image"></a>

Again you need to choose a URL, title, content and url of the image as described above.
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 Favicons
Many websites have little images before the http, like apple has the apple logo.

Those little icons are called favicons. Usually a .ico or .png image with a size of 16x16px or 32x32px.

How do I add a favicon to my RapiWeaver website?

Usually  it is enough to put the favicon.ico file into the root (most top location) of your server using your FTP application. That is without needing any 
code to be added to your html files.
If you placed it to the right location entering http://yourdomain.com/favicon.ico into your browser would bring up the favicon in it.

If that doesn’t work in RapidWeaver click on Setup and Drag&Drop you Favicon to the appropriate field under General.

Note: If you're using photoshop for creating the 16x16 pixel image download this and add the unzipped file to the "File Format" folders. Search for 
them with spotlight. You then will be able to save your .ico image directly from photoshop.
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 How to add a snow effect to your website
You will find an example of this here. In the example the snow is black because the background is white.

1. Go to this page and download the source code of the snowstorm.
2. Upload the snowstorm.js file to the root of your server (What is the root of a server/website?)
3. Copy this code:

<script type="text/javascript" src="/snowstorm.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript">
snowStorm.snowColor = '#FFFFFF';
snowStorm.flakesMaxActive = 96;
snowStorm.useTwinkleEffect = false;
</script>

#FFFFFF defines the color of the snow flakes

To find a color designation have a look at Color-codes and designations

96 defines the number of active flakes. Increasing the number of flakes results in more snow. Decreasing it results in less snow.

4. If you want to add the snow effect only  to a low number of posts or pages I would recommend you to open those pages and paste the code in 
them. If you want to add the snow effect to your entire website paste the code in the footer if you applied it to all your pages.
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 How to disable right-click on your website *
You will find an example of this here.

Right-click (on Apple machines ctrl+click) is used for many things among which is the great “Save as...”. People could use it to get your images from 
your website which usually  is something you want to avoid especially  if you’re a photographer. Of course disabling the right-click on your website 
keeps only  the less computer-savvy  of your visitors from getting your photos out of it. Actually  not even those since you still get the photos off the site 
by drag&drop if right-click is disabled.

If you add this:

<body ondragstart="return false" onselectstart="return false">

in addition to the one disabling right-click people won’t be able to select or drag&drop the image either.

Nevertheless select all (via cmd(Apple)+A) then copy (via cmd(Apple)+C) once you did select all will work. Also the more computer savvy  among you 
and your visitors will know that there are other ways to get something out of a website. Even if selecting and right-clicking is disabled.

So basically the message is:

“If you don’t want it to be stolen don’t put it online”

People who want something will get it one way or another.

Anyway if you want to protect (not really) your website here is how to do it:

1. Copy the following code:
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<script type="text/javascript">
var message="";
function clickIE() {if (document.all) {(message);return false;}}
function clickNS(e) {if 
(document.layers||(document.getElementById&&!document.all)) {
if (e.which==2||e.which==3) {(message);return false;}}}
if (document.layers) 
{document.captureEvents(Event.MOUSEDOWN);document.onmousedown=clickNS;}
else{document.onmouseup=clickNS;document.oncontextmenu=clickIE;}
document.oncontextmenu=new Function("return false")
</script>
<body ondragstart="return false" onselectstart="return false">

2. Paste the code into the posts or pages for which you want to disable right-click. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to 
"Format", "HTML" choose "Code". If you want to disable the right-click on the entire website paste the above code into the header, the Sidebar or the 
Footer you applied to all your pages.
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 About RapidWeaver and mobile devices

Can I update my RapidWeaver website from my mobile device? Perhaps from my iPhone?

The answer is no. There is no way  to update a RapidWeaver website from a mobile device. The only  way to update it is with a Mac computer, the 
RapidWeaver application the theme files and of course the .rwsw source file.

If you want to update your website or part of it from your iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch or other mobile device I would recommend you to use WordPress 
either to build only part of your site or your entire site since There's an app for that (iPhone).

Do I have to offer a mobile version of my website for mobile devices?

There are pros and cons. On one hand I personally think it's not really  needed since newer mobile devices have modern browsers on them and touch 
technology  allows you to easily  navigate fully  featured websites. I sometimes get angry when I want to visit a website but am redirected to the mobile 
version visiting it from my  iPhone. On the other hand data reception is sometimes slow and I get nervous waiting two minutes for a certain website to 
load because of the many graphical elements it has on it. In these cases a mobile version would be great and would also same me some money on 
data transfer. Another topic is what content people are interested in when visiting your website from a computer and what content people are 
interested in when visiting your website from a mobile device.

Some general tips on building sites for mobile devices (especially for iOS devices: iPad, iPhone and iPod 
Touch) with RapidWeaver

If you want to build a website which fits the mentioned mobile devices best (especially iOS devices)

- Embed movies with HTML5
- Completely avoid using Flash (menus, animations, ...)
- Make sure the website light weight hence loading fast. Reduce the use of graphic elements (photos, ...) to a minimum.
- Don't use iFrames with scrollbars since these devices do not support scrolling on page. They support scrolling the entire page but not inside a page.

In general keep the website simple and basic.
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If you want to have an extra site for mobile devices in addition to your normal site reduce it to a minimum of pages and content. I think people visiting 
a website from a mobile device differ from people visiting your website from a computer in several ways. I think people visiting the site from a mobile 
device don't care much about the graphical appearance of the website. I think they  are more interested in getting the information they  look for in a fast 
and intuitive way. They are probably looking for text more than for images.

For a restaurant or a shop people may  only  want to know the name, how it looks from the outside, how it looks from the inside (hence only two small 
images not more), where to find it and how to contact you. Two pages or three if you also want to tell them what you offer. I would also keep  the text 
very short. Just give the info which is really needed.

Once you made the mobile site have people visiting your site from a mobile device being redirected to it automatically  or have a link on your pages for 
people to choose whether they want to visit your site in full or mobile version.

If you want to check your website’s compatibility  with these mobile devices best is if you get your hands on an iPad, iPhone or iPod Touch to try it. If 
you can’t get your hands on any of these you can download the iPhone SDK from apple.com. The developer kit contains an application called iPhone 
Simulator where you can type in the URL of your website and check how it would look on the iPhone or the iPad (under Hardware=>Device you can 
choose whether you want to use it as an iPhone or an iPad).

How to detect mobile devices and have them being redirected to the mobile version of your website 
automatically

<script type="text/javascript">
(function(a,b){if(/android.+mobile|avantgo|bada\/|blackberry|blazer|compal|elaine|fennec|hiptop|iemobile|ip(hone|od)|iris|kindle|lge |maemo|midp|mmp|opera m(ob|in)i|palm( os)?|
phone|p(ixi|re)\/|plucker|pocket|psp|symbian|treo|up\.(browser|link)|vodafone|wap|windows (ce|phone)|xda|xiino/i.test(a)||/1207|6310|6590|3gso|4thp|50[1-6]i|770s|802s|a wa|abac|
ac(er|oo|s\-)|ai(ko|rn)|al(av|ca|co)|amoi|an(ex|ny|yw)|aptu|ar(ch|go)|as(te|us)|attw|au(di|\-m|r |s )|avan|be(ck|ll|nq)|bi(lb|rd)|bl(ac|az)|br(e|v)w|bumb|bw\-(n|u)|c55\/|capi|ccwa|cdm\-|cell|
chtm|cldc|cmd\-|co(mp|nd)|craw|da(it|ll|ng)|dbte|dc\-s|devi|dica|dmob|do(c|p)o|ds(12|\-d)|el(49|ai)|em(l2|ul)|er(ic|k0)|esl8|ez([4-7]0|os|wa|ze)|fetc|fly(\-|_)|g1 u|g560|gene|gf\-5|g\-mo|
go(\.w|od)|gr(ad|un)|haie|hcit|hd\-(m|p|t)|hei\-|hi(pt|ta)|hp( i|ip)|hs\-c|ht(c(\-|  |_|a|g|p|s|t)|tp)|hu(aw|tc)|i\-(20|go|ma)|i230|iac( |\-|\/)|ibro|idea|ig01|ikom|im1k|inno|ipaq|iris|ja(t|v)a|jbro|jemu|
jigs|kddi|keji|kgt( |\/)|klon|kpt |kwc\-|kyo(c|k)|le(no|xi)|lg( g|\/(k|l|u)|50|54|e\-|e\/|\-[a-w])|libw|lynx|m1\-w|m3ga|m50\/|ma(te|ui|xo)|mc(01|21|ca)|m\-cr|me(di|rc|ri)|mi(o8|oa|ts)|mmef|mo(01|
02|bi|de|do|t(\-| |o|v)|zz)|mt(50|p1|v )|mwbp|mywa|n10[0-2]|n20[2-3]|n30(0|2)|n50(0|2|5)|n7(0(0|1)|10)|ne((c|m)\-|on|tf|wf|wg|wt)|nok(6|i)|nzph|o2im|op(ti|wv)|oran|owg1|p800|pan(a|d|t)|
pdxg|pg(13|\-([1-8]|c))|phil|pire|pl(ay|uc)|pn\-2|po(ck|rt|se)|prox|psio|pt\-g|qa\-a|qc(07|12|21|32|60|\-[2-7]|i\-)|qtek|r380|r600|raks|rim9|ro(ve|zo)|s55\/|sa(ge|ma|mm|ms|ny|va)|sc(01|h\-|
oo|p\-)|sdk\/|se(c(\-|0|1)|47|mc|nd|ri)|sgh\-|shar|sie(\-|m)|sk\-0|sl(45|id)|sm(al|ar|b3|it|t5)|so(ft|ny)|sp(01|h\-|v\-|v )|sy(01|mb)|t2(18|50)|t6(00|10|18)|ta(gt|lk)|tcl\-|tdg\-|tel(i|m)|tim\-|t\-mo|
to(pl|sh)|ts(70|m\-|m3|m5)|tx\-9|up(\.b|g1|si)|utst|v400|v750|veri|vi(rg|te)|vk(40|5[0-3]|\-v)|vm40|voda|vulc|vx(52|53|60|61|70|80|81|83|85|98)|w3c(\-| )|webc|whit|wi(g |nc|nw)|wmlb|wonu|
x700|xda(\-|2|g)|yas\-|your|zeto|zte\-/i.test(a.substr(0,4)))window.location=b})(navigator.userAgent||navigator.vendor||window.opera,'http://yourdomain.com/mobile/');
</script>

Copy the above code (taken from here). 
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Where it says http://yourdomain.com/mobile/ enter the URL to your mobile site hence where you want people visiting your site from a mobile device to 
be redirected to. Then add the code in the content of the pages of your normal website or better would be if you would put in the header of the pages. 
Page Info, Header, Header.
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 E-Commerce and business solutions (How to sell using RapidWeaver)
I think every business nowadays should also have a store on the web. The good thing about the online store is that it doesn’t cost you anything 
(almost) and you can reach a lot of people. In particular you don’t have to pay  the rent which for small business usually makes up quite a big piece of 
the cake at the end of the month, no water, no electricity. Only  the hosting which you use for the website anyway  and the commission for the safe 
payment method (PayPal U.S. 2.9% of the transaction amount and 0.30$).

Using PayPal

1. Signup or login to your PayPal account
2. Go to Merchant portal and you will find something called "Key features" where you have to choose what button you would like to add
- PayPal shopping cart
- Buy now buttons
- Donations
- ...
3. Once you choose the one you want click on it and you will be led to a page where you have many  options to customize the button (Step  1, Step 2, 
Step 3)
4. Once you customized your button click on "Create Button" at the bottom of the page
5. The code will be created. Click on "Select code" and copy it
6. Paste the code into RapidWeaver where you want it to appear. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" 
choose "Code". If you want to add to your Sidebar read this. If you want to add it to the Footer read this.
7. You're done.

Have a look at this for further informations.

Using PayPal

1. Signup or login to your PayPal account
2. Go to Merchant portal and choose PayPal Shopping Cart
3. Under “Accept payment for” choose “Products”
4. Enter Item name, Price, Currency, … and all the other information about taxes, shipping, ... It’s important to give every  product an Item ID (1, 2, 
3, ...) to make it easier for you to know which item was bought.
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5. Once you’ve set all you need to set hit Create button
6. You will be shown a code for the “Add to cart” button (or the “Buy now” button, depending on what you did choose). Copy the code and paste it into 
your post or page near the description of the product. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose "Code".
7. If you want to sell multiple products do the same for all the other products on your page.
8. When this is done create a “View Cart” button which you will place at the end of your page for people to have a look at their Shopping Cart and 
checkout (confirm the order and pay).
9. Again copy  and paste the code on your post or page. Once you added the code to RapidWeaver select it and go to "Format", "HTML" choose 
"Code".
10. That’s it.

An easy but not safe solution to sell digital products (E-Books, Music, ...) with PayPal

PayPal itself doesn't offer a feature to sell digital products. If you don't want to use WordPress as described here (offering encrypted links hence links 
which don't show the real path to the file and links which expire after a defined amount of time) you can set the URL to the zip containing the digital 
files as the URL people are redirected to after the payment when creating the Buy Now button in PayPal.

Go to PayPal, Merchant Portal, Buy Now Buttons. Type the Item Name, ID, Price as usual. Under Step 3: Customize advanced features (optional) go 
to "Take customers to this URL when they finish checkout" and enter the URL to the zip file, Create Button.

Once the payment went through people will see the usual message saying that the payment went through and "If you're not redirected within 5 
seconds click here".

Apparently  nothing happens, people are not moved to another page but keep  seeing the "you will be redirected" message but what happens instead 
is that the download process starts. So the page doesn't change but the download process is started. One of the problems is that people expect the 
page to change. If you decide to use this method, make sure you warn them and tell them how it works. Another problem is that hovering over the 
click here of the "If you're not redirected within 5 seconds click here" message the following URL displays in the browser:

http://iwebfaq.org/media/myfile.zip?tx=4EX449309E169011H&st=Completed&amt=1.00&cc=USD&cm=&item_number=

hence containing the actual path to the file (here in red). This could be a security  issue but probably  only  very  few  people will notice this. 
Unfortunately PayPal itself doesn't offer the possibility of creating an encrypted link and or a link which expires after a certain amount of time.

In some cases people may not be redirected automatically  and the download is not started or people just click the window away  or whatever. You 
have to offer a way to contact you and send them the link by e-mail.
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I wouldn't recommend you to use this method because of the problems mentioned above but thought it would be good if I presented you this as an 
option to sell digital products.

How to build a store like http://ebookstoretoday.com (WordPress)

I entirely explained how to build a store like my EBookStoreToday.com in WordPress in this post of my WordPressFAQ.org website.

This can be used to either sell your E-Books as I'm doing, your Music in either digital or CD format, T-Shirts, Handcrafts, Paintings or anything else 
you may want to sell and to me it works really great. I'm very happy with it.

Plugins for RapidWeaver

If you prefer using plugins to build your store you can use either of these:

- RapidCart
- PlayLoom

I didn't try any of these plugins so I don't know how they work but they both have good explanations on how to use the plugins on their pages.

Booking system solution *

Do you have a flat or house you offer to rent for holidays? If so you may  want to display  on your website when it is available and when it is already 
booked. You may want people to be able to book the house or flat from your website. Here’s an easy way to do that...

First you would have a form on your website for people to contact you and choose when they’d like to rent your house. The form would look 
something like this:
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Name:
Address:
E-mail:
Phone number:
Number of people:
Date of arrival:
Date of departure:

Then you would have a calendar (I would recommend you to use Google Calendar) embedded into your website displaying the availability. This way 
you would have to enter the availability manually. There are also solutions where people can edit the calendar themselves but then it’s hard to know 
which entry is real and which is fake. So I think it’s better if you do it yourself after you called the people who booked the house to make sure it’s true.

If you have multiple estates you can add multiple calendars or add them all to the same calendar using a different color for each estate. For detailed 
instructions on how to setup Google Calendar read the appropriate chapter of this book: Using Google Calendar.

How to add a vCard to your contact page *

vCards are electronic business cards. They can contain the name of your business, the logo, address information, phone number, e-mail address, 
web address, ... Very useful if you want your clients to be able to easily contact you.

To create a vCard on a Mac...
1. Open the “Address Book” on your computer
2. Compile the vCard
3. Go to File, Export..., Export vCard... and choose the Desktop as the destination. Hit “Save”.

Once you created the vCard make a .zip out of your vCard. On a Mac select the file and right-click on it (ctrl+click), choose Compress “...”
Take the .zip and upload it to your server. To know how to upload the file to your server and find out its URL read How to upload files
When you uploaded the file and got its URL in WordPress make a link to it.

Adding your (real life) business to Google Maps

If you’re running your own business it’s a good idea to submit it to Google Maps (if it’s not yet included). On my  recent trip to Vienna (Austria, Europe) 
I found myself using my iPhone at least twice to find what I needed. Once I wanted a coffee so I typed in Coffee on my  iPhone and all coffee bars 
near me popped up on the map. Another time I wanted to have a ride on a bicycle but obviously  I left mine at home so I searched for Bicycle and all 
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the bicycle stores around me popped up. I walked to one of them and could rent a bicycle. You can get a coffee at every street corner but finding 
bicycles is already harder.

Having your business on Google Maps is also helpful when people search the web for something the traditional way  going to google.com and typing 
in what they’re looking for since the first results on Google usually are Google Maps entries of local businesses.

If your business is not yet listed on Google Maps click here. On that page you will also find a video with instructions on how it’s done. Don’t forget to 
provide your website’s address for people to get further informations!
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 How to protect your website from being hacked *
Unfortunately  my  website was hacked several times a few years ago. Since then it has never happened again. It didn’t cause any  damage to my 
visitor’s computers but that could theoretically have happened.

Before we look into the matter I’d like to tell you that there’s no full protection against being hacked but there are a few things you can do (you must 
do) to at least partially protect your website against such attacks and reduce the risk. Let’s start with an overview...

Who are the hackers and what’s their goal?

Who knows?! That’s the scary part of it... Not the fact that the site is hacked, that’s quickly fixed...

Usually  behind these attacks there isn’t a human being but a bot. A bot is kind of an application that does these and other kind of things fully 
automatically  which of course was programmed by a human being. Goal: cause damage. Nothing against you. Whether it’s you or someone else 
doesn’t matter. Usually they don’t get anything out of it (no money, no fun, nothing) it’s more a psychological nonsense-war. 

How do you get to know that your website was hacked?

As soon as Google visits the site you get informed. They  send out an e-mail to various addresses like webmaster@yourdomain.com, 
info@yourdomain.com and so on. That made me think about how important it is to have such an e-mail address so I hope you have it.

The subject of the e-mail reads something like “Malware notification regarding iwebfaq.org”. And the text reads...
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We strongly encourage you to investigate this immediately to protect your visitors. 
Although some sites intentionally distribute malicious software, in many cases the webmaster is 
unaware because:

1) the site was compromised
2) the site doesn't monitor for malicious user-contributed content
3) the site displays content from an ad network that has a malicious
advertiser

If your site was compromised, it's important to not only remove the malicious (and usually 
hidden) content from your pages, but to also identify and fix the vulnerability.

Your site gets temporarily “blacklisted”.

Instantly if people search on Google and click on a link to your site Google displays a page telling people “This site could harm your computer” and 
asking whether they  want to continue or not. This message displays also to people not coming from Google if they’re using a modern browser (Safari, 
Firefox).
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This message is also based on Google’s information.
In the e-mail you get sent there’s also a link to a report site where Google displays on which servers the Malware is stored on and other stuff but not 
so interesting...

How to fix it when it happens

The most interesting part in the Google report you get by e-mail is that it tells you to login to your Webmaster Tools (the one you use to get your site 
on Google). There Google asks you to remove the infected parts of your website.

A good thing to do is ask your hosting for help on how to go about it. In my  case I just had to remove a file called .htaccess which was edited by  the 
hacker-bot. But you will maybe have to remove all the files from your server and re-upload them. Depends on the kind of attack you had.

Once you did that you can hit a link called “Review site” in your Google Webmaster Tools account. Google will then check your site to see whether it’s 
clean or not. If it’s clean your site will not be blacklisted anymore. No more warnings will be displayed neither to visitors searching Google nor to 
visitors getting to your site directly or through another site.

I’ve been impressed by  how fast the site was removed from the blacklisting. It’s a matter of less than two hours since you hit the “Review” link in the 
Google Webmaster Tools. And everything is back to business as usual...

How to prevent it (A must do!)

Here you find a few things you must do as soon as you read this to make your website safer.

Updating the software you’re running on your server

It is really  important to keep the software you’re running on your server (such as PhpBB Forums, WordPress Blogs, ...) up-to-date. These are 
especially vulnerable since they are used by a wide audience. Updates fix security lacks.

Also you should carefully  choose which plugins you install on them. Of course it’s difficult to know which plugin to install and which not. Usually  the 
ones you find on the official sites of the software are safe.
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Setting the right permissions to your files

Another very important step is to set the right permissions to files you upload to your server. If they are set so that everyone can edit them of course 
you’re really  inviting hackers to have dinner. You don’t even have to send them an invitation. They will find out on their own where to get something to 
eat.

For the web it is usually  recommended to set permissions to 755. This means that everyone can read the file but only  you can change (edit) the file. 
Everyone can execute the file (run a script or program).

Here’s how to change permissions in Cyberduck

1. Open Cyberduck and select the files on your server and hit command (cmd or apple) + i or right-click (ctrl+click) and choose Info
2. Go to Permissions, check the “Apply changes recursively” box, type 755 in the Octal Notation field

3. Hit the enter key (" ). Now Cyberduck will change permissions of the files.

Here’s how to set Cyberduck to upload files with 755 permissions by default (recommended)
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1. Go to File, Preferences, Transfers, Permissions and enter what follows:

2. That’s it.

From time to time check permissions of the files on your server.
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Don’t give away your connection data and enhance your passwords

You should not give your server access data to anyone. Even if it’s a trusted person offering you support you better change the password and change 
it back to your regular password once the other person has completed the support work.

Don’t use passwords which are too easy to guess such as your name, your grandma’s name, your birth-date or similar. Make it complicated.

Protect your network (WiFi).

Always have a backup

Always have a backup of the important files.

More info

You will probably find more info about this matter on your hosting’s website. For my hosting (HostExcellence) it is here...

http://www.ixwebhosting.com/index.php/v2/pages.faq_hackinfo

Other...

http://www.onlinesecurityauthority.com/thoughts-on-security/10-ways-to-secure-your-website-from-hackers/
http://wiki.cmsmadesimple.org/index.php/How_to#How_to_Secure_CMSMS_system_-_Small_Guide

http://www.google.com/support/webmasters/bin/answer.py?answer=45432
http://www.stopbadware.org/home/security
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 Contact
For Questions:

I’m not providing any support by  e-mail and will not answer questions I get by  e-mail. If you have any  questions about the content of this book or 
RapidWeaver in general please feel free to refer to my Forum. I will try  to answer the questions you post on the forum as good as I can. The reason I 
ask you to post your questions on the Forum is that other people may  have the same question. If they  find the answer on the Forum it keeps me from 
answering the same question over and over.

For Feedback, Reviews and Wishes

I would like you to write a review about this E-book on this page or send me your feedback by  e-mail at feedback@ebookstoretoday.com. I will not 
answer e-mails but I will certainly read them and try to implement/improve what you request in a future version of the book. Tell me your compliments 
and criticisms. What should be improved, what doesn’t work as described, what you found to be extremely  helpful or tell me your wishes about 
features I should be discussing in future updates of the E-book (remember that you will get updates for free).

I would also like you to share your ideas and knowledge. If you know any  good third-party  app or service which is not yet listed on my  website and in 
this E-book please let me know.

“Sharing knowledge increases productivity on both sides”

We can all learn from each other. It’s never a one way street, it’s always a two way street.

Thank you for buying this E-Book and supporting me for my  work. A special thank you also goes to the people who provided me feedback about the 
book which allows me to improve it.

Greetings,
Cédric
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Legal notes
Please note that this E-Book and the rapidweaverfaq.org website are not related to Realmac Software itself in any way. They are made by Cédric Giger. I made them 
on my own and I’m not working for Realmac. I’m just a user of RapidWeaver as you are. Credits for the codes go to the original writer of them. Unfortunately for most 
of the codes I don’t know who they are.

This E-Book and its content is for your own personal use only. You are not allowed to provide the E-Book to third parties and or (re)sell it. Respecting this is not a 
matter of DRM (Digital Rights Management) but a matter of education, human politeness, respect for other people and other people's work. If you got this E-Book 
without buying it from EBookStoreToday.com please buy it. I think it's worth more than the 15$. The book is written by one person (me) and I did put a lot of work and 
time into it. Thank you very much for respecting this, Cédric

Other projects of mine
iWebFAQ.org Tutorials, Tips & Tricks about Apple's iWeb (visit)
RapidWeaverFAQ.org Tutorials, Tips & Tricks about Realmac's RapidWeaver (where you find examples of what is discussed in this E-Book, visit)
WPFAQ.org Tutorials, Tips & Tricks about WordPress Blog engine (visit)
PhpBBFAQ.org Tutorials, Tips & Tricks about PhpBB Forum engine (visit)
WebsiteFAQ.org Tutorials, Tips & Tricks about building a website in general (visit)
Writing-an-Ebook.org All about writing an E-Book (visit)
EBookStoreToday.com A store to sell my own and other people’s E-Books (visit)

iWebFAQ.org E-Book
WPFAQ.org E-Book
How to write an E-Book (free or donationware)

Donate (if you'd like to)
If you feel like this E-Book is worth more than what you paid for it or if you feel like I deserve a donation please feel free to click here. Thank you!
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